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Abstract

Fluid flow "ith heat transfer due to the combined effect of free and forced

convection (mixed convection) are often encou~teled in engineering ,ystems eg" in

the design of building, air conditioning, cooling of electronic devices, nuclear

reactors, ~hcmical processing equipment, lubricating grooves and industrial process

float glass manufacturing etc. The simplest configurations approximating some "f

these practical flow siluations ate lhc flow and heal transfer in a vented eayity, whele

the flow is induced by a sl,ear force resulting from the external forced ,trcam and in

a lid-driven eavity where the flow i, induced by a shear force re,,,itillg fwm the

motion of a moving "ail, In lhis thesis under the title "Numerical Study on the Effect

of Conduction in Mixed Conveclion Flow in a Rcctangnlar Ca,ity WIth a H~at

Condueting Horizontal Cylinder", tlvo prohlems have b~cn studied. The study a,

wcll depending on various flow and geometrical conditions are abstracted below.

Firslly, the effect of conduction ill mixed convectioll flow in a rectangular vented

eavily with a heat eondueting horizont"l (CIrcular/square) cylinder h",~ becn

invcstig"ted. The right vertical wall of the cavill' is kcpt at a unifon11 consl"nl

temperature, while the other walls (top, bottom and lefl vertical) arc assumed

adi"balic. A heat conducting horizOlllal cyhndcr is placed some"here wilhin the

cavity. An external flow cntcrs the cavity thl'Oughan opcning in the lefl vertical wnll

and exits to another opening in thc opposite walL

Finally, thc effect of joule heating in thc conpling of condlldion with

magnctohydrodynamies (MHO) mixed com'celion flow in a lid-dri,en ca,ity along

with" heat conducting horiwlltal (circular/'t]uare) cylinder have been in~estigat~d.

The C"vily c(}nsists of adiabatic horizonl"l wall> and differentially heated vertical

walls, bnt it also conlains a heat conducting hori7ontal cylindcr located somewhere

withm thc cavity. Tempemture of thc lcll moving wall, which has constant flow

speed, i, lower than that of the right vertical waiL A uniform magnelic field is

applied in the horizontal direction normallo the moving wall

The physical problems are represented mathcmatically by different sets of governing

equations along with the corresponding boundary condition,. Usmg a elass of

Vlll



appropriate transformations, the governing equations along with the boundary

conditions are transformed into non-dimensional form, which are then solved by

employing a finite-element sehcme based on the Gaierkin method of weighted

residuais.

Results are presented in terms of streamlines, isothemls, average Nusselt number

aiong the hot wall, average temperaturc of the fluid in the eavity and dimensionicss

temperature at the cylinder center for different combinations of the gowming

parameterg namely Reynolds number Re. Prandtl number Pr, solid-tluid thelmal

conductivity ratio K, as well a' the size, shape and locations of the inner cylindel,

cavity aspect ratio AR, locations of the inlet and outlet port (tor vented ~'\Vlty),

Hartmann number Ha, and Joule heating parameter J (for lid-dliv~n cavity) at the

three values of Richardson number Ri, varying frum 0,0 to 5,0. This range of Ri are

selected on the basis of calculation covering pure forced convection, pure mixed

convection and free eonvedion dominated regimes. Comparisons with pl~vim"ly

published work are performed and the results are found to be in excellent agreement

Thc result, indicate that both the flow and the thennal fidds strongly depend on the

parame!crs, Reynolds number Re, the size and locations of the inncr cylinder, cavity

a'l'ect ratio .-JR, location, of the inlet and outlet port (for wnted cavIty), llal tmann

number Ha, and Joule heating; parameter J (for hd-driven cavity) at the three

convective regime,. H is also observed that the parameters Prandtl number PI', solid-

fluid thennal conductivily ratio K, have imigmficant effect on the flow f,eld, and

hav~ significant effect on the thcrmal fields at the three convective regimes

The computational results also indicale that the average Nussclt number at the hot

wall, average temperature of the fluid in the cavity and temperatUl'eat tbe ~ylmdcr

center are depending on the aforementioned dimensionless parameter,_ For the

pLUpOSCof comparison of the effect of cylinder shape on heat lransfer, the results In

terms of average J\usselt number arc shown in tabular form, Tbe obtained resull'

reveal that the averagc Nusselt number at the hot wall for the case of "Iuate cyl inder

are generally higher than that of for the case of circular cylinder.
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Nomenclature

. -- ._.-
AR cavity aspect ratio
Bo magnetic inducti()ll (Wblm')
c
p

specific heat at constant pressure (Jlkg,Kj

d dimensional diameter of the cylinder (Ill)
D dimensionless diameter of the cylinder
g gravitational acceleration (ms")

Gr Grashofnumber
h convective heat transfer coefficient (WI",' K)
II height of the cavity (m)
Ha Hartmann number

ll;, linear shape function
J joule heating parameter
k thermal c(}nductivity of fluid (Wm"K')
k, themlal conductivity of solid (W",-' K')
K Solid fluid thermal conductivity ratio
L lengthoflhe ~avily em)
Ix dimensional distance betv,'eeny-J"is and the cylinder center (Ill)
Iy dimen,ional distance bet"een x-axis and the cyhnder center (m)
Lx dimension1css distance butwccn y-axis and the cyli nder Gentcr
L, dimensionless di,tance bct\\'een x-axi, and thc cylinder ccntcr
n dimensional di,tance either along x or y direction (m)
N non-dimel"ional dislance either along X or r direction

N" quadratic shape function
NUl local Nusselt numbcr
Nu Average Nusselt numbcr
p preSSllle
P nOll-dimensional pressure
PI- l'randll number

qw heat flux
Ra Raleigh numbcr
Re Reynolds number
Rj Richardson number
S. surface traction, along X-axis
Sy surface tractions along Y-axis
T dimensional fluid tcmperature (K)
1; dimensional solid temperatme (K)
AT dimensional temperature difference (K)

u velocity ill x-direction (m/.,)

xiii
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U dimensionless horizontal vc10city
Ua hd velocity (mls)
v velocity iny-direction (mls)
V dimensionless vertical velocity
V cavity volume (mJ

)

x, y Cartesian coordinates (m)
X, Y dimensionless Cartesian coordinates
o circular cylinder
o square cylinder

Greek symbols
a thermal dlffusivity (m2,..I)

/3 coefficient of thennal expansion (K')
o dimensionless fluid temperature
0, dimensionless solid temperature
"'8 dimensionless temperature difference
I' dynamic viscosity of the fluid (",Is -[)
V kinematic viscosity of the fluid (III2s.l)
p density of the fluid (kglJJ _J)
(j fluid electrical conductivity (aL,,,,-L)

Subscripts
av average
Ii heated waH

in1ctstate,

I

cylinder centQr
solid
local

Abbreviatioll
CBC convective boundary conditions
CFD computation.l fluid dynamics
F D finite difference
F V finite volume
l' E finite element
1313 bottom inlet and bottom outlet
BT bottom inlet and top outlet
TB top inlet and bottom outlet
TI top inlet and top outlet
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4.1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quite often we encounter fluid flow and he"! !ran,fer in cavities at different

orientations. These classical problem, have some analytical and huge numerical

solutions. The effect of conduction in mIxed convection flow in ca,ilics or channels

have been studied by many researchers and it h", been a very popular re,"arch topic

for many years, Conduction effects on mixed ~onvection flow, are impO'lal1tin the

context of many engineering applications for predicting the perf[)mlan~~. dcslgmLlg

of many equipment, machine parts like ,mall microchips to large nne lear reactor But

things used in practical purpose are much more complicated In deSign and prediction

of their performance n,ing results from simple geometry calEse hug~ CrrOr.for thIs

complexity, in recent years, attention has been gil'en to study hydrodynamic anJ

thermal characteristics of complex geometry. Among lhose the eavitles incorporating

solid bodies Orpartilions are given ,pecial altcntion due to their wide appheations in

computer hardware, heat exehangelS, ,olar heal collector, some air condllioning

equipment and furnaces etc. A study of the flo,", of electrically eond\lctin~ fluid in

prescncc of magnetic field is also important from the technical point of view and

such types of problems have received much attention by many irl\'estigatols

Mathematical models used to predict flow and thermal behavior 'al'e mainly of

coupled non-linear partial differential equations and lhcir analytical solution is

impossible except some special cases.

The rest of this introduclory chaptcr is as follows Since the problems that we ,hall

study in this thesis are conjugale effcct of conduction and mixed convection flow in

cavities, we begin with a brief description on mixed conv~clion hcat traLl,fer ill

cavilics in section L 1. Then reviews OnMagnetohydrodynnmics (MHO) and Jonle

heating have given in sections 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. for c(}nvenicnce of pre,ent

investigalion, literature related to this study has been presented briefly in section].4-

Then the motivation behind selection of thc present problem, description of the

present problem and objective of the current Shldy are described in sections 1,5 to
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1.7. Finally, in section 1.8, a brief outline of the remainder of the the,is has

presented.

1.1 Mixed Convection Heat Transfer in Cavities
Mixed convection in cavities is a tOpICof contemporary imporlanee, because CJ> itie,

filled with fluid arc ccntral components in a long hst of engineering and geophysical

systems. The flow and heat transfer induced in a cavity diffe", fundamentally from

the external mixed convection boundary layer. Mixed convection in a cavity unlike

the external mixed convection boundary layel' that is cau,ed by the heat llansfer

intelaclion betwccn a single wall and a ,cry large fluid reservoir IS the result of the

complex interaction between finite size fluid system, m thermal communication wilh

all the walls that confine it 'lhe complexity of this internal interaction is responsible

for the diversity of flows that can exist inside cavity.

'1he ph~nomenon of mixed convection in cavities is varied by the geometry and the

orientation of the cavity, Judging by the potential engineering applications, the ea ,'lty

phenomena can loosely be organized into two classes.

1 Venled cavity and 2. Lid-driven cavity

In a vented cavity, where the interaclion between the external ["reed stream provided

by the inlet and the b\lOyancy driven flows indlleed by the heat source leads to the

possibility of complex flows. Thel'efore it is important to understand the flll\d now

and heat transfer characteristics of mixed convection in a vented ca ,itl', On the other

hand, the fluid flow and heat transfer in a lid-driven cavity where th~ flow is induced

by a shear force resulting from the motion of a lid combined with the buoynney force

due to non-homogeneous temperature of the cavity wall, pl'Ovides another problem,

,tudicd extensively by resuareherl) to understand th~ interaction hetween buoyancy

and shearing forces in sueh flow situation .. l'he interaction between buoyancy dnvel\

and shear driven flows inside a closed cavity in a mixed convection regime is yui!c

complex. Therefore it is also important to understand the fluid flow and heat tran,f~r

chal'acteristics of mixed convection in a lid-driven cavity.

2
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1.2 Magnetohydrodynamics
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is tl,at bmnch of science, which deal, with the flow

of electrically conducting fluids in electric and magnetic fields, The motion of thc

conducting fluid across the magnetic field generates electric currents which change

the magnetic field and the action of the magnetic field on these currents give Iise to

mechanical forces, which modify the fluid. However, MHO is usually regarded as a

very contemporary subject. Probably the largest ad,'ance to",ards an understanding

of such phenomena comeSfrom the fields of astrophysics and geophysics. It has long;

been assumed that most of the matter in the universe is in the pla"ma or highly
ionized state and much of the basic knowledge in the area of elcctromagnetic fl\lid

dynamics cvolved from these studies. Moreover MHO explain~ cerlain natural

phenomena, The mOlions of thc sca ind\lcc magnetic field that perturb the earlh's

magnetic field. Alternatively the elcetromagnetic force due to the interaclion of

current. and earth's magnetic field propels ocean movem~nt>. The MHD was

originally applied to astrophysical and geophysical problems, ",here il is Sill! very

important. Engineers employ MHO principles in the design of heat exchanger,

p\lmps and flow meters, in space vehicle propulsion, control and re-entry in creating

no,.eI power genemting systems and developing confinement ,chemes for controllcd

fusion. Olher potential applications fot, MUD incl\lde electromagnels wilh fluid

conductors, various energy conversion or storage devices, and magnetically

conlrolled l\lbrication by conducting fluid, ele, Detailed (l1scuf;sion of the

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) can be fO\lndin Shercliff (1965).

1.3 Joule Heating
When current !lows in a wire, the resistance of the wire ca\lse, a voltage drop along

the wire; as a result electrical energy is losl. This lost electrical energy is eon\'crted

into thermal energy eallcd JO\llc heating, The detail of discussion of the lopic l~

available in Hagen (1999),

1.4 Literature Review
Combined free and forced (mixed) convective flow in which ncither the free

convection nor the forced convection effects arc dominant and both mode~ arc in a

3
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comparable level arise in many natural and technological plOces" Various

researchers investigated the effects of mixed convective flows in cavities, chJnnels

by using analytical, experimental and numerical methods. Some important works ar~

prescnted below.

Mixed convection in Vented Cavity! ChanDel without Obstacle

The study of mixed convection in vented cavitics are important from both theoreti~al

Jnd practical point, of VICW,In addition, thc vcnted geometry has been widely

studied in hcat transfer becJuse of its fundamental importance and its many

applications, including electronic cooling and thermal environmental conlrol of

dwellings, The exi,ting literatul'e in this domain has focused considerabte atlenllOn

on mixed convection in vented cavities or channels.

Papanicolaou and Jaluria (1990, 1992, 1993 and 19(4) carried out a swes of

numerical studies to investigate the combined forced Jnd natural convective coohng

of hcat dissipating electronic components, located in reclangular enelosure and

cooled by an external through flow of air. Moreovcr, Raji and HJSnaOlli (1998a,

1999b) oblained numericat results by using a fLnitedifferencc procedure for opposing

flows mixed (forced and natural) conveelion flow in a rectangular ca,.ity heated from

the side with a constant heal flux and submiUed to a laminar cold jet from the bottom

of it, heated wall. The flnid leaves the cavity via the top or the boltom of the

oppositc vcrtical WJll. Latcr on, the SJme authors i.e, Raji and Hasnaoni (2000)

inve,ligated the mixed convection in ventibled cavihcs where the horizontal top wat!

and the verlicalleft waH were prescribed with equJI heat !luxes. At the samC time,

Angirasa (2000) numerically ,ludied and explained lhe complex interaction betwecn

buoyancy and forced flow in a square enclOSUl'ewilh an inlet and a vent situated

re'pectively, at the bottom and top edges of the verticJI isothcrmal surface, whcre the

other three walls are adiabatic. Also, Omri and Nasrntlah (1999) perfonned

numerical analysis by a control volume finite elemcnt method on mixcd convection

in a rectangular enclosure with differentially healed Vertical sidewalls, Later on,

Singh and Sharif (2003) extended their work!: by considering six placement

configurations of the inlet and outlet of a differenlially heated reclangular eoclosure

whereas the previous work was limited 10only two different configurations of inlet

4
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and outlet. Hsu and Wang (2000) imesligatcd the mixed convective heat transfer

where the heat souree was embedded On a board mounted vertically on Ihe hottom

wall at the middle in the enclosure. The cooling airf10wenters and exits the cnclosurc

through the openings near thc top of the vertical sidewalls. Gau et al. (2000)

performed experiments on mixed convection in a horizontal rectangular channel with

side heating. A numerical study of mixed convection hcat transfel in t\\'o

dimensional open-ended enclosures were investigated by Khanafer ct al. (2002) for

thrce different forced flow angle of attack, Wang and Jaluria (2002) numerically

inve,tigated the characteristics of the in,tabihty and the resulting effect on the heat

transfer in mixed convection flo\\' in a horizontal duct "ith discrete heat wurce,. A

numerical analysis of laminar mixcd convection in a channel with an open cavity al\d

a heated wall bounded by a horizontally insulled platc was presented in Manca et al.

(2003), where they eonsidcred three heating modes: assi,ting flow, opposing flo"

and heating from below. Later on, similar problem for the case of assisting forced

flow configuration was te,ted experimentally by Manea et at (2006) Thd flow and

temperature field for a two-dimensional confined ,lot jet Impinging on an isothennal

hot surface computed by Sahoo and Sharif (2004). A finite-volume ba,ed

computational study of steady laminar fOlced convection imide a squale cavity with

inlet and ontlet port, was presenled in Saeidi and Khodadadi (2006), Recently

Rahman et al. (2007) studied nnmerically the oppo,ing mixcd convection in a ve"led

enclosure. They found that with the inCl'easeof Reynold, and Rie1lard,on numhers

the convecli"e heat transfer becomes predominant OVerthe conduction heat transfer

and the rate of heat transfer from the heated wall is significantly depended on the

position of the inlet porL

Mixed conveetioll ill Vented Cavity! Channel with Obstacle

Heat transfers are needed in modem technology and are very important in many

industrial areas. Hence it is necessary to sludy and simulate heat transfer phenomena,

Modification of heal transfer in cavities due to introduction of obstacles, partitions

and fins attached to the wall (s) has received ~ome consideration in recent years.

Many authors have reeently studied heat transfer with obstacles, partitions and fin"

thereby altering the convection flo" phenomenon.
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In mixed convection, structures of laminar wakes and heat transfer in a horizontal

channel with a built-in square cylinder WCrestudlCd numerically by Biswas ct at

(1990). In their study, they found that the channel walls and the surface of the bluff

body have higher temperatures than the incoming flow and the mixed convection

initiatc periodicity and asymmetry in lhe wake at a lowcr Re than forced convection

alone. They also found that the mixed eomee(ion can enhance the heating of the

fluid within the channel up to a eeltain Gr and further increase in Gr lead, to the

deterioration in the heat (ransfer rate, Later, the laminar flow of an incompressible

fluid in a channel past a single heated normal flat plate as well as cascades of heated

nomlal plates were studied numerically by Lm and sharif (I997). 'J hey ,howed that

both Re and blockage ratio have significant effects on (he flow and the tempera lure

field, especially in the wake region. At the same time, Go,:vJa et al. (1997) ,ludied

numerically the heat transfer and fluid flow over a row of in-line cylinders placed

between two parallcl plates. They concluded that there are considerable effccts of

buoyancy and the blockage on the flow heat transfer ovcr the cylinders. UmleaJy

mIxed conveclion flows over a circular cylinder placed inside an ins\llted velticai

channel havc shldied by Singh el aL (1998).

[,hree relaled studies of mixed conveclion in a partially divided rectangular enclosure

were respeclively c"rried out by Hsu el aL (1997), How and HS\l (I~98) and Calmidi

and Mahajan (1998). The simulation was conducted for wide range of Reynolds and

Grashof numbers. They indicated tlial tl,e average Nlissell number and the

dimensionle" surface temperamre depended on the location and heighl of the

dividcr. Combined free and forccd convection in " square cnclos\lre ",ilh heal

conducling body and a finite-size heat source was simulated numerically by Hsu and

How (1999), They concluded that both the heal transfer coefficienl and the

dimensionless temperature in the body center strongly depend on the configuralions

of the system. Shuja et al. (2000) examined numerically the natural comcction in a

square cavity with a heat generating body. Air and water are considered as the fluid

in the cavity while steel substrate is considered as the heat generating body. They

fO\lndthat the heat transfer from the solid body surfaces increases wherc the S\lrfaces

facing the inlel and the exit of the cavity and the solid body losses more heat in the

air than in water, Shuja et al (2000a) numerically sludied mixed convection in a

6
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square cavity due to heat generating rectangular hody and investigated the effect of

exit port locations Onthe heat transfcr characteristics and irreversibility generation in

thc cavity. They showed that the nomlalized irreversibility increases as the exit port

I"cation number increases and the heat transfer from the solid body enhanced whilc

the irreversibility reduces. The same authors (2000b) considered heat transfer

enhancement due to flow over a two-dimensional rectangular p,otruding bluff body.

Hung and Fu (1999) studied the passive enhancement of mixed convedlOn heat

transfer in a horizontal channel with inner rectangular blocks by geometnc

modification. Unsteady mixed convection in a horizontal channel containing heated

block.<011 its lower wall was studied numerically by Najam el at. (2003), Tsay cl aL

(2003) rigorously investigated the thermal and hydrodynannc interactions among the

surf"ce-mounted heated blocks and baffles in a dllet flow mixed convection They

focused particularly on the effcets of the height of baffle, dist~nee between the

heated blocks, baffle and number of baffles on the flow structure and he~t transfer

characteristics for tl1esystem at various Re ~nd Or/Rei, Turki et aJ. (2003) conducted

a numerical investigation to analyze the unsteady flow fidd and heat transfer

characteristics in a horizontal channel with a built-in heated square cylinder. They

examined the effects of the blockage ratio, the Reynolds number and Richardsol\

numbers on aerodynamic and heat transfer characteristics. Chang and ShiHu (2005)

numerically investigated the effects of a horizontal baffle on t1ICheat tran,fer

characteri,tics of pulsating OPPQ,ingmixed convection in " parallel \'el'tical open

channel. Bhoitc et aL (2005) studied numerically the problem of mixed conwction

flow and heat transfer in a shallow enclosure ",ith ~ series of block-like heat

generating component for a range of Reynolds and Grashof numbers and block-to-

fluid thermal conductivity ratios, They showed that higher Reyn"lds nllmbcr tend to

create a recirculation region of incre~sing strength at tne core region and the effcct of

buoyancy becomes insignificant beyond a Reynolds number of typically 600, and thc

thermal conductivity ratio has a negligible effect on the velocity field,. Recently

Rahman et a1. (2008a) studied of mixed convection in a squarc cavity with a heat

conducting square cylinder at different locations. At the same time Rahman et aL

(2008b) studied mixed convection in a vented square cavity with a heat conducting

horizontal solid circular cylinder, Very recently Rahman et al. (2009) analyzed
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mixcd convection in a rectangular cavity with a heat conducting horizontal circular

cylinder by using finite element method.

Mixed convection in Lid-driven Cavity without Obstacle

The fundamental problem of combined forced and free convection heat tram,r~r in a

closed cavity has received considcrable attention from researchcrn. Such a problem ,s

usually grouped under lid-driven cavity problems. This problem is oftcn encountered

in industrial process and in nature. The modchng and simulation of crystal gro\\'th,

glass production, nuclear reactors and food processing are common example, of

current industrial applications, while convective thel11lalclllTcnts associated with the

flow structure occurring in the lakes and reservoirs are claslically cited as a nanLral

phenomenon.

Aydin (1999) conducted a numerical study to imestigatc the lI'anspmt mechalllsm of

laminar mixed convection in a shear- and buoyancy- driven cavIty. Two orientations

of them1a1 boundalY condition~ at the cavity walls wcre considered to simulate tile

aiding and opposing buoyancy mechani,ms Aydin and Yang (2000) numeneally

studied mixed convection heat transfer in a two-dimensional ,yuan:: cavity having an

aspect ratio of 1. In their configuration the isothermal sidewalls of the cavity \\'ere

moving downward~ with uniform velocity while the top \vall was adiaballc. A

symmetrical isothermal heat source was placed at the other adiabatic bottom \\all.

Mixcd conveotion heat !ransfer in a two-dimensional rectangular cavity wLthconstant

heat flux from partially heatcd bottom wall while the i,othermal sidewa1l3 are

moving in the vertical direction "as numerically studied hy Gau and Sharif (2004).

Steady 3tate two-dimensional mixed convection problem in a veltical t"u-s,ded lid-

driven differentially heated square cavity investigated numerically by OLlOp and

Dagtekin (2004b). 1l03sain and GOTla (2006) investigated the effects of ViSCO\lS

dissipation on unsteady combined convective heat transfer to water near its density

maximum in a rectangular cavity with isothermal wall. Two-dimensional flow in a

!Wo-sided lid-driven ca\'ity containing a temperature gradient was inve,tigated

numerically by Luo and Yang (2007).
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Conjugate heat transfer in Closed Cavity with Obstacle

Conjugate heat transfer in closed cavity with obstacle has received a great deal of

attention by the research community due to its importance in many engineering

devices. Heat exchangers, underground spread of pollutants, emimnmental control,

food proces,ing and nuclear reactor safety arc just some application, of heat transfer

phenomena.

Convechon in enclosures containing blocb has gained recent n::search significance

as a mean, of heat transfer enhancement. One of the ,y,tematlC numerical

investigations of this pmblem was conducted by Home et al (1990), who eonsldered

nahlral convection in a vertical square cavity with heat ~ondueting hody, placed on

center in order to understand the effecl of the heat conducting body on the heat

tran>fer process in the cavIty. They found that the heat transfer acro" the enc10S\Il'e

enhanced by a body wilh therm"l conductivity ['atio Ie,s than unit1'_LaClOlX(1992)

performed a numerical study of nahlral comeelion hcat transfer from two vettica Ill'

separated heated cylinder to a rectangular cavity cooled from abo,e. Later on,

Lacroix and Joyeux (1995) conducted" numerical study of natural comection heal

transfer from two hori70ntal heated cylinders confined to a rectangular enclosure

having finite wall conduetancc's. They indicated that wall hcat conduction reduces.

the average temperahlre differences across the cavity, pat1ial1y stabilize, the flow

and decreases natural convection heal transfer around the cylinders_ Sun and Emery

(1997) inve,tigated experimentally and numerically the conjugate l,eat transfer with

internal heat source and intemal bame. They used tinite difference method ".ith

SIMPLE algoritlml for numerical analysis. They found that for an enclo,ure with a

conductive balTIc, heat transfer is strongly influenced by the coupling effect among

balTIc conduction, fluid convection and thc strcngth of intemal heating "hen the

bamc is located near walk Vedder and Bilgcn (1997) has been studied laminar

nahlral convection in enclosure, bounded by a solid wall with its outer boundary at

eonstant temperature while the opposing side has a constant heat flux. Oh et al

(1997) studied th" steady natural convection processes when a temperatule

difference exists across the enclosure and at the same time, a conducting body

generates heat within the enc1osLlrc.They investigated the effects of Rayleigh

numbers and temperature difference ratio on variations of streamlines, isotheml>,

9
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heat lines and the average t;'",sell numbers On the hot and cold walls, Misra Hnd

Sarkar (1997) conducted a finite element analysis of conjugate natural convection in

a square enclosure witll a conducting vertical wall. The nalural convection heal

transfer in vertical slendcr cavities with conducting fins attached to the cold wall '''HS

numerically anal)7,ed by Yuce! and Turkoglll (1998). Sasaguchl et at. (1998)

Performed numerical calculations to examine the effect of the position of a cooled

cylinder in a rectangular cavity on the transient cooling of pure water around thc

cylinder. Ha et al. (1999) conductcd a comprehensive numelical study to investIgate

the transient heat tran,fer and flow ch"mclcri,tics of the natural convection of three

differcnt fluids in a vertical square enclosure within which a centered, square, heat

conducting body gencrates heal. Later on, Ila and Jung (2000) conducted a

comprehensive numerical study to investigate three dimensional steady conjugate

heat transfcrs of natural convection and conduction in a differen\i"lly heatcd in a

vertical c"bic enclosure within whid, a centered, cubic, heat-generating cubIC

conducting body. They concl"ded that for thc presence of a conducting body in the

enclosure, a l~l'gervariation of the local Nu>selt number ~t the hot ~nd cold walls in

the z-direction is seen, Kimura et aL (2001) studied heat tran,fcr III an lI\c1lncd

enclOS\lrewith an inner rotating platc, The effect of an intern"l volullletn~ heal

generating and conducting solid body on the mixed convection in" 'quare ca,ily waS

investigated by Yilbas et al. (2002), "lhe nltmericH!visuahzatlOn of ma:;s and heat

transport for conjugate he~t transfer by streamlines and heat !Lnes \\ele

comprehensively studied by Deng and Tang (2002). Roychowdh\lfY et al. (2002)

"nalyzed the natural convective flow and heat transfer features for a h~atcd cylinder

kept in a sq"Hrc enclosure with different thennal boundm)' comhtlOns. Natllral

convection heat lransfer in a square cavity with a heated plate built-in vcrtieally and

horizontally was investigaled by Oztop and Dagtekin (2004a) They addressed the

effect of the position and asp~ct ratio ofhcatcd plate on heat transfer and fluid flow

and it was found that mean Nusselt number> al both vertical and hori7ontal location

increased as Rayleigh number increased Dong and Li (2004) studIed conjugate of

natural convection and conduction in a complicated enclosure. Thcy mvcstlgated the

infl\lences of material character, gcometrical shape and R"yleigh number on the heat

transfcr in overall concerned region and concluded that the flo'" and heat transfer
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increase with the incre"se of thermal conductivity in the solid region; both geometric

shape and Rayleigh number affect the overall flow and heat tramfer grcaUy.

Buoy"ney induccd flow and heat tl'ansfer inside a squflIc cavity duc to a thin baffle

on the hot wall was analyzed numerically in Tasnim and Collins (2004). They

investigated the effects of baffle height, length and R"yleigh numbcr on heat transfer

performance, It was found that adding baffle on the hot wall increased the rate of

heat transfer. Bilgen and Yamane (2004) examined numerically thu conjugate heat

transfer by bminar natural convection and conduction in t",o-dmlcnsional

rectangular enclosures with openings. A chimney inside the enclo,Ule """ ,unulatcd

as a vertical rectangular body with a uniform heat flux OnOne side and inS\llation0]]

the other, They investigated the effects of the various geometrical parameters and the

thickness of the insulation layer on the fluid flow rate and heal lransfcr

choracterislies. Litter, Bilgen (2005) 11UmericallysludlCd heat transfer by natur"l

COn\'ection in differentially heated squ"re c"vities wilh horizontal thin fin. He

concluded that nonnalized Nu"ell number is an increa,ing function of Rayleigh

number, and decreasing function of fin length and l'clative conduct;\'ity ratio.

Merrikh and Lage (2005) shldied numerically natural convection within a

differentially he"ted heterogeneous squal'e enclosure consi,ting of several

disconnected and conducling solid blocks within a saturaled fluid, Braga and LCl11o'

(2005) numerically studied steady bmi""r nalural convection within a square c~\'ily

filled with a fixed amount of conducting solid material consisting of either circular or

squal'e obstacles. 1hey showed that the average NlIsselt number for cylindrical rod3

is slighl1y lower than those for square rods. The problem of lam;nal' nalural

convection heat transfer in a square cavity with an adiabatic arc shaped bank wss

n\lmerically analyzed by Tasnim and Collins (2005), They were identified th~t tlow

~nd thermal fields are modified by the blockage effect of the baffle and incre~sing

the shape p"rameter of the baffle enhances the degree of flow modification due to

blockage. Lee and Ha (2005) investigated nalural convection in a horizontal layer of

fluid with a eondlleting body in the inlerior, using an accurate and efficient

Chebyshev spectral collocat;on approach, Later on, the samc authol's Lee and Ha

(2006) also studied natural convection in horizontal layer of t1uid with heal

generating conduding body in the interior. Bhave et al. (2006) were investigated the

•
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effect Onthe steady-state naluml convcction heat transfer enhancement of a centrally-

placed adiabatic block within a differenlially healed square cavity with a fixed

temperature drop between the vcrllcal walls, Kumar and Dalal (2006) studied natural

convection around a tilled heated 'quare cylinder kept in an enclosure 111the range of

10) :s: l/a :s: 106. They reported detailed flow and heat transfer fealurcs for hvo

different thermal bOlmdary conditions and found that the uniform wall tcmpcrat\lre

heating is quantitntively different from the uniform wall heat flux heat1l1g,Oztop and

Bilgen (2006) numerically studied a differenti~lly heated, partitioned, square cavity

containing a heat generaling fluid. The vertical walls were isothermal "hile the

horizontal walls wel'e adiabalic and an lsothennal cold partitioned was attached 10

the bottom wall. Thcy considered external and 1l1tcrnalRayleigh numbCl's (Rae and

Ra/) ranged from 103 to 10", and concluded that the flow field "a, modified

considerably with partial dividers and heat transfer was generally reduced

particularly when the ratio o[internal and external Rayleigh numbers was from 10'

to 10', Xu et at (2006) experimentally obs~ned the thermal flow around a square

obstnletion on a vertical wall in a differentially he"ted cavity, Natural conVCCllOn

conjugate heat transfer inside an inclined square ca"it} wilh an Internal conducting

block waS carried out in Das and Reddy (2001i)_ Nakhi and Chamkha (200o)

considered stcady laminar natural conveetlvc flow of a "iscous fluid in an inclined

enclosure with partitions. They predicted that the wall heat transfer and the flow

characteristics inside thc partitioned enclosure dcpcnderl strongly On the

dimensionless partitioned hcight, Rayleigh number and the enclmllre inclinatlOll_

u.ter, Nakhi and Chamkha (2007) numerically sludicd slearly, lamiuar, conjugate

natural convection around a finncd pipe placed in the center of a square enclosure

Wilh uniform internal heal generation. Jami et al (2007) numerically invesligaled (he

laminar natural convective flaw in an enclosure with a hcat-gencrating cylindric"l

conducting body,

Heat transfer in a Closed Cavity! Channel with MHD Effect

A combined free and forced convection flow of ~n electrically conducting fluid in a

lid-driven cavity or in a channel in the presence of a magnetic field is of special

technical significance because of its frequcnt occurrence in many ind\lstrial
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applications such as geothermal rescrvoirs, cooling of nuclear reactors, lhermal

insulations and petroleum reservoirs. These types of problems also ari,e in electronic

packages, micro electronic devices during their operations.

Oreper and S7.ekely(1983) studwd the effect of an externally imposed magnd;e lield

Onbuoyancy driven flow in a rectangular cavity, They found that the pre,encc of a

magnetic ficld can suppress natural eonveclion currents and that the strength of thc

magnetic field is one of the important factors in determining the quality of the

crystal. Owe and Mamo (1987) investigated magnetic and gravitational natural

conveclion of melted siiicon two-dimensional numerical computation, for the mtc of

heat transfer. Gamndct et al. (1992) studied natural convection hear lramkr In a

rcctangular enclosure wilh a transverse magnetic field RlLdraiah ct al. (1995a)

investigated the effect of surface tension on buoyancy driven flow of an clectncally

conducting fluid in a rectang\llar cavity in the presence of a ve(ii,al lIansveL,e

magnetic field to see how this forcc dsmps hydrodynamic movcmcnts, At the same

time, Rudraiah et aL (l995b) also studied the effecl of a magnctie field on free

convechon in a rectangular enclo,ure. The problem of unsteady laminar combined

forced and free convection flow and heat transfer of an clecll'ically condllcting and

heat generating or absorbmg fluid in a verticat lid-dr;ven cavity in the plesence [)f a

magnetic field was formulated by Chamkha (2002). MahmlLd et al. (200.1) studied

analytically a combined free and forc~d convection flow of an eleclncall y conducting

and heat"gcncrating/ ahsorbing fluid a v~rlical channel made [)f lwo pa<alld plates

under the action of transverse magnche Held, Sanis et al. (2005) presented a

numerical study of nnsteady two-dimensional nalUral convection of all electrically

conducting fluid in a laterally and volumctrically heated sqU"'" cavity lInder the

influence ofa magnetic field.

1.5 Motivation behind the Selection of Present Problem
From the literature review it is clear that very little numencal stlldy on the effect of

conduction in mixed convection heat transfcr in venled cavities wIth inncr obstacle

have been carried out. The study of mixed convection in vented cal'ities with inner

obstacle is important for numerous engineering applications. To apply a ,ystem as an

effective heat transfer devices such as in designing nuclear reactors, sol"r colieclOrs,

13
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electrical, microelectronic equipments containers and in many other design problems

mixed convection heat transfer is pronominenl. Thns the analysis of the effect of

mixed convection for different boundary conditions and shapes are nece,sary to

ensure efficient performance of heat transfer equipments. On the other hnnd, the

majority of the conjngate mixed comection studies werc carried O\ltin channel with

inner obstacle and conjugate natmal convection studies were carried Ollt in closed

cavities with inner obstacle. Th\ls far, none have cond\lcted studies in\'olving the

effect of conduction in mixed convection flow in a lid-dnvcn cavity containing an

obstacle, altho\lgh they are widely used, Numerical studie, are therefore essential to

observe the variation in fluid flow and heat transfer d\le to the above physical

changes, which forms the basis of the motivation behind the prcsent study

1.6 Present Problems
Previously nO work has been reported for the actual heat transfer augmentanon III

vented as well a, lid-driven cavitics with inne, obstacle. So the present ,t\ldy i., a

numerical investigation on the vented as wcll ~s lid-driven c,,,,ities wlth inne'

obstacle for the purpose of actual heat tmmfcr augmentation III the pr~scnt

investigation, two differcnt types of cavities are cons,dered. One is reGtanglll~r

vented cavity containing a fixed amount of conducting solid m~terial in the fom] of

circular ~sa case 1 and square cylinder ~s a case 2, where the nght side wa]] i,

heated and the other sidewalls remain adiabatic. Another type is a verticallid-drivell

cavity, "here the top and bottom walls are assumed to be adiabatic while the left and

the right walls are maintained at constant and different tempel'ah,res. The left wall of

the ca,~ty is allowed to move in its own plane at a constant velocity. A rn"gnetic

field is applied in the horizontal direction nonnal to the moving wall and Joule

heating term is considered in the cavity. A conducting so],d material is also

considered inside the cavity. The solid p],a~eis shaped into two different geometries,

namely square and circular, which are horizontally (}f vcrtic~Hydisplaced imide th~

cavity, The proposed studies are expected to reveal that the heat transf" •• in sll~h

arrangements ate different from those studied in the above literature and it ",ill

therefore prove nseful from the designer's point of view in choosing the best physical

condition that suits him.

14
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1.7 Objectives of the Present Study
The overall goal of this thesis is to numerically simulate fluid flow and heat transfer

behaviors inside two different types of cavity configurations as stated in previous
section. The investigations are to be carried out at different nOll-dimensional

governing parameters such as Reynolds number, Richardson number, Prandtlnumbel'

sohd-fluid thermal ,onductivity ratio and different physical parameters SUdl as

cylinder size, shape, locations inside the ,avity and cavity a'pect ratio, In addition,

the effect ofinlct and outlet port locations is studied only for vented cavity where as

the effect of Hartmann numbel' and Joule heating parameter ale shldied for the ~ase

of lid-driven cavity, The effect of the non-dimensional parameters 011overall heat

transfcr, velocity and temperature distribution will be examin~d both qualitatively

and quantitatively, Results will be presented in terms of stl'eamlines, isotherms. as

well as thc average Nusselt number, average tempemture of the flmd and

dimensionless temperamre at the cylinder centcr for dlffel'ent values of the governing

and the geometric parameters. 1lowever, the spcclfic aims of the smdy are a5 follows:

• To modify a mathematical model l'egarding the conjugHt~ cffcct of conduction
and mixed convection flow around a honzontal cylinder (circular/square) placcd
in a rectangular vented cavity and hence to solve that modellLsing finitc element
method.

• To modify a mathematical model for the effect of Joule heHting on the coupling
of conduction and magnctohydrodynamic mixed eonvcetion flow in a rectangular
lid-driven c",ity along with a heat conducllng horizontal cylinder
(circular/square) and hence to solve that model using finite element method.

• To carry out the validation of the present finite element model by investigating
the effeet of natural convection heat transfcr in a square cavity with heat
conducting body in its center and the effect of hydro magnetic combined
convection flow in a vertical lid-driven cavity with intemal heat gener"tion or
absorption.

• To find out the best location of the inlet and OlLtlet1'011for which optimum heat
transfer perfonnallce can be aehicved in the case of vented cavily,

• To examine the effcct of Reynolds number, Richardson number, Pmndtl number,
a5 well as the size, location, and thermal conductivity of the conducting eylinder

15
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and aspect ratio of the cavity on the fluid flow and heat transfer characleri,lics ill
the vented cavity,

• To investigate the effcct of Reynolds number, Richardson number, "randtl
number, Hartmann number, Joule healing parameter, as well as the size, location,
and thermal conduclivily of the conducting cylinder and aspect rali(} (}f thc cavity
on the flo" and thcnnal fields oft11e lid-driven cavity.

1.8 Outline of the Thesis
This dissertation conlains fivc chapters. In thi, chapter a brief introd"ctlOn is

presented wilh aim and objective. There is nothing new to ,ay abo"t it. This chapter

also cOllsists a literature rcview of the pasl studies on fluid flow and heallral\sfer in

cavilies or channels. In this stllte-of-thc art ,eview, different aspects of the pre,i(}",

sludies havc been menlioned categorically, This is follow~d by the post-mOltem of a

recent hist(}rieal cvcnt for the illuslration of fluid flow and heal transfer cffeet, in

Chapter 1 pre,ent, thc computationJI procedure of the problem for viscuss

incompressible flo",

In Chaptcr 3 a delailed pJrametric study on the conjugate effcct of conduclion and

mixed convection flow in venled cavities wilh inner obstacle is conducted Hfeel of

the major parameters such as Reynold, number, Richardson number, Prandtl numher

solid-fluid thennal conductivity ,atio and different phy,ical paramctcrs such a,

cylinder size, locations inside the cavill', inlct and outlet locJtions and cavity "'peel

ralio hJve been prcscnted to better understJnd thc heat (ransfer mechani,ms in vented

cayities.

In Chapter 4 the effect of joule heating in the coupling of conduction with

magnetohydrodynamic mixed convection flow in a rectJngular vcrtical lid-d,iven

cavity along with a heat conducting h(}rizontalcylinder are conducted, Parametric

studies for the relevant parameters me also perfonned in thi., chapter.

Finally, in Chapter 5 the dissertJtion is ronndcd of with the conclllsion' and

recommcndations for further study of the pre,ent problem are outlined,
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Computational Details

Mathematical model of physical phenomena may be ordinary or paltia! differential

equations, which have been the subject of analytical and numerical investigations_

The parlial differential equations of fluid mechanics and heal lransfer are solvable for

only a limited number of flows. To obtain an approximale solution numeric"lly, we

have to use a discrelizMion method, which approximated the differenllal equation;

by a system of algebraic equations, which can [hen be solved on a compuler. The

approximations are applied to small domains ;n space and lor time so the numerical

solution provides result:; at discrete locations in space and time. Much "' the

accuracy of experimental data depends on the quality of the tool., used, lhe accumcy

of numerical solutions depend on the qualily of dlscretizations used

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computation involw, the formation of a set

numbers that constitules a practical approximation of a real life system The outcome

of compulation process improves \he understanding of [he performance of a sy,tem,

Thereby, engineers need CFD code, lhat can make phy,ically realistic l'esulls with

good quality accuracy in simulation, with finile grids, Contained within the broad

field of CQmputalional fluid dynamic., are acti,itlcs that cover the rangc from the

aulomation of well established engineering design melhods to the use 01 detailed

solutions of the Navicr-Stokes equalions as substitutes for experimenlal reseal'ch inlo

the nature of complex flows. CFO have been llscd for solving ",ide range of tluid

dynamics problem. II is more frequently used in fields of engine~ring where the

geometry is complicaled Orsome important fealure lhal cannot be dealt ",ilh standard

mclhods. More details are available in Fer7.iger& Perie (1997) and Palankar (1980),

2,1 Advantages of Numerical Investigation
Thc analysis of flow and heat transfer in lhermodynamics can be performed eilher

theoretically or experimentally. Experimental investigation of such problem could

not gain that much popularity in the field of thermodynamics because of their limited
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flexibility and applications, for every change of geometry body and bO\lndary

condition, it nccds separate invesligalion, involving separatc experimental

requirement! arrangement, which, in tum makes it unatlTactivc, cspecially from the

time involved as well as cconomical point ofvicws, Thc theoretical investigation on

thc olher hand, can be carried out either by analylical approach or by numeri~al

approach. The analytical methods of solution are not of much help in ,olving thc

practical problems. This is mainly due to the very involvement of a large number of

variable" complex geometrical bodies, boundary condilion.<;and arbitral)' bQundal)'

shapes, General closed form solutIOns can be obtained only for very ideal cases and

the results obtained for a parti~ular problem, usually with uniform bOlindalY

conditions. For lwo-dimensional thennodynamic, problems, mathematical model

involve partial differential equations are reqllired to be solvcd simultaneously wilh

some boundary conditions. Therefore, lhere no allemati~es excepl thc numerical

methods for the ,olution of lhe problems of practical inlerest. The details arc to be

had in Flelcher (1991) and Patankar {1980}.

2.2 Components of a Numerical Solution Methods
Several compon~nts of mlmerical solUlion methods are available in Fer7.igel and

Perie (1997), here only lhe main steps will be demonstrate in the foliov.ing,

2.2.1 Mathematical Model

The starting point of any numerical melhod is lhe malhemalical model, i,c, thc set of

partial differential equalions and boundary condition.,. A solution method is lISually

designed for a particubr set of equations, Trying to pmduce a general-purpose

solution method, i.e. one which i, apphcablc to all flow" is impraclical, is not

impossible and as with m",t general purpose tools, they are u,ually not optimum for

anyone application.

2.2.2 Discretization Method

After selecting the mathematical model, one has to choose a suitable discretizalion

mcthod, i.e. a method of approximating the differential equalions by a system of

1&
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algebraic equations for the variable at SOmeset of discrete locations in space and

time,

2.2.3 Numerical Grid

The numerical grid defines the discrete locations, at which the val'iables are to be

calculated, which is essentially a discrete representation of the geometl'ic domam on

which the problem is to be ,0Ived.1t divided the solution domain into a finite number

of sub-domains (elements, control volumes etc). Some of the options available are

structural (regular) grid, block structured grid, unstructured grid, etc,

2.2.4 Finite Approximations

Following the choice of grid type, one has to select the appro,amations to be u.,ed ill

the dIscretization process. In a finite difference method, appro>amations for the

del'ivatives atthc grid points have to be selected, ln a finite volume method, one has

to select the methods of approximating surface and volume integ' ai, In a finite

clement wethod, one haa to choose the fnnctions and weighting functions,

2.2.5 Solution Method

Discretization yields a large sy,tem of non-lincar algebraic equation,. Thc mcthod of

solution depends on the problew, For unsteady flows, mcthods based on thme u,cd

for initial value problems fot ordinary differential equation (marching in time) i,

used, At each time step an clliptic problem has to bc soh'cd, Pseudo-time mar~hmg

or an equivalent iteration scheme usually solves ateady flow problems. Since the

equations are non-linear, an iteration scheme is used to solve them. Thcsc methods

use successive linearization of the equations and the resulting linear system, are

almost always solved by iterative techniques. The choice of soher depends on the

grid type and the number of nodes involved in each algebraic equation,

2.3 Discretization Approaches
Thc first step to numerically solve a mathematical model of physical phenomena is

its numerical discretimtion. This mCanS that each component of the differential

equations is transformed into a "numerical analogue" which can be represented in the
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computer and then proeessed by a computer program, buill on some algorithm. There

me many different methodologies were devised for this purpose in the past and the

development still continucs. In order to short them, we can at first divide the spatial

discretisation schemes into the following three main categmies. finite difference

(FD), finite volume (PV) finite element (FE) methods, Boundary element (BE)

method and Boundary volume (BY) method.

In the present numerical computation, Galerkin finite element method (rEM) i, used.

Detailed discussion of this method is available in Chung {2002}and Dechaumphai

(1999).

Finite Element Method

The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful computali",ml method for soh'ing

problems, which are described by partial diffel'ential eqllations. The fundamental

idea of the finite element method is to omlook a given domain as an assemblage of

simple geometric shapes, called finite elements, for which it is pOSSIble to

systematically generatc the approximation functions necded il\ the solution or partial

differential equations by the weighted l'esidual method. 'Ihe computational domain"

with irregular geometries by a collcction of finite elements makc, thc method a

valuable practical tool for the solution ofbolLndary value problems alising in ,anOu,

fLelds of engineering. The approximation functions, whIch satisfy the goveming

equations nnd boundary conditions, are often construded using idea, from

interpolation theory. Approximating fUllctions in finite clements arc detenllined in

terms of nodal values of a physical field, which is required, A continuous physical

problem is transformed into a discretized finite element problem with \mknown nodal

values. For a linear problem, a systcm of linear algebraic equations ,hould bc solved.

Values inside finite elements can be rccovered using nodal values.

The fillite clement method is OnCof the numerical methods that have rccclvcd

popularity due to its capability for solving complex structural problems. The method

has been extcnded to solve problems in several other fields such as in the field of

heat transfer, computational fluid dynamics, electromagnctic, biomechanics et~, In

spite of the great success of the mcthod in these fields, its apphcatioll to fluid

mechanics, particularly to convective viscous flows, is still under intensive research.
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The major steps involved in finite element analysis of a typical problem are'

L Discretization of the domain into a set of finite elements (mesh generation).

2. Weighted-integral or weak fonnulation of the differential equation to be

analyzed,

3. Development ofthe finite element model of the problem using its 'Weightcd-

integral or weak form.

4. Assembly of finite clements to obtain the global system of algebraic

equations,

5. Imposition of boundary conditions,

6. Solution of equations,

7. Post-computation of solution and quantities of interest.

2.3.1 Grid Generation

The arCa of numerical grid generation is relati,'e1y young in practice, although its

roots in mathematics are old, The arrangemcnt of discrete points throughollt the flow

field is simply called a grid, The determination of a proper grid for the flo" tluollgh

a gi\en geometric shape is important. The way that such a grid is determined is

called grid generation. n'e grid generation is a significant consideration in CI'D

Finite element method ean be applied to umtrue1lLredgrids, "fbis is because the

governing equations in this method are written in integral fornl and numerical

integration can be carried out direetly on the unstructured grid domam in which no

coordinate transformation is required, A two-dImensional domain may be

triangulated as shown in Figure 2.1. In finite clement method, the mesh genel'ation is

the technique to subdivide a domain into a set of sub.dQmains, called finite dements,

Figure 2.1 shows a dOffi,in, A is subdivided into a set of sub-domains, /I'with

bOlllldaryj". Detaited discussion of this issue is available in Anderson (1995) and

Chung (2002).
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•

A'

Figure 2.1: A typical FE di,cretization of a domain, Reddy & Gartling (1994)

2.3.2 .Finite Element Formulation and Computational Procedure

Viscous incompressible thermal /lows h""e been the subject of our inve,tig.allOn.

The problem i, relatively complex due to the coupling between the energ.y eqllation

and the Navier-Stoke, equations, which govern the fluid motion. These cquations

compnsc a sct of coupled nonlinear partial differential cqu~tions, which is difficlLhto

solve especially with complicated geometries and bOlLndaryconditions. The finite

element fomllllation and computational pl'OCedUle for Navier-Stokes equatLonsalong.

with energy equations will be discuss in the chapter 3

2.3.3 Algorithm

TIle algorithm "as originally put fOrlvard by the itemti,"e "t\'cwton-Rnphson

algorithm; the discrete form, ofthc continuity, momentum and energy equations arc

solved to find out the value of the velocity ~nd thc temperature. Jt is essenti"l to

guess the initial values of the vari~blcs"TIlcn the numerical solutions oflhe v~nablcs

are obtained while the convergent criterion is l'ultilled. The simple algorithm i,

shown by the flow chart below.
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I<'igure 2.2: Flow chart of the computational procedure
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--2.3.4 Solution of System of Equations

A system of linear algebraic equations has been solved by the UMFPACK with

MA TUB interface. UMFPACK is ~ set of routines fol' solving asymmetric sparse

linear systems flY. ~ b, using the Asymmetric MultiFrontal method and direct spalse

LV factorization. Five primary UMFPACK routine, "Ie required to factorize A Or Ax

~ b:

1, Pre-orders the columns of A to reduce fill.in and perform, a symbolic

analysis.

2. Numerically scales and then factorizes a 'parse malrix.

3. Solves a sparse linear system using the numeric factori7..ation.

4. Frees the Symbolic object.

5. frees the Numeric object.

AddItional routines are:

1. Passing a different column ordering

2. Changing default parameter>

3. Manipulating 'parse malriccs

4. Getting LV factor>

5, Solving the LV factors

6, Computing determinant

UMFPACK factorizes PAQ, PRAQ, or PR-'AQ into (he product LV, wher" Land U

are lower and upper triangular, respectLvely, l' and Q arc permutation matrices, and R

IS a diagonal matrix ofrow ~caling factors (or R ~ I if row-scaling is not used). Both

P and Q are chosen to reduce fill-in (new nonzeros in L and V (hat are not pre,enl in

A). The permutation P has the dual role of reducing fill-in and mamtaining numerical

accuracy (via rela'<ed partial pivoting and l'OWinterchange~). Thc sparse matri" A

can be square or rectangular, singular or non-singular, and real Or complex (OJ any

combination). Only square matrices A can be used to solve Ax ~ b or related

systems. Rectangular matrices can only be factori~ed_ UMFPACK first finds a

column pre-ordering that reduces fill-in, without regard to num"rical values, It ,cales

and analyzes the matrix, and then automatically selects one of thre" strategies for

pl'e-ordering the rows and columns: asynunctric, 2-by-2 and symmetric. l1le,e

strategies are described below.
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Chapter 2--One notable attribute of the UMFPACK is that whene,er a matrix is factored, the

factorization is stored as a part of the original matrix;o that further "pcmti0L18on the

matrix can reuse this factorization. Whenever a factorization or decomposition i,

calculated, it is preserved as a list (element) in the factor stot of the original ohjecl. In

this way a sequence of operations, such a, determming the condition number of a

matrix and then solving a linear system based on the matrix, do not reqmrc multiple

factorizations of the intermedIate results.

Conceptually, the simplest representation of a sparse matnx is as a triplet of an

integer vector I giving the row numbers, an integer vector j givmg the column

numbers, and a numeric veetol' Xgiving the mm"LCrovalues in the matrix. The triptet

representation is l'ow-oriented If clements in the same row were adjacent and

column-oriented if clements in the Same column were adjacent. The compressed

sparse row (esc) or compressed sparse column (esc) representation i, similar to row-

oriented triplet or column-oriented triplet respectively. These compressed

representations remove the redundant row or column in indi~es and provide fa,ler

acce" to a gi,en location in the matrix.

2.4 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has presented a tutorial introduction to computational method" ith

advantages of numerical im'e,tigation. Because numerical method has played a

central role in thi, the,is. Various component, of numerical method have bee", al,o

explained. Finally, the major steps involved in finite element an"ly"s of a tyrical

problem have been dIscussed.
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Effect of Conduction in Mixed Convection Flow in a
Rectangular Vented Cavity filled with a Heat Conducting
Horizontal Cylinder

Mixed convection in vented cavities have received sustainable attention, due to the

mlcres! of the phenomenon in many technological processes, such n, the dC>lgn of

solar collectors, thermal design ofbuild;ng, air condItioning and ['ccemly the cooling

of electronic circuit boards. The derails are available in Papanicolaou and Jaluria

(1990, 1994), Omri and NasraHah (1999) and Raji and Hasnaoui (1998a, 1998b,

2000). In vented cavities, the interaction between the externa! forced stream and the

buoyancy driven flow induced by heat source could lead [0 complex flo\\' structUles.

Analysis of the above phenomena incorporating a heat conducting solid cyhndcr

extends Its usability to many other practical situations such as any projection, on a

motherboard of a computer and a conductive matelial in an inert atmosphere inside a

tilrnace with a constant flow of gas from outside constitute practical applications tal'

the present problem. To have a clear understandIng of heat transfer a\lgmentalion "nd

fluid flow characteristics in an Oh:;tnlcted vented cavity a number of studies "ere

carried out in the past by diffcrent rCSearc1'er5 Papanicolaou and Jaluria (1993),

Shuja et at. (2000a, 2000b) and Hsu and How (1999)

This chapter describes the effect of cond\lction in mixed com~C(lOn now ill

rectang\llar vented cavities filled with a heat conducting hOlizontal circular or square

cylinder. Here buoyancy is generalcd beea\lse of the difference in temperatures

between the hot wall and through stream. The interaction belw~~n the bLloyancy and

the forced flow is examined in detail. The governing equation, along wllh

appropriate boundary conditions for the present problem are first tmn,formcd into a

non-dimensional form and the resuHing non-linear system of partial dlffcrcnllal

equatioru: are then solved numerically using a very emdent finite element mc!hod,

Here numerical solutions are obtnined over a wide range of non-dimens;onal

parameters i,e, Reynolds number Re, Richardson number Ri, Prandtl nllmber Pr,
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solid-fluid thenna1 conductivity ratio K and vanous physical parameters i,e. the inlet

and outlet position of thc cavity, the sizes and locations of the inner cylinder and

aspect ratio of the eavity. Parametric result, are presented in tenns of streaml ines and

isothernls. As thc heat transfer at the heated wall depends upon a nlLmber offactors. a

dimensional analysis is presented to show the important non_dimensional parameter

(NlLsselt number) that will inflnence the dimensionless heat transfer at the heated

snrface. Finally, thc average Nu,sclt nnmber at the hot wall, average temperat\lre of

the fl\lid in the cavity and temperat\lre at the cylinder center, obtained from thc cavity

with circ\llar cylinder nnd are compared with those calculated with sq\lare cylinder

for seHral parameters,

The remainder of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1, the physical

configurations of the current research interest are shown, Then the appropriate

mathematical model (both governing equations and bO\lndary conditions) is

considered in ~cction 3,2. After that a numerical scheme that i, employed in this

study are described in the section 3.3. Next parametric results MC presentee! in the

section 3.4. Finally, seclion 3,5 gives a summary of our conclllsions.

3.1 Physical Configurations
The schematic drawing of the system and the coordinates are shown in figures 3,

and 3.2, whieh consider rectangular vented cavitics filled with a hcat conducting

horizontal solid material in the fornl of circular cylinder as a ease I (figure 3,1) and

square cylindcr as a case 2 (figure 3.2). In both cnses, the q\la"tity of solid malerial is

the same, The cavity dimensions arc defined by height II and length L. The cavitie,

are heated from the right vertical wall, with a unifonn constant temperature h while

the remaining walls are considered perfectly insulatcd, In both of the cases, t11e

inflow opening localcd on the left vertical adiabatic wall and the o\ltflow opening on

the opposite vertical hcated wall is arranged as shown in tlte schematic figures ane!

may vary in location either top or bottom position, The cavities prcsented ill figures

3.1 (a) and 3.2 (a) are subjcelcd to an external flow which enters via the hottom of

the insulatcd vertical wall and leaves via the bottom of the opposite heated verlical

wall.
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= adiabatic

l-' "~'"~~,,,,=,==~
(b)BT configllTIltion

o
= adiabatLc

(

+=t: CBC,
(a) BB configuration

""T, = adiabatic

o "

0, c, ",=t: CBC= aLl,aba1Lc t

(, 0 ' ,

,
(c) TB configllTIltion

w=t: CRe

(d)TI confLguration

Figure 3.1: Four schematic diagram, of thennally drivcn \'cntilated ca"i ty
with a circular cylinder (ca;e 1),

h,r reasonS of brevity, this case will be refcrred to as BB configuration from mm

Whcn the horizontal cold fluid enters into the cavity from the bottom of ll1sLL1~ted

wall and leavcs at the top of the other vertical one in figures 31 (b) and 3,2 (b), the,e

case will be referre<l as BT configuration. Similarly, figures 3.1-3.2 (e) and 3.1-3.2

(d) are referred to as TB and TT configurations respectively, Fol' simplicity, the

heights of the two openings are set equal to the onc-tcnth of the enclosure height. 11IS

assumed that the incoming fluid flow thro\\gh the inlet at a uniform velocity Ui at the

ambient temperature T, and the outgoing flow are assumed to have zero diffusion

flux for all variables i.e, convective boundary conditions (CBC). All solid boundaries

are assumed to bc rigid no-slip walls,

The mathematical model developed In the last section i, used to investigate 111e

mutual interaction conduction-mixed convection in an obstructed vented cavity,
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j(tZZ/ZZ<,/?/?"=n ",,1, ~4C~l= adiabatic t

" 1 D,

= adlab.tie

,
(a) BB eonfiguralion

n u" " = adiabatic

D ;,
"
,
J

,,D
= ad,abatic

,
(b) BT configuralinn

1
""T.~,;:;: CDC

I"
L,lfy

. ~L.T, I, I

(c) TB configurotlOll (d) IT configuration

Figure 3.2: Four schematic diagram, of thermally d,;\'en ventilated cavity
with a square cylinder (case 2).

3.2 Mathematical Formulation
The several steps of the mathematical formlllation for the above physical

configurations are shown as follows

3.2.1 Governing Equations

Thc fundamental 1aws used to solve the fluid flow and h~at transfer problems ale the

conservation of mass (continuity equations), conservation of momentums

(momentum equations), and eon,ervation of energy (energy cquations), which

cOllstilu!e a set of coupled, nonlinear, partial differential equations, For laminar

incompressible thermal flow, the buoyancy force is included here as a body force in

the v-momentum equation. The governing equations for the two-dimen,ional steady

flow after invoking the Boussinesq applOxima!ion and neglecting r"diati(}n and

viscous dissipation ean be expressed as
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Continuity Equation

(3,1 )

Momentum Equations

ov OV 1 op [a2v .ivJH-;:;-+V-=---H -,- +&.8(T-1;)ox 0' p oy i},? a/

Energy Equations

For solid cylinder

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where x andy are the d;~lanccs measul'ed along the horizontal and vertical direetions

respectively; u and v are the velocity components in the x and y dIrections

respeclively; T and T, denote the fluid and solid temperamre l'espectively, T; denoles

the refel'ence temperature for which Imoyant force vanishes,p is lhe pl'e"U1e and p is

the fluid density, g is the gravitational conslant, fj is the volumetric coeffioient of

thermal expansion, cp is the fluid specific he"l, k and k, are the thermal conducti,ily

of fluid and solid respectively.

3.2.2 BOUl\dar~'Conditions

The bound"I)' conditions for the Pl'eSent problem are specified as follows:

At the inlct: u=u.,v=O,1"=1i

At the outlet: convective boundary condition (CBC),p = 0

At all solid boundal'ies: /I= 0, v =°
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At the heated right vertical waH. T = Th

aT
At tlle left, top and bottom walls: -.0

a"

At the fluid-solid interface: (aT J = k, (aT, J
an fluid k an sol'"

Where" is the non-dimensional distances either along x or y direction acting l1ol1nal

to the surface and k and k, arc the thermal conductivity of th~ fluid and the sotid

cylinder respectively.

The local Nusselt number at the h~"ted smfaee of the cavity which is defined by

Cengel (2007) is calculated by the following expression.

NUl = h(y)L/k

Such local value, have been further averaged over the entire healeu surface to obtain

thc surface averaged or overall mean NUSSc\l number

1 ".",'11 = - f f\"u, dy
L"

where L, and h(y) are the length and the local convection heat transfel coefficient of

the heated wall respectively. The average NU3Selt number Can be used in pence"

engineering design calculations to estimate the l'ate transfer from the heated surface.

3.2.3 Dimensional Analysis

Non-dimensional variables are used for making the go,eming equatlOns (3.1-3.5)

into dimensionlegs form are stated as follows:

xyuv P d
X = -, y = -, U = -, V = -, r = --l ,D = -, L,

L L II; "j P", L

{j_ (T-T,) {j _ (1)T,)
-(Th-r,)' '-(To-I;)

I I
x L =...L="L' Y L'

Where X and Yare the coordinates varying along horizontal and vertical directions,

l'espective1y, U and V are the velocity components in the X and Y directions,

respectively, {j is the dimensionless temperature and P is the dimensionless pressure.
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After substitution the dimensionless variables into the equations (3.1-3.5), we get the

following dimensionless equations as

Continuily Equation

(3.6)

Momentum Equations

(3.I)

(3.8)

Energy Equations

(3.9)

For solid

(3.10)

The dimensionless parameters appeanng in the equations (3.6) through (3. I0) ale the

Reynolds number Re, Gmshof number Gr, Pmndt1 number Pr, Richard,on number

Ri, and solid fluid thermal conductivity ratio K. They are respectively defLned as

follows:

Re<=ULjv,Gr=g f3!J.T L1lv', Pr ""vja, Ri ""Grj Re' and K ""k,/k

where !J.T= 'I;' -1; and a"" kj pCp are the temperature difference and themlal

diffusivity of the fluid respectively.

The dimensionless boundary conditions llndcr consideration can be writtcn as'

At the inlet U~ 1, V"" 0, 0= 0

At the outlet: convective boundary condition (CBC), P = 0
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Chapter 3-At all solid boundaries: U= 0, ¥= 0,

At the heated right vertical waH: 0 = I

At thc left, top and botlom walls: ae =°aN

At the fluid-solid interface: (aD) = K(OB,)
all' fi"" all' ,ohd

Where II' is the non-dimensional distances either alongX Or Y dlrcetlOn acting normal

to the ,urfaee and K (kslk) is the dimensionless ratio of the thermal condllctivity.

According to Singh and Sharif (2003), the average N LLS~eltnumber at the heated wall

of the cavity based on the no-dImensional variables may be cxpressed as

lhil. eB
],1'"= - J -dYand the bulk average temperatme defined as en' = Jed VIV,

o BX

where V is the cavity volume.

3.3 Numerical Analysis
The governing equation, along with the boundm)' conditions arc solved Il\lmel;cally,

employmg Galerkin weighted residual finite clement techniques discmscd below.

3.3.1 Finite Element Formulation and Computationllll'rocedufe

To derive the finite clement equalton<, the method of"cighted resid\lal, Zienk;ew;cz

(1991) is applied to the equatlOlls (3.6) - (3.10) a,

(
au BV)f N

a
_._ dA=O

.!< oX ay

(au au) (BP) , j . [a'u B'U]J Na U-.V- dA=-! II, - ".- No --, .--, dA
A eX ay A -ax ReA ax ar-
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Chapter J

(3 14)

(3.15)

where A is the element area, Na ( a = 1, 2,. .." 6) are the element ime'l",lation

functions for the velocity components and the tempemture, and !f" (;. ~ l, 2, 3) are

the element interpolation functions for the pressure,

Gauss's theorem is then applied to equations (3.12)-(3,15) to generate the boundary

integral tenns associated with the surface tractions and heat !lux. Then equaliuns

(3 12)-(3.15) become,

j N (UaU +vaU)dA'l N (ap)dA.a oX ay ,,;,ox

,_' 1 (aN" eu + aNa aU)dA = 1 N S dS
lie ,j aY ax or or 5;, a.' 0

J N (UeV +VOV)dA'J N (aP),"A~ ax ar A)'ar

,_' 1(6NaDV +al\'~aV)dA_R;JN edA=j NS,dSReA6XaXarer A" .>iJ"J"

p.l!»

(J, 17)

--"---I (aNa aT + 6N~ 6T)dA= [N IS
o ~'h",( ".Re.Pr ,J aY aY Br or >0"

(3.19)

Here (3.16)-{3.17) specifying surface tractions (S" S-,) along outflow houndary So and

(3.18)-{3.l9) specifying velocity components and fluid ten1peralllre or hea!!lux (q")

that flows into or out from domain along wall boundary S~,

The basic unknowns for the abovc differential equations are the velocity components

U, V the temperature, 0 and the pressure, P. The six node triangular element is used

in this work for the development of the finite element eq\lations, A1t six nodes are

associated with velocities as well as temperature; only the comer nodes mC
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associated with pressure, This means that a lower ordcr polynomwl is chosen fOl

pressure and which is sahsfied through continuity cquation. The velocIty component

and the temperature distributions and linear interpolation for the pressure distribution

according 10 their highest deri""ti vc ordcrs in the differential equation, (3,6)-(3.10)

""
U(X,Y)=NpUp (3.20)

V(X,Y)=NpVp (3.21)

l'(X,Y)=NpTp (3,22)

T,(X,Y)= NpT'f (3,23)

1'(X,Y)=H,P, (3,24)

wherefJ= I,2, .... " , 6; J. = 1, 2, 3.

Substituting thc element "elocny component distributions, the tcmpcmt\ll'e

distribution, and the pressure di,trib"tion from equation, (3.20)-(3.24), the finite

elcment equations can be written in the form,

K ,U,+K ,'vp=O
afJ ap

K~-"U.U+K ,.v,t!r+M J',+_I_(S u+S 'J,)UfJ=Q"
G~r p' G~."' up' Re afJ uf' G

K ,U"V +K V,V,+M yp,,+
aill ~, G~'> ai'

K ( )--S +S (J =QRe,Pr "fJ'" af>Y f G"'

(325)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3,28)

(3.29)

whcre the coefficients in element matrices are in the fonn of the integrals ove!' the

e1cment area and along the clement edges S~ and S~as

(3,30a)
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K ,= IN",N~ydA (330b)
crp." '

K =INNN dA (330e)
cr~(' A cr ~ r,'

KGfJry = LNaNpN",dA (3.30d)

Kap = LN"N~dA (3.30e)

SaP'" = LNa,xNp"dA (3.30£)

S"'(I_'"= LN~,yN~,ydA (3.JOg)

M x = IUalJ" ,dA (3,30h)
"" ,f '

M ,=IHaH~ydA (3.30i)
Gp" A '

Q, = J N",SxdSG (3,30j)
a' So

Q " = 1, N~S,dSo (3.30k)
" 0 .

Q ~ = J N", q,,,dS,, (3,301)
a S",

Q 0,= I, Naq2wdS~ (3.30m)
" .

These element matrices are evaluated in closed form ready for numerical simul"tion.

Ddails of tile derivation for these element matrices al'e omitted herein.

The derived finite element equations (3.25)-(3.29) al'e nonlinear. These nonlin~m

algebraic equations are solved by applying the Newton-Raphson iteration technique

by first writing thc unbalanced values from the set of the finite element equations

(3.25)-(3.29) as,

(3.3la)

(3.3tb)
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(3.lle)

(Dld)

(3.31e)

This leads to a set of algebraic equations with the in~remcnt~] unknoMlS of the

element nodal velocity components, temperatures, and pre35ures in the form,

K" K" 0 0 0 01'
F,e

K,,, K" 0 K"p 0 0" F,,"
K", Ko, Kro 0 0 M " F" (3.32),
K~, K" K. K,p 0 0" F

""0 0 0 0 K",o, M, F,,'"

where K,,, = Kap/U p +K ~yp'Uy + KailryVp + ~jsap<I + Sw" )

K =K Vy
'" aPr'

K", =O,K",=K Oy,Ke-.=K "By, 4r' efJ>'

Kn,,=K. =O,Ko =K.,=Koo=Ko,,=O
v" ,""""
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K8,",=~(S e<+S ».jRe.Pr ~fJ afl

The iteration process is terminated if the percentage of the overall change compared

to the previous iteration is less than the specified value.

To solve the sets of the global nonlinear algebraic equ"lions in thc form of matrix,

the Newton-Raphsoll iteration technique has been adapted through PDE solvcr with

MATLAB interface. The convergence of solutions is assumed •••hen the relative error

for each variable betlveell consecutive ilerations is recorded below the convcrgcnee

criterion E such that I'''"'' - \1'"1 < 6, where n is number of Iteration and

Of' = U, V, 0 . The convergence critcrion wa, set to f: = 10.4.

3.3.2 Grid Size Sensitivity Test

G~omctry studied in this chapter is an obstructed vented cavity; lhcrefore several

grid size ~cnsitivity tests are conducted in this geometry to detemline the suf1ieiency

of the mesh scheme and to enSUl'ethat the solutions al'e grid independ~nL ThIS is

obtained when numerical results of tbe average Nllsselt number Nu, average

temperature eO" of the fluid and solution lime become grid size independent, a1thoul'h
we continue the refinement of tbe m~sh grid. five different nan-uniform grids "ith

the following number of node, and elelllents we•.e considered for the grid refinement

tests: 24545 nodes, 3788 elements; 29321 nodes, 4556 element" 37787 node<, 5900

elemenls; 38163 nodes, 5962 elemenls and 48030 nodes, 7516 clements as sbown in

Table 3 l, Considering both the accuracy and the computational time, the \'~lues,

38163 node., and 5962 clements can be chosen throughout the simulation 10optimize

the relation between lhe accuracy required and [he computing time

The numerical grid defincs thc discrete localions, at which the ,'ariablcs are to be

calculated, which is essentially a discrete representation of tbe geometry domain on

which lhe problem is to be solved. I! divides the solution domain into a finite number

of suh domains arc called elements. Unstructured triangular grids a,e used in the

presenl finite element simulatIon. The mesh mode for the obstructed vented cavity
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problem Ilc~nl1ro by IXlaunay Triangular method. 'The DclnuTIlIYtriangulation i.n
geomellic StnlClUrctrot has enjoyed ~nl popularity in mesh gc""rzuion since the

mcsh genemlion was in ils infancy. The mesh mode for the p~~nl numerical

computlltion is shown in figure 3.3.

T.ble 3.1: Grid SCllsitiviryCheck at Rc" lOll, Ri" 1.0,K" 5.0, D" 0.2. L,
••L," 0.5 and Pr" 0.71 for the case I

•
N"odes 24545 29321 37787 38163 4S0JO

(e1e1llcn15) (3788) (4556) (5900) (5%2) (7516)

No 4.16781714.168185 4.168376 4.168394 4.16&461

0_ 0.1971911°.197204 0.197233 0.197224 0.197227

Time (s) 323.610 408.859 563.203 588.390 793.125

•

,

,
Case I ease 2

Fll:urc 3.3: Grid used for numerical simulations at the Cll~ I llndCll~ 2.

,

J9

I ,
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3.3.3 Validation of the Numerical Scheme

In order to verify the accuracy of the numerical results and the validity of the

nlLmerieal scheme obtained throughout the present stody, comparisons with the

previou,ly published results are nece,,"ry. But due to the lack of availohility of

experiment"l d"ta on thc particular problems along with it, "ssaciated bOHndary

conditions investigated in this study, validation of the predictions could not be done

against experiment. The present numerical scheme i, validated for nalLlralCOl1\"ection

heat transfer in a square cavity with differentially heated sidewall, reportcd by House

et a1. (1990), which is based on finite volume ,chcme. However, we rec"l1 hCICsome

results obtained by our schemc in comparison with those reported in Hou," ct ~l.

(1990) for Ra = 0.0,10' and three values of K = 0,2, 1.0 and 5.0. The physical

problem ,tudied by House et a1. (1990) w", a vertical square encl''''lTe with SIdes01
length j~,The vertical walls were isothennal ~nd dIfferentially heated, wh~re as the

bottom and top wall, were adIabatic. A square he"t conducting body with sides of

length equal to Ll2 was pbced at the center of the enclosure. We have compared

result, for the average Nusselt number (at the hot wall) as shov.n In Table 3,2, The

pre,ent re,ult, have an excellent agreement wilh the result, obtained by House et al.

(1990). Based on the above study, il was concluded the numerical scheme cOllldbe

reliably applied to the con,idered problem.

Table 3.2: Comparison of Nussclt Numher values with numerical data for 1'1"
=0.71

N"
R" K Pre,ent House et

'Work aI, (1990) Error(%)

0 02 0.7071 0.7063 0,11

0 1.0 1.0000 1.0000 0,00

0 5.0 1.4142 1.4125 0.12

10 0.2 4,6237 4,6239 0.00

10 1.0 4.5037 4.5061 0.05

10 5.0 4.3190 4.3249 0.14
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3.4 Results and Discussion
Numerical results are presenled in order to determine the effects of the presence of

dimensionless parameters in rectangular vented cavities with a heat cOlldueling

horizontal cylinder (cireularhquare). The dimensionless parameters that must he

specified for the system are Reynolds number Re, Richard,on number R,. Prandtl

number Pr, ratio of the cylinder diameter and cavity length D, ratio of the solid ~nd

tluid thennal conductivity K, cavity aspect ratio All, and I'l1ysicail'arameters for the

syslem are the location of the inlet and the out positions ofthc c~\'ity and thc locatioLl

of the cylinder in the cavity Since so many basic dlmenslOnles, p"rametcrs arc

required to chawcteri7,e a system, an analysi, of all combinations of the;;e parameters

is not practical. The numerical results will be aimed to explain the effect of "everal

parameters at a small fraction of the possible situations by ,imphfying the

configuration. The presentation of the lesull' will begin with the streamline "nd

isothcrm pattcrns in the cavity. Representative distributions of average Nu"elt

number at the heated ,urfacc, average temperatnre of the tluid in the ca,-ity and

lemperature at the cylinder center will then be pre,onted. Fmally. the effect of

cylinder shape on fluid flow and heat transfur are compared In tabular fon\l.

3.4.1 Effects ofInlet and Ontlet Locations

The location of the inflow and outflow opening is one of the major parametelS

affecting the fluid flow and heat transfer in a vented cavity. Keeping the position of

the centered cylinder unchanged results are obtained for Valious location, of the

inflow and ou(f]ow opening at AR = 1.0, Re = 100, D = 0.2, Pr = 0,71, K = 5 0 and

various values of Ri in terms of streamlines, isotherms, average N\lsselt numbel at

the heated wall, average temperature of the tluid in the cavity and dimensionless

temperature "t the ~ylinder ecntcr. Here four dIfferent eavity contig\lrations namely

Brl, rlT, Trl and TI' and three values of Ri i,e. Ri = 0.0 for pure foreed convection, R,

= 1.0 for pure mixed convection and Ri ~ 5.0 for free convection dominated region

are investigated in order to compare the flnid now and heat transfer for different

relative inlet and outlet locations at the three convective regimes.
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The eff~t of inlet and outlet positions on streamlines fQTthe case of circular cylinder

(casc I) and the case of squarc cylinder (case 2) is shown in figure 3 4, The flow

structure for the BB configuration at the three-convection regime is presenled in the

left column of the figure 3.4 in both of the cases. Now for the BR configuration and

at Ri ~ 0.0, the induced flow enters inlo cavily through small inlet area and sudden

expansion of the bulk fluid in the cavity is occurred due to prcssure rise inlo lhe

cavity. Thus the hulk fluid occupies most part of the cavity and a small recirculalion

cell appears just at the top of the inlet port near the left wall. Next for Ri ~ 1.0, it i,

,een that recirculation cell spreads significantly and thereby squeeze, thc indnced

flow palh, which is duc to the pre,ence ofnalural convection effect in lh~ cavlly. As

Ri increase further 105,0, the recirculating cell further increases IIIsizc and leads 10a

large change in the streamlines structure, indicating a sign of supremacy of nalural

convection in the upper part of the cavity. As the outlet porl is movcd along the

heated wall at the top comer and kecping every thing else fixed, (I.e. for BT

configura lion) the recLrculationcell become ,hrioking in size and occupi", lh~ space

just at the top of the inlet port adjacent to lhe left wall at R, ~ 0.0, In thi, folder, as Ri

increases to 1,0, the rccirculation cell hecomes Iarg~ and Iwo cellular. Furlher as R,

increases to 5.0, the two cellular eell me'ge into a large uni-eellular, due to the

stlpremacy of the convective eUITCntin the cavity Ne'-l for TB contigmation, lhe

bulk induced fluid flows throughout lhe cavity and a small rotating cell is developed

jusl at lhe below of the inlet port al low Ri. Further at Ri ~ 1.0, Ihe existence of two

cclls indicate:; that natural convection cffect is comparable with fOR'e<lC01\vection

effect. Finally at Ri = 5.0, the two cells merge into a large one, this ,CCnanOinrlicate,

that the forced convection is overwhelmed by the namral convective cUlTenl.Lastly

fol' TT configuration the induced flow enlers inlo cavity through small inlel area HnJ

sudden expansion of lhe bulk fluid in the cavity is occurred due to pressure rise inlo

the cavity. Thus the bulk fluid occupies most part of the cayit)' and a small

recirculation cell appears just at the below Qfthe inlet port ncar the left wall at Ri ~

0.0, Next at Ri ~ 1.0, it is secn that recirculation cell becomes small in size. 1\, Ri

increase fur/her to 5.0, the recirculating ccll becomes large and shifted at the upper

mid section in the cavity, Therehy it squeezes the cntrance stream 10 110w in it,

indicating thc dominanl nalural convection contribution io the mixed convection,
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The effect of inlet and outlet locations on isothemls for the aforementioned two cases

is shown in figure 3.5. For BB wnfiguration, it is seen that the thennally illfluenced

region is bulky in the upper palt of the cavity for all valucs of Rj. This is because, the

fresh fluid entering at thc lower part of the ca,ity and travels the shortesl dislance

possible leaving at the lower part in the cavity, as a resnlt the cold fluid cannot close

with the hotter fluid, On the other hand, the invcrse isothenn patterns are found for

TT configuration at low R" which i" due to, the cntering fresh fluids travels thc

shortcst distance possible Icaving, but it come into intimate mixing "ith thc holtcr

fluids before Icaving the cavity. Ncxt at Rj = 1.0 the isothcnns become clustered nCar

the heat source, indicating mixed convection dominated heat transfcr in the cavity.

Furthcr as Ri increases to 5.0, the concentrated thin thermal byer is seen ncar the

heated wall and nonlinearity of th~ isothcnns is found, Morcover. the isothelmS arC

clustcrcd near the heal sourcc for the B"J'and TB configurations at Rj ~ 0,0, which

points to the forced conveelion and conduction-like hcat transfer at the vi~imty of the

heat ~OllTCC.This i., because, thc frcsh fluid ent~ring Ihc cavity travels th~ long

possible distancc before leaving the cavity and come into inhmate mixing with the

hotter fluids, As Ri increase, to 1.0, nonlinearity in the i,othcnns are found for lh~3e

cases. Further as R, increases to 5.0, nonlinearity of the isothenns become, higher

and plume formation is philosophical for these cases, indicating w~ll c,tablished

natural conv~etion heat transfer in the cavity.

If we compare the results oflhe dIStributionof streamlines and isothenm for thc e~sc

2 with those for case 1, the distribution ofstr~amlines and isotherms for Ihe case 2

(sqnare cylinder) is generally similar to that for case I (circular cylindcr) at each

values of Richardson numbers considered, except some slight differences duc to the

variation in the cylinder shape,

The eff~cl of inlet and outlet port locations on average Nusselt number (N,,) at the

hot wall, average temperature (e,v) of thc fluid ill the cavity and temperature at the

cylinder ecntcr (0<) for both of the above cases is shown in figUl'e3.0. In both of the

cas~s, as Ri increases averagc Nusse1t number incrcases slmrply f[l[ the BT and Tl"

configurations, On the other hand, the valu~s of Nu decreases sharply in the forced

convection dominated region and incrcases mildly in thc free convection dotninated

r~gion with increasing Ri for TB confignration, while the values of 1'/11 is independent
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Table 3.3 (a): Variation of average Nm,e1t number with inlet and outlet
localions for the case 1

" N"
DB BT TD TT

0.0 3.359446 4.112987 4.107176 3,326240

0.5 3,284949 4,532336 3.584707 3,774529

LO 3,289600 4,832878 3.351737 4.293870

L5 3.298392 5044868 3,504415 4.726882

LO 3.305957 5.203415 3.637501 5.060425

2.5 3.312125 5.329231 3.734022 5.27760 I

3.0 3.317211 5.433276 3.807227 5404791

3.5 3,321498 5.521770 3.86544J 5487388

4.0 3,325194 5,598567 3.913473 5,548996

4.5 3.328443 5,666231 3.954230 5,599212

5.0 3.331350 5,726561 3 989574 5.642250

Table 3.3 (b): Variation of average Nussclt nnmber with in1d and outlet
locations for the case 2

R; N"

BB BL TD TT
0.0 3.354834 4.140904 4.149896 3.349152

05 3.268273 4.553558 3.6380g1 3.785130

LO 3,274215 4.852818 3.353925 4.285956

L5 3,285747 5.063939 3.483720 4,710881

2.0 3.295706 5,220678 3.6]9473 5,046088

2.5 3.303773 5,344344 3,721080 5,276631

3.0 3.310331 5.446298 3.798898 5.417247

3.5 3,315753 5.532912 3.860969 5.507134

4.0 3.320323 5.608074 3.9J2J 83 5.571996

4.5 3.324248 5,674337 3,955573 5,623495

5.0 3.327677 5.733475 3.993104 5.666875
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of Ri for BB configuration. However, for particular values of Ri maximum ,,,'erage

Nusselt number is found for BT configuration. The averagc tempemtmc of the fluid

in the cavity and temperature at the cylinder center are the lowesl for the BT

configuration in the forced convection dominated l'egion and fm the 'J'f

configuration in thc free convection dominated reglOn. Even though the o\'erall

trends of th~ plots of the average Nu;seit number (Nu), average tluid temperature

(8,,) and temperature at the cylinder center (8e) are similar fot both of the

aforementioned cases, a slight difference can be noticed at the numerical values of

these items. Finally, the numerical values of the average Nussett numher (II',,) fot'

both of the cases are listed in Tables 3.3 (aJ and 3.3 (b), It is observed from th~"c

tahles that the values of N" for the case 2 arCslightly highe, than thos~ obtained for

cn,e I only for BT configuration.

Due to the hetter performance of the BT configuration in heat transfer, the

computations "ill be donc for the RT configura lion in the following ,uhseclions,

3.4.2 Effects of Cylinder Diameter

"lhe effecl of cylinder diameter on the flow field at AR = 1.0, fie ~ 100, PI' = 0.71, K

= 5.0 and Lx = Ly ~ 0,5 are displayed in figure 3.7 for the case I and CHSe2, In both

of the cases, the flow ,lructure in the absence of free conveclion effect (Ri ~ 0.0) and

for th~ four different Wllnesof D is shown in the bottom row of the flg\lre 3.7. Now

at 111 = 0,0 and J) = 00, it is seen that a comparati\'e1y large lIm.cetl\lla, \wtex

appears at the left top comer of the cavity, d\le to the effect of buoyancy driven flow

and a very small vortex of very low intensity appears at the right bottom comer of

the cavity, which ;s owing to shear driven effect of the incoming fluid. Further with

the increase of D at fixed 1Ii (Ri = 0,0) the size of the la'ge vorlex sharply decreases

and the small vortcx disappear. "lhis i5 due to increasing the size of the cylinder

which gives rise to a decrease in the space available for the flow induced by the heat

source and shear force. Next for Ri = 1.0 and the different val\les of f) (D ~ 0,0, 0.2,

0.4 and 0.6), it is clearly seen from the fig\lre that the natural convection effecl i,

present, but remains relatively weak at the higher Wllues of D, since the open lines

characterizing the imposed flow are still dominant.
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As 1I.i increase from I ,0 to 5.0, the size of the vortex inereases sharply for the lower

values of D CD ~ 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4) and divided into three small vortices at the highest

value of D = 0.6, This expansion of the si7,e of the vortex squee7es the induced

forced flow path resulling almost same kinetic energy in the bulk-induced flow as

that of the inlet port.

The effect of cylinder diameter On the thermal Held atAR = 1.0, Re ~ 100, Pr = 0.71,

K = 5,0 and L, =Ly = 0,5 are displayed in figure 3,8 for the case I and case 2, The

isotherms in the absence of cylinder (D = 0.0) and for lhe three values of Ri are

shown in the len column of figure 3,8. At Ri = 0.0 and D = 0.0, lhe high tempel'ahlre

region is concentrated near the hot wall and the isothermal lines are linear and

parallel to the vertical walls in the cavity, indicating conduction and forced

convection dominated heat transfer in the cavity. It is also seen that the thermally

influenced region increases and the lowcr values isolhermallines become bend in the

cavity with increasing values of D. As Ri increases to 1 0, lhe concentrated

temperahlre region near the hot wall become thin for all values of J) and the lower

values isothermal lines become almost similar with increasing vailies of f) ",hen

compared to that for the corresponding values of D al Ri ~ 0.0. A, Ri inCleases

furlhcr to 5,0, tl1e nonlinearity in the isotheons become higher and plume formation

is deep, it can also be seen thaI thc thermal boundary layer near the hot wall become

more concentrated than that offor the pre,ious cases, indicating the well established

conduction heat transfer at the vicinity of lhe ho\ wall and natural conveclion heal

transfer in the remaining part of the cavity.

As compared the streamline and isotherm plots that arc for both circular Jnd sq"'''~
shape cylinders, a noteworthy difference is found in the streamline plots for lIw

highest values of D at an value' of Ri, bul the isothermal]ines are almo,t identical

for both of the CJses at all values off) Jnd Ri con,idered,

The effects ofcylindel' diameters on average Nussclt number (Nu) at the heated wall,

avel'age tempemtme (61",.) of the fluid in the cavity and the dimensionless temperature

(ed at the cylinder center as a function of Ri Jre shown in figures 39 for lhe

aforementioned two cases. From these figures it is seen that as Ri increases, the

values of average Nussell number (Nu) increases monotonically for all valucs of D,

which is due to increasing Ri enhances convective heat ll'ansfer,
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Figure 3.8: Isotherms for the (a) case 1 and (b) ease 2 at dIfferent values of
diameter D of the cylinder and Richardson number Ri, while AR ~ t ,0, Re =
100, K= 5.0, Pr = 0,71 and L.,= I, = 0.5.
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Table 3.4 (a): Variation of awrage ~usselt number with cylinder diameter
for thc case I

" N"
D-O.O 1) ~ 0.2 1) - 0.4 D-0.6

00 3.929590 4.112987 4.254335 4.438162

0.5 4.379906 4.532336 4.584969 4,617115

1.0 4.704789 4832878 4.858178 4,786173

1.5 4,941247 5,044868 5.073061 4,943543 I
'.0 5,121619 5,203415 5.237451 5,0880n

2.5 5.265161 5.329231 5 364877 5.119117

3.0 5.383142 5.433276 5467139 5.336458

3.5 5.482503 5.521770 5552104 5.440404

4.0 5.567771 5.598567 5.624698 5.531758

4.5 5.642055 5,666231 5.688059 5.611729

5.0 5.707576 5,726561 5.744269 56S1745

Table 3.4 (b): Variation of avcl'age Nusselt nllmber with cylinder diameter
for t11ecase 2

R, Nil

J) - 0.0 D-O,2 D-0.4 D -.0,6

0.0 3.929590 4.140904 4.310178 4.596143

0.5 4,379906 4,553558 4.603554 4723150

1.0 4.704789 4,852818 4.855125 4,845404

15 4.941247 5,063939 5.062938 4.962107

2.0 5.121619 5.220678 5,229566 5.072681

2.5 5.265161 5.344344 5,362034 5.176729

3.0 5.383142 5.446298 5.468814 5.274025

3.5 5.482503 5.532912 5.557016 5.364493

4.0 5,567771 5 608074 5.631717 5.448196

4.5 5.642055 5.674337 5.696357 5.525318

5.0 5.707576 5.733475 5,753277 5.596145
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On the other hand, average Nus5eh number (Nu) is the highest for D ~ 0,6 in the

forced convection dominated region (0.0 $ Ri $1.0), and for /) = 04 in the free

convection dominated region with increasing Ri in both of the aforementioned case",

which are also clearly observed m the Tables 3.4 (a) and 3.4 (b). However, avelage

temperature (e,v) of the fluid in the cavily decrease, for the lower values of D (D =

0,0 and 0 2) at Ri ~ 0.5, but beyond these values of Ri il IS gradllally increa,es with

Ri. It is also seen that the values of 8,,,. increa,es gradually with increasing Ri fol' the

higher value of D (D = 0.4 and 0.6), Moreover, the value., of average flllid

temperature 0,,, is the lowest for D = 0.2 at the pure forced convection (Ri = 0,0), fol'

D = 0,0 at the mixed convection region and [or D ~ 0.6 at the f,ee convectlOJi

dominated rcgion for the caSe 1, but it is different for caSe 2.lt is also seen thallhe

dimensionless temperature (eel at the cylinder center in the cavity increascs gradually

with Ri for all values of D. Furlhermore, it is also seen that the ,alucs of 0, i, the

lowe,t for thc values of Ri up t" 4.0 at the lowest value, of J) (D ~ 0.1), but beyond

these value, of Ri it is the lowest for the highest valuc of [) (D = 0 6). Allhough the

in general trends of the plots of the average Nussclt number (Nu), ",nagG tlllid

temperature (e".) anJ the temperature at the cylinder center (0,) are similar for bOlh

of the aforementi"ned cases, a considerahle difference is fO\lnd at the numerical

valucs of these objects. LasHy, the numerical values of the average Nus,elt number

(N,,) for both of the cases are presented in Tables 3.4 (J) and 3.4 (b). It is clearly seen

in Tables 3.4 (al and 3.4 (b) lhat, the o,erall values of average l\'u,selt numbers,

wheu square cylinder is considered (ea~c 2) are alway.' superior lhan those oblained

with the cireular cylinder (easel) only for D = 0.2, but different nalure arC observed

for the highcr values of D (D = 0.4 and 0.6),

3.4.3 Effects of Thermal Conductivity Ratio

The effect of the solid-fluid thermal conductivity rati" K on slreamhncs at AR = 1.0,

Re = 100, Pr = 0,71, D= 0.2, L, =Ly = 0.5 and various Ri (Ri = 0.0, l.0 and 5.0) for

the case I and case 2 are presented in figure 3,10. At low Ri (Ri = 0,0) and for

relalively small values of X (X = 0.2), a small recirculating ~ell is located just at the

top of the inlet port of the cavity in both of the cases. The f"rmation of circulation
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eell is because of the mixing of the fluid due to the buoyancy driven and convective

currents, In both of the cases, from the bollom row of figure 3.10, it is be seen that

the streamlines for the different values of K (K = 0.2, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0) at Ri = 0,0 are

almost identical. l1,is is becansc thermal conductivity ratios have in,ignificant

influence on velocity distribution. When Ri increases from 0,0 to 1.0, the natural

conveclion effect is comparable with forced convection effect, as a result the size of

the recirculating ccll increases, compared with that for Ri = 0.0 and different valucs

of K. Further ",hen R; increases to 5.0, the effecl of natural convection is far mOrC

compared to the forced convection effect. In this case, condItions are strongly

favoring the phenomena of natural convection and significant Increase In

recirculating cell is found.

TI,e effect of the solid-fluid thermal conductivity ratio K on isothemlS at AR = 1.0,

Rr = 100, Pr = 0.71, D ~ 0.2, L, = !.,' = 0.5 and various Ri (Ri = 0.0, 1.0 and 5,0) for

the case I and case 2 arCprcscnted in figure 3.11, From the t1[!;ure3.11, it is clearly

seen that the thermal conductivity of the inner cylinder affccts strongly on the

isotheml slructurcs in both of the cases. Now at Ri = 0,0 and K ~ 0.2, the isothermal

lines are almost parallel and concent,ated to the hot surfacc as ,hown in the bollum

row of figure 3.11 in both of the cases, which implics that heat transfer bd'vccn lhe

heat source and the extcrnally induced air flow is provided mainly by h~at

conduction and fNeed convection. Since the buoyancy effect is overwhelmed by the

sh.,r effect of thc extemal induced fiow. Moreover, making a comparison of the

isothemml lincs for Ri = 0.0 and various values of K, no significant difference is

found except that the isothermal lines are ,hiftcd from the center of the cylinder with

increa.,ing K. As Ri increases to l.0, nonlinearity of isothenns are seen and plume

formation are initiated for all valne, of K, which indicates the launch of natural

convection current. Further, as Ri increases to 5.0, plume formation become deep and

is(}lhemlSbecomes clustered near the heat source, which points 10 the conduction

heat transfer at the vicinity of the heat sOurce and convection, heat transfer in the

remaining pmt "fthe cavity.

Thcrefore; the influence of the cylinder shapes on the fluid flow and heat transfer

char"cteristies are almost considerable at al1values of K and Ri,
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Figure 3.11: lsothe,m, for the (a) ease 1 and (b) ease 2 at different vailles of
thermal conductivity ratio K and Richardson number Ri, while All ~ 1.0, Re ~
100, Lx ~ Ly ~ 0,5, Pr ~ 0,71 and D ~ 0.2.
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Table 3.5 (a): Variation of average Nusselt number with solid fluid thelmal
conductivity ratio for [he casc 1

R; No

K-0,2 K~1.0 K=5.0 K=lO,O

00 4,115668 4114514 4.112987 4.112573

0.5 4.552985 4.543402 4,532336 4,529588

10 4.851970 4.843239 4,832878 4 830251

1.5 5.059429 5.05276') 5,044868 5.042852

2.0 5.216205 5.210251 5.203415 5.201(,97

2.5 5.342343 5,336126 5.329231 5.327537

3.0 5.447763 5.440815 5.433276 5.431454

3.5 5,538055 5,530204 5.521770 5.519752

4.0 5.616735 5.607964 5.598567 5,596329

4.5 5.686198 5.676565 5,666231 5,663773

5.0 5.748166 5.737760 5,726561 5 723895

Table 3.5 (b): Variation of average Nusselt number with solid fluid thennal
conductivity ratio for (ho oase 2

iii
No

K=0.2 K= 1,0 K-5.0 K=lO,O

0.0 4,144315 4,143092 4.140904 4.140141

0.5 4.582596 4569476 4.553558 4.54~042

10 4.882094 4.869002 4,852818 4.84&154

15 5.086654 5.076538 5,063939 5,060270

2.0 5.239650 5.231079 5.220678 5.217683

2.5 5.362401 5.354076 5.344344 5.341604

3.0 5.465065 5.456269 5.446298 5.443550

3.5 5.553184 5.543584 5,532912 5.530014

4.0 5.630170 5.619650 5,608074 5.604960

4.5 5.698319 5.686874 5.674337 5,670982

5.0 5.759270 5,746954 5.733475 5.718599
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The effeet of thermal conductivity ratio K on average Nusse1t number (.Nu) at (he

heated surface, average temperature (eo,.) of the fluid in the cavity and dimensionless

temperature (0.,) at the cylinder center for the case 1 and case 2 wi(h AR - 1,0, R~ =

100, Pr = 0.71, D = 0.2 and Lx ~ L)' = 0.5 arc shown in figure 3.12, From these

figurcs it is clearly observed that as Ri increases, average Nusselt numbcl' (N,,) at the

hot surface sharply increases for all values of K. A cal'cful observation on thesc

figures also shows that the variatiou of ,'I" with thc values of K is not signifj~ant at

all values of Ri. Howe~er, as R, incl'eascs average temperature (8,,) of the fluid and

the temperature (8,) a( the cylinder center increases very slowly III the forced

convection dominated region and very shall'ly in [he [ree convection domina(ed

region with increasing Ri for all values of K in the cavity. On (he o(hcr hand, the

average temperature (0,") of the fluid in the cavity and the temperature (8,) a( the

cylindcr center are the 10wes( in (he forccd convection dominated region for the

lowest va1uc of K (K = 0,2) and in the frcc convcction domina(ed region for the

larger values of K (K ~ 5,0, 10.0), from these figurcs It is clearly observed th"( the

plots for !I'll, 0" and 8, are appear to be almost quahtati,cly similar but not

quantita(ively for both of the cases considered. Finally, the (jllantitative

measurements for the vallles of N" are tabulated in the Tables 3.5 (a) and 3,5 (h) to

compare the values of average NusseH numbe' for the two shapcs of cylinder

(circular and square), 11is cleal1y seen from the Tables 3.5 (a) and J 5 (b) (h~t thc

overall values of averagc Nusselt number for the case 2 arc slightly higher (han (h03c

obtained for thc casc 1 at all "alues of K

3.4,4 Efi"eetsof Reynolds Number

The cffcct of Reynolds number on the flow field for the case 1 and case 2 arc

illustra(ed in the figure 3.13 by plotting the streamlincs, while A R = I .0, PI' • 0,71, D

= 0.2, Lx ~ Ly = 0.5, K = 5.0 and Ri ~ 0.0, 1.0 and 5.0. TIle basic forced comeC(lOn

flow, presented in the lcft of the bottom row fOTRi = 0.0 and Re = 50. i3

characteri7.ed by a perfee! symmctry of the 3OIution with respect to the diagonal

joining the inlet and outlet ports. Because, of the small value of Re the thennal

tnmsporl effect by the external cold air is little, Now for Re ~ 100 and Ri = 0.0 it can

be seen that thc symmetry already observed is destroyed and a sman recircutating
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cell is developed just at the top of the inlet port and the recirculating cell became

large with the increased of Re (150 and 200). On the other hand, at any particular

Reynolds number, there is a marked changed in flow patterns as the flow regime

changes from dominant forced convection to dominant natural convection with

increasing Ri.

The effect of Reynolds number on the temperature distributions for the case 1 and

case 2 are illustrated in the figure 3.14 by plotting the isotherms, while AR ~ 1,0, Pr

~ 0.71, D = 0,2,Lx ~ Ly ~ 0,5, K~ 5.0 and Ri ~ 0,0,1.0 and 5,0, The eorre,pondin~

i,othenns results from combined effects of conduction and pure forced convection is

shown in the left bottom cOmer offigme 3.14, which indicated that a large area of

the cavity remains at higher temperature. On the other hand, at any pal1icular

Reynolds number, there is a marked changed in lsotheffils as the tlow I'egime

changes from dominant forced convection to dominant natural cOnvecllOn WIth

increasing iii. It is also observed that for a particular Ri, the isothemls became denser

toward the hot wall as the Re increases. The main cause is th"t the regIon affected by

the heat source became ,maller due to the strong external flow.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 are ah.o be used for comparison ofstream1ine and isotheffil

plots between the case 1 and case 2, A noteworthy dissimilarity is found on the

resulting streamline and isotheffil plots between the t'lm-abovementioned cases.

The effed of Reynolds number on average Nusselt number (N,,) at the heat source,

average fluid temperature (8",) in the cavity and the temperature (8,) at the eylLndel

center for the case 1 and case 2 are presented in figure 3.15 as a function of

Richardson number. Keeping the values of Re constant, the average Nusselt number

at the heated surface increases gradually with increasing valnes of Ri, Also, the

a,'erage Nusse1t number at the heated surface is found to increase as Re increases at

fixed Ri in both of the cases. Therefore, it can be concluded that more heat transfer

from the heat source is expected in the case oflarge parameter value of Re or RI. The
average temperature of the fluid domain and temperature at the cylinder center in the

cavill' increases gradually with Ri for "11values of Re. Moreover, for a fixed value of

Ri, the values ofe" and Be are the lowest for the largestRe.
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Table 3.6 (n): Variation of average Nusseh n\lmber with Reynolds n\lmber
for the case 1

R; N"
Re-50 Re-100 Re-150 Re=200

00 2,687645 4,112987 5,321188 6.325433

05 2.802458 4,532336 5.867555 6.932840

" 2.902725 4.832878 6259965 7,398234

1.5 2.98334\ 5.044868 6,562965 7776306

2.0 3.046527 5.203415 6.809839 80'>6685

2.5 3.096509 5.329231 7.017861 U75714

3.0 3.136951 5.433276 7.197031 8.622583

3.5 3,170484 5,521770 7.353750 8.843093

4.0 3198911 5,598567 7.492447 9.041450

4.5 3,223467 5.666231 7.616359 9.220957

5.0 3.245015 5.726561 7,727943 9.3842'>6

Table 3.6 (b): Variation of average Nusselt nLllnber wilh Reynolds numbel
for the ease 2

Ri 11'"

Re=50 Re=100 Re= 150 Re = 200

0.0 2,695308 4.140904 5.383585 6.418461

0.5 2.803944 4.553558 5 927046 7.009310

i .0 2.900274 4.852818 6,315675 7.464387

1.5 2.979390 5.063939 6.612105 7,8352RO

2.0 3.042455 5,220678 6.851874 8.14<)303

2.5 3,092843 5.344344 7.053212 8.421941

3.0 3,133811 5.446298 7.226430 8.(,62465

3.5 3.167845 5.532912 7,377990 8.876971

4.0 3.196705 5.608074 7,512281 9,069858

4.5 3.221625 5,674337 7.632464 9,244498

5.0 3,243475 5.733475 7.740906 9.403565
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Although the qualitative nature of(he plots of average Nusselt number (N,,), average

l1uidtemperature (8a,) and cylinder center temperature (0,) fol' the case 2 al'e similar

with that for the case I, but arc quantitatively diffel'ent. Here only the averagc

Nusselt numbel' value' comparison are shown in the Tables 3,6 (a) and 3.r, (b), II is

clearly fouml in Tables 3.6 (a) and 3.6 (b) that the ",eral1 ,alues of average Nus,ell

number for case 2 are considerably highel' than those obtained for thc case I at the

higher values of lie (lie ~ 100, 150 and 200) and this trend is m)! trlle for the lowest

valuc of 1/e (R<, = 50)

3A.5 Effects of Prandtl Number

We now discuss the effect of Prandtl numbel' on the flow and heat transfer in mixed

convection l10w on taking AR = LO, lie = 100, D = 0.2, J., = t., = 0 5, K ~ 5,0 and

various values of 1/; (1/; ~ 0,0, 1.0 and 5.0) for th~ cascl and case2 Figure 3,16

depicts thc stl'eamline, for the ,all,cs ofPrandtl numher I'r = 0.71, 1.0, 3.0 and 7.1 at

the three valucs of 1/i in boyh of the CaSeS.At 1/i= 0,0 and Pr = 0,71, The I1llLd110,,"

is characteriz~d by thc imposed flow covering most of the cavity ,;pace and a small

rotating cell i, formed just at the top of the inlet port in the cavity. MOl'eowr the ",zc,

position and strength of the rotating ccll are almost id"nli~al [or the foUl cases

presentcd at 1/i = 0.0. Jt is therefore confirmcd that for /Ii = I O.the 110win the cavity

dominated by shear action of the incoming fluid "nd buoyancy induced flO\, at low

Pr = 0.71. The buoyancy induced flow become relatively WeaK",ith increa,ing the

value of Pr atR; = 1.0, since the open line, characterizing the imp",,~d 110ware still

dominan!. furth~r at 1/i = 5.0 a strong effect of buoyancy fOlLed is observed for

lower valne, of Pr (Pr = 0,71 and 1.0) and relatively weaKeffect ofbn"yancy forced

is observed for highcr values of Pr (Pr = 3,0 and 7.1). This phenomenon is ,cl'Y

logical becall"e, higlicr Prandt1number fluid, are highly viscous.

The influence of Prandtl number on isotherms for different value, of Ri and t11e

abovc mcntioned two cas~s arc shown in the figure 3.17, from this figure we can

ascertain that the isothcrms are almost linear and distributed inside the cavity for 1/1=

0,0 nnd Pr ~ 0.71, which is due to the combined effect of conduction and forced

convection As 1/i increases, nonlinearity of isotherms is found and plume formntion
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is initi"ted for lower values of Pr (Pr = 1}.71"nd I.I}),which indicates the launch of

natural convective current. Moreover, these trends in isotherms are not found for

higher values of Pr CPr = 3.1}and 7.1), On the other h"nd, an increase in Prandtl

number also increases the crowding of isotherms for all value,; of Ri. H is ~lso seen

from the figure 3,17 that in both of the cases isotherms are confined to a smaller

region at high values of the Prandll number thereby suggesting the hulk of the

resistance to heat transfer confined to a thin layer of t1uid, This is clearly dlle to the

thinning of the thermal boundary layer with the increasing Prandtl number. However,

a visual ex"mination of the streamline and isotherms plots does re~eal a triVIa!

difference between the two aforementioned cases.

Thc effect of Richardson number on the average Nusselt number (N,,) at the heated

surf"ce, avcrage temper"ture (ea,.) of the fluid in the cavity and dimensionless

temperature (ed at the cylinder center at different Pr~ndtl number is shown m fignre

3.t8 for the case 1 and C"Se 2 re,pecth'ely. In both of the aforesaid cases, as R,

increases, average Nusse1t numbm (Nu) increases monotonically for all v"lue, of PI',

Maximum aver"ge Nussell number is obtaIned, without the effect of Ri, for the

highest Pr = 7.1. The average temperature of the fluid domain and the temperature at

the cylinder center in the cavity increases gradu"lIy with the increases of R, fol' the

lower values of Pr (Pr = 0.71 and 1,0), while the average temperature of the fluid

decreascs gradually with increasing Ri for the hIgher val\les of Pl' (Pi' = 3.0 and 7.1).

On the other hand, the temperature at the cylind~r center is independent of Ri fO]the

higher values of Pr (Pr = 3,0 and 7.1), However, minimum a,emge temperature of

(he fluid and the temperature at the cylinder center in the cavity are obtained, "ilhout

the effect of Ri, for the highestl'r = 7,1. It is further observed that, although the

variation of the average N\lsse1t number (Nu) with m "nd Pr i~ qualitatively simibr

for both of the abovementioned cases, bnt ha, quantitatively dissimilarity, which "r~

well documented in the Tables 3,7 (a) and 3.7 (b). By Comparmg t11evalues of

average Nusse1t number between the case 1 and case 2, it is clearly seen in T"ble,

3.7 (a) and 3.7 (b) that, the overall values of average Nusselt number, when ~irClli~r

cylinder is considered (case I) are significantly lower than those obtained with the

square cylinder (case 2) for all values of Pro
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Table 3.7 (a): Variation of average Nusselt nllmber with Pmndtl
number for the case 1

R; N"
p, 0.71 P,' - 1.0 p, 3 0 Pr-7.1

00 4,112987 4.818053 7.440991 10.187403

0.5 4,532336 5.334980 8.177176 11.104742

1.0 4.832878 5,737606 8.776704 11850491

1.5 5.044868 6.044782 9.285501 12483071

20 5.203415 6.283370 9.729844 13.036041

2.5 5.329231 6.476995 10,1258220 13.5296 7~

3.0 5.433276 6.639949 10.483920 13.977156

3.5 5,521770 6.780603 10,81 I 168 14.387546

4.0 5,598567 6904201 11.112099 14.767386

" 5.666231 7.014271 11.389353 15.121558

5.0 5.726561 7113319 11.644908 15453813

Table 3.7 (b): Variation "f average NII.se11number with Prandtl El\lmberfor
the ease 2

R; 11'"

Pr - 0.71 Pr - 1.0 Pr - 3,0 1',--7.1

0.0 4.140904 4866317 7.559764 10.364761

0.5 4.553558 5.373153 8.270079 11,241093

1.0 4.852818 5.771176 8.852954 11,961860

1.5 5,063939 6.076713 9,350436 12.578009

2.0 5,220678 6.312980 9.786626 13.119316

2.5 5.344344 6,503511 10.176474 13.604200

3.0 5.446298 6,663233 10.529872 14,044830

3.5 5.532912 6.800845 10.853619 14.449694

4.0 5.608074 6.921710 11.152328 14,824962

4.5 5 674337 7.029374 11.428765 15.175277

50 5.733475 7.126324 11.684315 15.504224
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3.4.6 Effects of Cylinder Locations

The distribulion of streamlines and iwthennal lines for the case I and case 2. in a

square cavity at vari()u, I()eations oftl," inner cylinder, while Re = 100, Pr = 0,71, D

= 0,2, K = 5.0 and Ri = 0.0, 1.0 and 5.0 are shown in figul'es 3.19 and 3,20

respectively. When the inner cylinder is placed near tl1e left wall along the mid

horizontal plane, a two cellular vort~x is developed at the left top corner in (he cavity

and a v~ry small pocket of fluid i, seen at the right bottom comer in the c",i(y for Ri

= 0.0 As Ri increases (0 1,0, the two cellular vortex becomes large in size and lhe

pocket of fluid bec()mes disappear. funher as iii increases to 5.0, the two cellular

\'onex become uni-cellular and largc in size. Next when the inner cylinder is placed

near the righl wall along the mid horizontal plane, u uni-cellular ~onex i" exi,l al the

len lop wrner in the cavity for all values of Ri and a tiny vortex is ,een only al Ri ~

D.O.Another obsef\-ation also shows thai the ,i~e of the vOl1e" increases wilh

increasing JU. l'unher when the Inner cylinder is placed nCar the bottom wall along

(be mid vertical plane, the inner vortex b~~ome very small in ,iLe and placed j\lst at

the top of the inlel port for Ri = 0.0, Bul "I Ri ~ 1.0, anothel' small 'wtex is also

appear at the left top corner in the cavity, Funher as R; increases to 5,0, the flow

paHcm changes drastic"lIy. Finally whcn the inner cylinder i, placed nea]' the t()P

wall along the mid vertical plane, a uni-ccllular vo,tex is fanned just at the lap of the

inlet port and a pocket of fluid is seen furlher at the right bottom comer in the cavity

al R, ~ 0.0, As Ri increases to 1,0, lhc vortex increase, in size ami the pocket of fluid

becomes disappear. As Ri increases fnrthe]' (0 5.0, thc vortex become large in size

and 'queezes the induecd flow paths, due 10 the dominating beha"ior ()f lhe

convective current.

The distribution of isotherms inside the cavity fOT(he four vario\ls localions ()[ lhe

inner cylinder and fIxed Ri = 0.0 is shown in the boltom row of the figure 3.20 for

both of the case,. As the inner cylinder move, closer (0 the left waH along the mid-

horizontal plane, the uniformly distributed i,otherms around the heat source dlsp1ay

that the heat is mainly transported by diffusion dne to zero buoyancy force,
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The isothermal lines surrounding the heat souree seem to have no significant

difference as the cylinder mOVeScloser to the right wall along lhe mId_horizontal

plane and closer to the top wall along the mid-veltical plane In addItion, lllore

vertical isotherms ncar the hal wall generates whcn the inner cylinder mOVeScloser

to the hottom wall along the mid-vertic"l pbne. Now going through lhe middle row

of the figure 3,20, which is for 1Ii ~ 1,0 and dlffcrent locations of the inncr cylinder,

we ean observe an insignificant change in isotherms when compared "ilh lhal for the

caSe R, ~ 0.0, T1le distribution of isotherms for the highest value of IIi at different

locations of the inncr cylinder ill the cavity is significantly diff~rent from that althe

lower values of Ri, because the buoyancy induced convection bccollles more

dominant than conduction at highcr Ri.

Howcvcr, a visual examination of the streamline and isothcrms plols does re,eal an

imporlanl difference between the two aforementioned cas~S,

Tile effect of the inner cylinder localions on avcrage NU3Sellnumbcr (11',,) at the hot

wall, average temperalure (8,,) of the fluid in the cavity and the temperature at the

cylinder center (8,) corre'ponding to the aforemenlioned eases is shown in figure

3.21, For" fixed positIOn of the inner cylind~r, increasing lhe ,""lu~sof R, cnhances

convcction, as a resultlhe average Nusselt nllmbers cllr\'es increa"e, witil mcrcasing

R,. On thc other hand, a maximum value of Nu is fonnd whcn the cylinder cent~r ISat

(025,05) and (0.5, 0.75), which are also documented in th~ Tables 3.8 (al and 3.8

(b). It is seen lhat average temperature (80") of the flnid in the c,""ly dccrease.,

slowly as R, increases up to a certaln valuc and after then it incrcases smootilly with

Ri whcn the cylinder center is at (0.25, 0.5) and (0,5, 0.75), It is also seen lhat the

values of 80, in the cavity decreases quickly as R, increases up to a eertalll value and

bcyond these values of Ri it gocs up gradu"lly with R, when the cylinder center is al

(0.5, 0,25) and (0.75, 0,5), The values of temp~mlllrc at the cylinder c~nl~r (ec)

increases sharply with increasing Ri when th~ cylindcr center is "t (0,25, 0,5) and

(0.5,0.75) and decreases gradually with incre",ing Ri when the cylinder ccnter is at

(0.5, 0.25) and (0.75, 0.5). Finally, thc average Nnsselt number is slightly hlghcr fol'

the case 2, as compared to the case 1 only when the cylindcr ccnter is at (0 25, 0,5).
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Table 3.8 (a): Variation of average Nusse1t number with cylinder locations
for tbe ease I

R; No

(0.25,0.5) (0,5,0.25) (0,5,0,75) {0.75,0.5}

0.0 4.013307 3.588855 4,110274 3.682389

0.5 4.402548 3.916998 4.430361 3.988678

1.0 4,711121 4.279096 4.703937 4.315789

1.5 4.944565 4.610498 4.926638 4,623480

2.0 5.124008 4,880849 5.107266 4,894137

2.5 5.266557 5,087932 5,255358 5.121223

3.0 5.383400 5.247661 5,378622 5.306178

3.5 5.481646 5.375210 5.482805 5.455489

4.0 5.565932 5.480391 5.572112 5.576830

4.5 5,639400 5.569321 5.649631 5.676813

5 0 5.704267 5.645980 5.717670 5 760499

Table 3.8 (b); Variation of average Nusse1t number with cylindcr locations
fm the casc 2

R; No

(0.25,0,5) (0.5,0.25) (0.5,0.75) (0,75,0,25)

0.0 4.070518 3.559750 4.175597 3,668232

0.5 4.443486 3,840374 4.463337 3,917497

1.0 4.740979 4.172244 4,717478 4.197024

1.5 4.967794 4.498648 4,930528 4.475881

2.0 5.143023 4.783805 5.107190 4.737571

2.5 5,282625 5.009991 5.254209 4.973039

3.0 5.397258 5,183636 5.377726 5,17738]

35 5.493776 5,320598 5.482694 5.349676

4.0 5.576679 5.432590 5,572939 5.492745

4S 5,649025 5.526805 5.651379 5.(,11370

5.0 5,712975 5.(,07783 5.720248 5.710447
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3.4.7 Effects of Cavity Aspect Ratio

In order to assess the effect of geometric aspect ratio of the cavity, four different

vallLe~of cavity aspect ratios AR (AR ~ 0,5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2,0) are considered here.

Figure.' 3.22 show thc streamlines in a cavity along with a circular cylinder (case I)

and square cylinder (case 2) at four different value' of a.'pect ratios AR and three

different value" of Ri, while Re = 100, l'r ~ 0.71, D ~ 0.2, K = 5,0 and L, = Ly ~ 0.5.

Now for AR = 0.5 and Ri = 0.0, it is observed that two small counter rotating cell., are

formed in the cavity for both ofthe cases The clockwise rotating cell i, at the right

bottom corner and the anti"clockwise rotating cell is at the top of the inlet POlt.A<Ri

increases to 1,0, the anti-clockwise cell remains unchanged aud clockwise celt

become disappear, Further at Ri = 5.0, comparativcly lal'ge another anti-clockwise

cell is also seen at the left top comer in the cavity. Next for AR =1.0 and 7elO

buoyancy effect, a small recirculation cell exi"ts 10 thc cavity. With the in~reasc ofRI

to 1.0, the l'ecireulatioo cell becomes into two cellular. Thcse two cells merged aod

formed a single cell occ\lpying the left top portion in the cavity at R, ~ 5,0, Finally

for the largest ,alucs of AR (AR = 1 5 and 2,0) and thc low value of iti (Ri ~ 0.0), a

recirculation cell is developcd just at the top of the inlet in the cayity. As !Ii increas~,;

from 0.0 to 1.0, an additional recirculalion cell is appealed, which is comparatively

small and formed just at the left of the exit port nCar the top wall. As iti increases

furthcl' from 1,0 to 5.0, the recirculation cdl become< large 10 size which occupie<

the major portion of the cavity as a resutt the external induced Dow become,

squeezes due to the buoyancy dominant effect in the cavity.

From the isotl'erm plots shown in figure 3.23, it i< noticed that in both of the ca<es

the high tempcrature zone is confined to a narrow region close to the hot wall fot' the

higher values of AR (AR = 1.0, 1.5 and 2 0) at Ri = 0,0. The temperature gradient

ncar the hot wall gets stecpcr as Ri increased for thc mcntioned cases. Thi~ is

because, for low values of Ri, whcl'C forced com'ection dominates, the bulk of the

cavity remain< at a lower tempcratul'e, whereas the temperature di,tribution becomes

more stratified when natural convection starts to dominate.
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Table 3.9 (a): Variation of average Nusselt number with cavity aspect ralio
fOTthe ease 1

R< Nil

AR ~ 0.5 AI/-l,O AR -1.5 AR ~ 2.0

0.0 4.865716 4,112987 3,809091 3.675664

0.5 5.021038 4 532336 4.307424 4.2JJ941

1.0 5.165367 4.832878 4.700704 4.644760

1.5 5.297432 5.044868 4.970890 4,939910

2.0 5.416783 5.203415 5.149616 5 120957

2.5 5,523620 5.329231 5,280363 5.249831

3.0 5.618664 5.433276 5,383899 5.351866

3.5 5.702990 5,521770 5.469789 5.436549

40 5.777845 5.598567 5.543210 5.508891

4.5 5.844491 5.666231 5.607320 5,571975

5.0 5.904104 5.726561 5.664197 5,627849

Table 3.9 (b): Varialion of average NIl."eil number with cavity a5pect ratio
fm (he case 2

R< Nil

AR - 0.5 AR = 1.0 AR ~ 1.5 AR ~ 2 0

0.0 4,939903 4.140904 3,825512 3.687188

0.5 5.076266 4.553558 4,316535 4.219868

1.0 5.204888 4,852818 4.707114 4.649877

L5 5.324715 5.063939 4.978836 4.944845

2.0 5.435172 5.220678 5. I 57762 5,126336

25 5,536080 5.344344 5.287461 5,254608

3.0 5,627608 5.446298 5.389795 5,356062

3.5 5.710221 5,532912 5.474616 5.440302

4.0 5.784600 5.608074 5.547139 5.512301

4.5 5.851546 5.674337 5.610498 5.575107

5.0 5,911893 5.733475 5.666747 5,630748
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Bul at the lowest value of AR (AR = 0,5), most of the area of the cavity remains the

high temperature dlle 10strong buoyancy for all values of Ri. This happen" be~ause

as aspecl ratio decreases, the hot wall comeS closer 10the incoming c"ld fluid.

By comparing (he simulation results between lhe two aforementioned cases, it is

observed thatt1,. cylinder shapes has insignificant effect on bolh flow and thenna1

fields for different ca,;ty aspect ratio and Richardson number.

Variation of averdge Nusselt number (N,,) at the hot wall, average temperatllre (0,,)

of lhe fluid in the cavily and the temperature (00) at the eylindel center wnh Ri at

different values of AR is shown in figure 3.24 for the aforementioned cases, In both

of the cases, average Nusselt number increases sharply with increasmg Ri for all

values of AR. On the other hand, average temperature of the fluid in the cavity and

the temperature at the cylinder center increase gradually "ith Ri. Moreover,

maximum values of Nu is found at AR = 0,5, which is owing to the shortest distance

between thc hot wall and lhe inlet port. Also the minimum vailles of ea" and 8,.,arc
found at AR ~ 2.0, which is due to the fact that lhe cavity volume Increase' "ith

aspcct ratio and more volume of the cavity is involved in cooling the fluid, Finally,

Tables 3.9 (a) and 3_9(b) compare the values of average Nusselt number for the two

cases_ tt is clearly sccn in Tables 3.9 (a) and 3.9 (b) (hat (hc overall value, of average

Nusselt !lumber, when square cyEnder is considered are noliceably higher than those

obtaincd with the circular cylinder for all valucs afAR,

3.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, different characteristics of a two dimensional conjugate mixed

convection problcm in vented cavilics with a heal-conducting horizontal cylinder

(circular/square) are studied numerically using a finite elemcnt method_ l{esuits arc

obtained for wide rangcs of parameters Rcynolds number Rp, Richa,dson numbcr Ri,

Prandti number l'r, solid and fluid themlal conductivity mlio K and various physicat

parameters i.e. the inlet and outlet posilion of the cavity, lhe sizes and I"cations of

the cylinder and aspect ratio oflhc cavity, The major results are drawn as foliows:

• Cavity oricntation has a great influence on the streamlines and isothenm
dislributions al the (hrec convective regimes, The avcrage Nu%cll numbers at thc
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hot wall have been used to compare the heat transfer rate among dit1erent
configurations, ResuHs show that the configuration BT has the highest heat
transfer rate, whereas the configuration BB has the less effective heat tran,fe,
rate at the three convective regimes, Moreover, bulk average tcmperature and
cylinder center temperature arc the lowest for BT configuration in the forced
convection dominated region und for IT configuration in the free convcction
dominated region,

• Cylinder size affects strongly the streamline distribution in the cavity. As a result,
buoyancy-induced circulation cell tcduces with increasing cylindcl' diameter A
significant influence of cylinder diameter on isothermal lines is also established.
However, maximum average Nusselt number (Nu) is found for D = 0.6 in the
forced convection dominated region (0.0 :'> R; 0:;1,0), and for f) = 04 in the fl'ce
convection dominated region. MOl'cover, the values of average fluid temperalUle
0,,, is the lowest at the pure forced convection (Ri ~ 0,0) for [) = 0.2. at the mixed
convection region forD = 0.0 and at the free eonvcction dominated region [orD
= 0.6. Also the values of 0, is the lowest for the values of Ri np to 4,0 at the
lowest values of D (D = 0.1), but beyond these values of Ri it is the lowe,t for the
highest value of D (D = 0.6).

• Material properties (K) have insignificant effect on the flow field, and have
significant effect on the thermal fields. The variation of average Nusselt number,
Nu, average fluid tempcl'ature Do" and temperature at the cylinder center B, with
the values of K is not signifi~ant at all values of R, for the smallest value of D,
On the other hand, the variation of a\'erage Nusselt number Nu, average fluid
temperature e," and temperature at the cylinder ~enter e, with the val\l~s of K is
more signifi~ant at all values of Ri for the largest value ofD,

• Forced ~onve~tion parameter Re has a great significant effect 011 the streamlines
and isotherms field. Buoyancy-induced vortex in the slreamlmcs increased and
thermal layer near the heated surface become thin and concentrated with
increasingRe. The a,eragc Nusselt numbers at the heated surface is always upper
and the average temperature in he cavity is inferior for the largest value ofRe.

• Recitculation cell in the sttcamline plot decreases and thennal boundary layer
thickness neal' the heated wall decreases strongly with increasing values of Pr,
Maximum average Nus,ell number, minimum average fluid temperatnre and
cylinder center temperature arc obtained, without the effect of Ri, for the highest
Pr=7,1.
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• Cylinder locations have significant effect on the flow and thermal fields.
Comparatively large recirculation cell is developed for the cases when the
cylinder moves near the left, lOpand right wall, this cell become" into two parts
and small in size when the cylinder is located near the boltom wall. Maximum
valne of Nu is fOlmdwhen the cylinder center is at (0.25, 0,5) and (0,5, 075)
Average fluid temperature is the lowest al the forced convection dominated
region when the cylinder center is at (0.25, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.75) and at the [rce
convection dominated region when the cylinder center is at (0.5, 0,25).

• Cavity aspect ratio has significant effect on the streamlines and isotherms plots.
Buoyancy effect increases with decreasing the cavity aspect ratio. The a\erage
Nussclt number at the heated surface is always higher for All = 0.5 and the
average temperature of the flnid in the cavity and temperature at the cylinder
center are always lower for the highest values of AR (AR = 2.0).

• The difference of the valnes of average NnsseH number between the case of
circular cylinder and the case of square cylinder are not significant from the
engineering point of vie",
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Effect of Joule Heating in the coupling of Conduction with
Magnetohydrodynamics Mixed Convection }<"Iow
Rectangular Lid-Driven Cavity along with a
Conducting Horizontal Cylinder

The problem of combined free ami forced convection heat transfer in a closed cavity

has received considerable attention nowaday. Such a problem customalY grouped

under the li<l-drivcn cavity problems. flow and heat transfer investigatIOn in lid-

driven cavities is one of the most widely studied problems in therillo-fluids area.

Numerous investigations have been conducted in the past on Iid-ali,en cavity flow

and heat transfer considering various combinations of the imposed temperature

gradient, and cavity configurations. 111;S is bec"lt>C the driven ca,ity configuration is

encountered in many practical engineering and ind",trial applications. Analysis of

mixed convective flo,,", in a lid-driven cavity finds apphcallons in material,

processing, flow and heat tHusfcr in solar ponds, dynamics of lake" rcscrvoirs and

cooling ponds, crystal growing, float glass production, metal casting, food

processing, galvanizing, and metal coating, among others. Combmcd forced and free

convective flow in lid-driven cavitics occurs as a result of two competing

mechanisms. TI,e first is due to shear flow caused by thc movement of one of the

walls in the cavity, while the second is duc to buoyancy flow produced by thermal

non-homogeneity of the cavity boundarics. Understanding of these mechamsms is of

great signitlcance fTom technical and engineering standpoints, 'When a temperature

gradient is imposed such that the shear driven and buoyancy effect, arC of

comparable magnitude then the re.,u1ting flow falls nnder the mixed com-ection

regime and the interaction or coupling of thesc effects makcs the analysis mOrC

complex. This problem has been sludied in detail in the past, most of thc rcsearch is

directed toward the fluid mechanics studlCs (Aydin (1999), Aydin ami wang (2000),

Chnmkha (2002), Gau and Sharif (2004) Luo and Yang (2007)). However, the

mechanism of heat transfcr under such ilow in a lid-driven cavity with the inse,tion

of a cylinder has not been investigated yet.
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In the present chapter the major objective is to cxamine the effect of Joule healing in

thc coupling of conduction with magnetohydrodynamics mixed convection flow in a

rectangular lid-driven cavity along with heat conducting horilOntal cylinder. The

governing equations along with appropriate boundary conditions for the present

problem are first transformed into a non-dimensional form and the re,ulling nOn

linear system of partial differential equations are then solved numerically using

Galerkin's finite element method. The variation of stl'eamlines, isothemlS, average

Nusse1t number at the heated surface, average temperature of the fluid in the cavIty

and the temperature at the cylinder center for the various relevant thmensionless

parameters Hartmann number Ha, Joule heating parameter J, Reynolds nUll1b~rRe,

Richardson number R" Prandt1 number p~,solid-t1uid thennal conduCli,'ity ratio K

and various physical parameters i,e, the sizes and locations of the inner cylinder and

aspect ratio of the eavity are -,howngraphically. In addition, n"mcneal values of the

average Nusselt number at the heated surface for the above mentioned paramctcrs

have been prcsented in tabular form.

The rest of this chapter is a' follows, In scction 4.1, the phYSICalmodels of the

current investigation are presented. Then the suitable mathematical model (both

govcrning equation~ and boundary conditions) is considered in ,ection 4 2. After that

a brief description of solution method along with grid ,en,illvlty tcst and ,.alidation

of the numerical scheme arc presented in the section 4.3. Subsequently paramenic

results are preseuted in the section 4.4. finally, section 4.5 gives a summary of OUl'

conclusions

4,1 Physical Configurations
The physical configuration under con,ideration and coordinates choscn are depicted

in figures 4.1 and 4,2, A Cartesian co-ordinate SYStenlis used with origin at the lower

left comer of thc computational domain, It is a two dimensional rcctangular lid-

driven cavity with a fixed amount of conducting solid material in the form of circular

cylinder (case 1) and square cylinder (caw 2). The left wall of the cavity i, allowed

to movc upward in it, own plane at a censtant velocity Ua and to be kept at a

constant temperature Te. J1orizontal walls of the cavity arc insulated while the right

vertical wall is assumed to be heated isethcrmally at a constant temperature Th,
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Figurc 4.2: Schematic of the problem with the domain and boundar)'
conditions for the casc 2

In these figures, Hand L are the height and length of the ea\;ty rcspcctively Ilere

the flllid is assumed (0 be electrically conducting, all walls orthe caYily are assumed

to be eledrically insulating. However, gravity act~ in vertical diredions and magnetic

field is effedivc in the horizontal direction nOlmalto (he moving walL The magnetic

Re is assumed to be small so that the induced magnetic field is neglected aud the Hall

effects of magneto-hydrodynamics are to be negligible. All fluid physical properties
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are assumed to be constant except the density variation ill the body force term of the

momentum equalion according to the Boussin.csq approxlTIIIltion.In addition, thc

cffect of Joule heating is considered, but pressure work and \~'COU,di3sipation are

assumed to be negligible.

4.2 Mathematical Formulation
The several steps of the mathematical fonnulation for the abo,e problem are shown

as follows

4.2.1 Governing Equations

Thermophysical properties of the fluid in the flow model arc assumed to be conslant

except the densily variations causing a body force term in the momentum equation.

The Roussine'q approximation is invoked for the fluid properties to relate densily

changes to temperature changes and 10couple in this way the temperature field to the

flow field. The governing equations for ,leady mixed convection flow ",mg

conservalion of mass, momentum, and energy modified to account for the presence

of magnelic field, Joule heating term, and lhennal conductivity of the ,ohd Can be

written as

Continuity Equation

(4. l)

Momenlum Equations

(4.2)

(4.3)

Energy Equations

(4.4)
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"Forsolid

(4 5)

where x and y are (hc coordinate directions. The variables u, ,', p, T, and T, arc the

fluid velo~i(y components in (hc x and y directions, pressure, fluid temperature and

solid temperature respectively. The pMameters /3, p, k, k, <1,cp, g, E(j are (hc tlnid

volumetric t11ennal expansion coefficient, fluid density, themlal conductivity of the

fluid, thermal conductivity of (he solid, electrical conductivity, thc lluid specific heat,

(he acceleration due to gravity, magnetic induction respectively.

4.2.2 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for the present problem can be written as follows:

A( thclcftwall: H =O,v=Uo, T='f,

At thc heated right vertical walL u=O,v=O,T = 1;'

At the ,ylinder surfa,e: u = 0," = 0

At the top and bottom walk
aTu",O,,=O-oO, 'all

(aT) k (aT)At the fluid-solid interfa,e: -;;;- '" --L --'
on jI,id k Oil "lid

where II is the non-dimensional dis(an,es either along x or y direction acting n(}rmai

to the surface and k and k, are the thermal conductivity ofthe fluids and the sotid

respectively.

Hea( transfer rate is measure by local and averoge value of Nusse1t number. Lo,at

Nu"e1t number at the heated surface of the cavity defined by Cengel (2007) is

eakulated by \Ising the equations:

The avelage value ofNusselt number is cakulated by integrating the lo,al value over

the total length of the hot wall using the relation
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Nu=_l JNU,dy
L, ,

where L, and !1M are the length and the local convection heat transfer coctlicient of

the heated waHrespectively.

4.2.3 Dimensional Analysis

The following dimensionless variables are used for making the governing equations

(4.1-4.5) in dimensionless from as:

where X and Yare the coordinates varying along horizontal and vertical directions.

respectively, U and V are, the velocity components in the X and Y dlrecllons,

respectively, Band B, are the dimensionless temperature of fluid and solid

respectively, and P is the dimensionless pressure.

Introducing the abo,e dimensionless dependent and independent variabl~s mto the

govern ing equations (4,1-4.5) yields the following eqllations

Continuity Equation

(4.6)

Momentum Equations

(47)

(4.8)

Energy Equations
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(4.9)

(410)

where

Re",U~r..lv,Gr "'gPb.TL' lv', Ha2 '" a ng L' 1/-1,J = a ngLU0/ f'C"t'>T,

Pr '" vIa, Ri '" GrlRe2 and K '" k,jkj

(here b.T '" T" -1: and a", kj pCp are the temperature difference and therm~l

diffu~ivity respectively) are the Reynolds number, Grashof number, "quare of the

Hartmann number, Joule heating parameter, Prandtl number, Rieh~rdson number and

solid l1uidthennal conductivity ratio respectively.

The dimensionless bound~ry conditions of the present problem under consideration

can be written as follows:

At the len wall: U",O,V",l,e",O

At the heated light vertical wall: U "'O,V ",0, e '"1
At the cylinder surface: U '" 0,V = 0

ae
At thc top and bottom walls: U ",0, V", 0, - ~ 0aN

At the fluid-solid interface: (ae J ~ K(ae;.)
aN fI.,d aN solid

Where N is the non-dimensional distances citller along X or Y direction acting normal

to the surface.

n'e average Nusselt number at the heated waH of the cavity based on the

, 0'
dimensionless quantities may be expressed by 11'" '" - J"'----dY and the average,ax

temperatnrc of the fluid in the cavity is defined by D," = Jed V IV, where j7 is the

cavity volume as recommended by Singh and Sharif (2003).
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4.3 Numerical Analysis
In this section numerical method adopted in the present study is discussed briefly.

4.3.1 Solution Method

The solution of the governing equations along with initial and boundary condlllOns

are solved lhrough the Galerkin finite element formulation. The conlinuum domain is

divided into a set of non-overlapping regions called elemcnts, Six node triangular

elements with quadratic interpolation funchons for velocity as 'Wella, tcmperalnre

~nd hnear intel'polation functions for pl'essure are utili~ed to diseretize the phy,i~Hl

domain. Moreover, interpolation funelions in terms of local normalized element

coordinates are employed to approximate the dependent variables 'Within eaeh

element. Substitution of the obtained approximations inlO the system of the

governing equations and boundary condition, YlClds a l'esidual for each of the

conservation equations. These re,iuuals al'Creduced to zero in a weighled sense over

each element volume using the Galerkin method, Dctails of this method have already

been discu"ed in the Chaptcl' 3.

4.3.2 Grid Sizc Scnsitivity Test

In order to detennine the proper grid size for this study, a grid independen~cltcst arc

conuuetcd for the case 1with Re ~ 100,Ri = l.0, K = 5,0, D ~ 0.2 and Pr = 0.71. The

following five types of mesh are considered for the grid independence 'llldy, These

grid densities arc 24427 node" 3774 elements; 29867 nodes, 4640 clements; 37192

nodes, 5814 clements; 38229 nodes, 5968 elements and 48073 node", 7524 clements

The exlreme valnc of the average Nusselt number Nu, that relates to the heat lransfer

rate of the heated surface and average and average temperature B", of the flmd in tile

cavity are used as a sensitivity measure of thc accuracy of the "olution and are

selected as the monitoring variable, for the grid independence stlldy. Table 4.1

shows the dependence of the quantities Nu and B" on the grid size ami lhc

computational time. Considering both the accuracy of the numerical valucs and t],e

computational time, the following calc\llations are pcrformed with 38229 nodes and

5968 elemcnts grid system.

9J
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Table 4.1: Grid Sensitivity Check at R~'" 100, Ri" 1.0.K • $.0. D • 0.2 and
Pr"0.71 fortheCllsc I

Nodes 24427 29867 37192 38229 48073

(dements) (3774) (4640) ($814) ($968) (7$24)

N, 1.022636 1.022643 1.0226$0 1.0226$1 1.0226$1

0.. 052$$66 0.$2$$67 0.$2$$66 0.$2S$67 0_$2$$67

Time (s) 226.26$ 292.$94 388.1$7 421.328 627.37$

1lll: present numerieal lechnique win discrctize lho: eompullllional domain jnto

unstructurw lriangles by OelauMYTriangular melhod. The Oelauruty lri~ngulalion is

a geometric structure that has enjoyed great popularity in mesh genertltion since the

lIltSh go:m:Jlltionwas in its infancy. In IWOdimensions. lhe DdauDllYlrianllulalion of

a \'ertex set maximizes the minimum angle among all possible triangulations of lhal

\'crlex llet. 1~ mesh modes fur the p=nt numerical compulation aR shown in

figuRS 4.3. Mesh gcncllltion has bttn done meticulously .

•

CIIM' 2

~l{l:ur"4.3: Grid used for numerical simulations al the elISeland ClIW2.
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4.3.3 Validation of the Numerical Scheme

To validate the present numerical scheme, a two-dimensional lid-driven squal'e

cavity flow problem Chamkha (2002) has bcen solved and C(}mpal'ed.The enclosure

geometry treated in Chamkha (2002) is a two-dimension~llid-driven sqllare cavity

filled with an electrically conducling fluid that generates or absorbs heat at a rale.

The left wall is moving upward with a velocity and maintained at cooled condition.

'I1'e right "all is hooted whereas the two hori7.0ntal walls are under adiabatic

condition. In the present work numerical predidions, using the modified nllIlle,ical

scheme, have been obtained for Hartmann number between 0.0 to 50 0 and Grashof

number between 102 to 10'. The comparison of the results oblained by the present

numerical scheme with those ofChamkha (2002) for average Nusselt number (at the

hot wall) are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The computed res1I1tsare in very good

agreement with the Chamkha (2002) solution.

Table 4.2: Comparison of the present data with those ofChamkha (2002) for
H"

Parameter Present study Chamkha (2002) Errol' ('Yo)

H" N" N'I

0.0 2.2069 2.2692 2.75

10.0 2.1132 2.1050 O.~2

20.0 1,8206 1.6472 10.53

50.0 1.1862 0.9164 2'.144

Table 4.3: Comparison of the present data with those ofChamkha (2002) for
G,

Parameter Present study Chamkha (2002) Errol' (%)

G, N" NI<

10 1.0298 0,9819 4,88

10 1.1059 1.0554 4.n

10 U231 ].4604 4.29

10' 2.4622 2,3620 4,24
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4,4 Results and Discussion
As ,tatcd earlier, the overall objective of the currenl chapter is to explore thc

conjngate effects of conduction and laminar mIxed convection heal lransfer in a lid-

driven cavity in the presenee of a magnetic field, JOllIeheating and heat conducling

horizontal cylinder, The implications of varying the Reynold, number fie,

Richardson number R;, Prandtl number Pr, Harlmann number Ha, Joule heating

parameler J, solid fluid thennal conductivity ratio K and phy,lCal parameters for the

system are the cavity aspect ratio AN., cylinder dIameter and location, of thc inner

cylinder in the cavity will be empha,ized. The re,ulls arc pl'esented in lenns of

stl'eamline and isolherm pattems at the three dIfferent regimes of flow, VIZ.,pure

forced convcction, mixed convection and dominating natural convection wilh Ri ~

0,0, 1,0 and 5,0 respectively. The variations of the average Nusse1t numbcr at the

heated surface, average fluid lemperature in the cavIty and temperature at IhG

cylinder are ploUed for the different values of the parameter" Morcovel, the

variation of the average Nusselt number at the heated surface is also hlghlLghted in

tabubr form,

4.4.1 Effect of Cylinder Diameter

The effect of cylinder diameter (placed at the center of the cavity) on the flow field,

as streamlines in a ,quare cavity operating at three different valnes of R" while the

values of K, Re, Ha, Pr, and J are keeping fixed at 5_0, 100, 10.0,0,71 and 1 0 arC

presented in the figure 4.4 for the cin;ular cylinder situation (case 1) and the square

cylinder situation (case 2). As well known from the literature, the values of the

Richardson nnmber is a mcasure of the imporlancCof natural convection to forced

convection_ First, in the case I, figure 4.4 (a) ;hows that the forced com-edion play,

a dominant role and the recirculation flow is mostly gcncrated only by tl,e moving

lids at low R; (Ri = 0_0) and D (D = 0,0). The recirculation flow rotates in lhe

clockwise direction, which is expected since the lid is moving upward" Further at

low Ri (R; ~ 0,0) and the higher values of D (D ~ 0_2,0.4 and 0.6), the flow patterns

inside the cavity remain unchanged except the shape and position of the core of the

circulatory flow, Next at Ri ~ 1.0, the natural convection effeel is comparable with
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the forced convection effect, a pair of counter rotating rolls appear in the flow

domain for the lower values of D (D = 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4), whereas the fluid flow is

characterized by a clockwise rotating vortex generated by the movement of the left

wall and 1\<..0minor counter clockwise vortices generated by the buoyant force at the

highest valne of D (D = 0.6). This behavior is very logical because the large cylinder

reduces the available space for the buoyancy-induced recircnlation, FlItther at Ri =

5.0, which is a buoyancy dominated regime, the counter clockwise rotating roll duc

to buoyancy force grow~ rapidly as a result the clockwi,c rotating roll due to shear

driven flow becomes weaker and smaller at the four different values of D CD = 0 0,

0.2,04 and 0,6) considered. Now in the caSe 2, it is clearly observed from the figure

4.4 (b) that the distribution of streamlines are almost similar at the lower values of D

(D = 0.0 and 0.2) and have significant difference at the higher values of D (D = 0.4

and 0.6) for aU values of Ri, compared with that for the case I as shown in figure 4.4

(a).

Thc corresponding effect of the eylindel' diameter on thermal fields as isotherm, at

various values of Ri is shown in the figure 4,5 for the abovementioned t\\'o cases, In

both of the cases, we can ascertain that for Rj ~ 0.0 and D = 0.0, the isothermal lines

near the hot wall are parallel to the heated surface and parabolic shape i,oth~rrns al'e

seen at the left top corner in the cavity, which is similar to forccd con'.ection and

conduction like distribntion, Making a comparison of the isothermal lines for thc

higher values of D (D = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6) with those for the case ofwitholll cylinder

(D = 0.0) at Ri = 0.0, a signilieant difference i, found at the left top comer in thc

cavity for the aforementioned two cases. Further for Ri ~ 1.0 and the case ofwilholLl

cylinder (D = 0.0), the i,othemlal1ines arc nearly parallel to the vertical walls in the

cavity and parabolic shape isotherms at the left top comer in the cavity becomes

insignificant. Furthermore, similar trend is obselved in the isotherms fol' diffe,ent

value, of D at R, = 1.0, which is due to thc conjugate effect of conduction and mixed

convection flow in the cavity, As Rj increases further from 1,0 to 5.0, the isothel'mal

lines near the cold wall are almost parallel to the vertical walls and parabolic shape

isotherms arc dcyeloped at the right top corner in the cavity, which is owing to the

strong influence of the convective curren! in the cavity.
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a

a
a

""
D~O.O

D=O.O

D~0,2 a D~O.4

D=0.2 b D=O.4

D ~ 0.6

Figure 4.4: Streamlines for the (a) ease I and (b) c",e 2 at different values of
cylinder diameter D and Richardson number Ri, while AR ~ 1.0, Re = 100,
lfa = 10.0, J ~ 1.0, Lx= Ly= 0,5, K = 5.0 and Pr = 0.71.
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D=O.O D=O.2 D=OA D=O,6
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o
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D=O.O D=O.2 b D=OA D=0,6

Figure 4.5: Isotherms for the (a) case 1 and (b) ease 2 at diffe,ent values "f
cylillder diameter D and Richardson number Ri, while AR = 1.0, lie = 100,
lla = 10.0, J= 1.0, L, = Ly~ 0.5, K = 5.0 and l'r = 0.71,
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Figure 4.6: Effect of cylinder diameter J) on (ll average NlLsseh
number, (ii) average fluid temperature and (iii) temperature at the
cylinder center for (a) case 1 and (b) case 2. while A /I = l.0, Rf' = 100,
Ha ~ 10.0, J= J.O, Lx = Ly ~ 0.5, Pr = 0.71 and K = 5,0,
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Table 4.4 (a): Variation of average NlLssc1t number with cylinder diameter
for the case I

1/i N"
D-O.O D 0.2 D 0.4 D=0,6

0.0 1.643882 1.710726 1.706358 1.753162

0.5 1.141781 1,239607 1.410516 1,645498

1.0 0,985516 1.022651 1.195203 1547871

15 1.009741 1.028463 1.127099 1471043

2.0 1.055573 1.064352 1,126294 1.41'1329

2.5 1.099580 1.100379 1.142134 1.389025

3.0 1.137945 1.132416 Ll59809 1.373009

3.5 1.170392 1 159872 1.175287 1.365026

4.0 1 197434 1.182924 1.187559 1.360839

4.5 1,219715 1,201949 U96579 1,357858

5.0 1.237833 1.217358 1.202627 1,354560

Table 4.4 (b): Variation of average Nusselt number with C}lindcr dlametel
for the case 2

R; N"
D=O.O D-O.l D-O.4 D-0,6

00 1.643882 1.712326 1.706780 1,830880

0.5 1.I41781 1.260904 1.469466 1771889

1.0 0.985516 1.034922 1,278355 1.715880

1.5 1.009741 1.034097 1,189873 1.665830

2.0 1.055573 I.tJ68257 1.171764 1.623963

2.5 1,099580 1.103024 1.l79114 1.59])51

3.0 1.137945 1.133777 1.192075 1.566817

3.5 1.170392 1.159927 1.204092 1,5493(,0

4.0 1.197434 Ll81688 1.213212 1,536n8

4.5 1.219715 1.199469 1.219018 1527199

5.0 1.237833 1.213701 1.221634 1.519032
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In addition, the convective distortion in the isothennal lines near the right top corner

in !he cavity gradually deerea,es with increasing the values of D for both of the

mentioned ca,",. This behavior is very logical because the larger cylinder reduce"

the buoyancy force effeds. From these figures it also seen that cylinder shapes have

in,ignificant effects on isothermal1ines at each values of Ri,

The variation of the average Nusselt number (N,,) at the heated surface, average

temperature (ea,.] of the fluid in the cavity and temperature (Oc) at the eyhnder center

against R; at various values of j) is shown in the figure 4.6 for the aforementioned

cases. From these figures it is obscl','cd that in the pur~ forced convection region (1/.;

~ 0.0) the values of Nu is the top for the highest value of D bul the vahles of ,Vu

decreases very quickly in the forced convection dominated region and increases

gradually in the free convection dominated region at lhe lower values of D (V ~ 0.0,

0.2 and 0.4). On thc other hand, the average Klisselt number (Nu) dencascs mildly

with increasing R; for the highest value of D and maximUm average !\ussel1 nllmb~r

is al",ays found at the highest D for both thc aforcsaid ca.,es Thi~ is also sllppomd

from the obtaincd actual numerical values of i'l" as shown in the Tables 4.4 (a) and

4.4 (h). From thesc Tables it is also observed that the values of ,'o/t! for ca,e I is

quantitatively lesser compared to that for tl1ecase 2 at lhe hlghcr values of D, owing

to poor mixing and heat transfcr from the isothemml wall. Howcver, average

temperature (ea,) of the fluid in the cavity and temperatme al the cylindcr center

incrcascs slightly at the highest D (D ~ 0,6) and rapidly at lower vallles of D (D ~

0,0, 0.2 and 0.4) with increasing R; for both ofthc abovementioned caseS,

4.4.2 Effect of Solid Fluid Thermal Conductivity Ratio

The Dow fields in terms of compuled streamlincs for the four represenlative values of

the bolid fluid thennal conductivity mtio K (K ~ 0,2, ),0,5 ° and )0,0), while AR ~

1.0, Re ~ 100, D ~ 0.2, L., = Ly = 0.5, Ha = 10,0,J~1,0 and Pr = 0,71 arC ,hu"n In

figure 4.7 for the case of circular cylinder alld the case of square cytinder. For Ri ~

0,0 and K = 0.2, it is be seen from the figures 4.7 that a unicellular clockwise wrlCx

is developed in the cavity for both of the cases, due to the only shcar force induced

by the left moving wall,
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Figure 4.8: Isotherms for the (n) easel and (b) ease 2 at different values of
thermal conductivity ratio K and Richardson number Ri, while AR = 1.0, Rc =
100, Ha = 10.0, J= 1.0, /., = L),= 0,5, D ~ 0.2 and Pr = 0.71.
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However, the streamlines for the [our values of K at Ri = 0,0 appear to be almost

identical. This behavior is rational because (hermal conductivity of the solid has

negligible effect in flow field. Now for Ri = 1,0 and K= 0.2, i( can he seen from the

figure 4.7 that a pair of counter rotaling vortices are formed in the flow d(}main, of

which the clockwise vortex ncar the left wall i, ,mall in size than the c(}untcr

clockwise vortex neat the right wall. H is also observed that (he eountel' clockwi,e

vortex is two-eellular. In addition, visual examination of the ,treamlines docs not

reveal any significant difference among the different valucs of Kat m = 1 0, owing

to the same reasOn as stated beforehand. Fur(her at Ri = 5,0 and differenl valucs of K

it is clearly seen that the counter clockwise vOltex spreads and (horeby SqUee7e, the

clockwise vortex, indicating a sign of sllpremacy of natul'al convection in the cavlly.

It is also seen that the streamline plots are independent of the thennal C[lndu~tivlty

ratios K. In addition, the cylinder shape has insignificant effect Onstreamlines at the

pure forced convection region and ha, ,ignifican( effect on streamlines at the pure

mixed convection and free convection dominated region.

Now from the figure 4.8 it is reminder !ha( the thennal conductivity of the inner

cylinder affects strongly (he isotllerm structures in both of tile cases At low Ri ~ 0.0

and K = 0.2, the iwtherms ncar the hot wall are parallel to the vertical walls and thc

isothermal lines start to tum back towards !he hot wall near the left lOpCOmerof the

cavity, which gives a clear mdication that a conduction dominated heat transfer at the

vicinity of the hot waHand higher forced convection and conduction dominated heat

transfer in the upper part of the cavity, Making a cornpJris(}nof the isothermal1ines

for different values of Kat Rj= 0,0, no significant difference is found except the shift

of the iso!hermallines from the center of the inner cylindel' A, Ri increH,es from 0.0

(0 1,0, the distortion in iwthermJllines become immaterial, as a resllh the iwtherms

become parallel (0 the vertical wall" indicating (he comparahle effect of the

conduction and mixed convection mechani,ms. As Rj increase, further to 5,0,

convective distortion of the isotherms occur throughout the cavity due to the strong

mflucnce of the convective current in the cavity. In this case i( is al,o seen !Mt a

thermal boundary layer is developed near the cold wall for the four different ~ah,es

of K. However, the effects of the cylinder shape on isothenns are not noticeable,
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Figure 4.9; Effect of thermal conductivity K on (i) average Nussclt
number, (ii) average fluid temperature and (iii) temperature at thc
cylinder center for (a) ease 1 and (b) case 2, whileAR = 1 0, lie' 100,
Ha = 10,0, J= 1.0, L, = L,'= 0.5, Pr= 0.71 and D = 0.2.
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Table 4.5 (a): Variation of avemge N usselt number '>Vilhsolid fluid thelmal
conductivity ratio for the case 1

R; N"
K 02 K 10 K 5.0 K -10.0

0.0 1.735829 1.722377 1.710726 1.708439

0.5 1.136467 1.187800 1.239607 1.251436

10 0.950693 0.981962 1.022651 1.033299

15 1.015338 1.018857 1.028463 1.031755

20 1.078242 1,069832 1.064352 1.063740

2.5 1.128226 1.113792 1.100379 1.097649

3.0 1.168726 1.150669 1.132416 1,128377

3.5 1.202060 Ll81486 1,159872 1.l54~19

'.0 1.229628 1.207111 1.182924 1,177271

'.5 1.252361 1.228240 1.201949 1,195726

5.0 1.270942 1.245442 1.217358 1.210650

Table 4.5 (b): Variation of average Nusse1t number with so] id fluid themlal
conductivity latio for the case 2

m N"
K=0.2 K-1.0 K - 5,0 K - 10 0

0.0 1.742490 1.725562 1,712326 1,709784

0.5 1.131933 1.195332 1 260904 1,277769

10 0.934124 0.977425 1.034922 1.051808

15 1.008590 1.016403 1.034097 1.040593

2.0 1.079863 1.071453 1.068257 1.068680

2.5 1.134641 1.117716 1.103024 1.099981

3.0 1,177762 1.155640 1.133777 1.128537

3.5 1.212499 1.186784 1.159927 1.153146

4.0 1.240778 1.212332 1.181688 1.173735

4.5 1.263829 1.233166 1.199469 1.190574

5.0 1.282502 1.249960 1.213701 1,204016
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Average NUS3eltnumber (Nu) at the hot wall, average fluid temperature (l:L) in the

e~vity ~nd temperature at the cylinder center CO,) is plotted as a timction of

Richardson number at four diffcrcnt values of solid fluid thermal conductivity ratio

(K) is shown in the figure 4.9 for the aforesaid two cases. Concentrating on each plot

separately for a particular v~llles of K, the trend of the values of Nil are decreasing

with increasing Ri up to 1.0 and beyond the~ vallics of Ri, the values of Nu is found

to increases gradually with RL However, in the pure forced eon'-eetion (Iii. 0.0) the

value of Nil is highest for the lowest vallic of K, in the forced convcction dominated

region it is the (op for the highest values of K and beyond these ,alucs of R" the

average Nusselt number Nu is also the peak at the lowest vallic of K, which are

documented in thc Tables 4.5 (a-b). Refemng to these Tables, markedly different

values of Nu are found due to the cylinder shape at the four values of K and the three

different flow regimes. Finally, from these figure' it is also observed that the a,'erage

temperature (8a,1 of the fluid in the cavity and the temperatu!'e (Oc) at the cylinder

cente!' increase monotonical1y with Ri.

4.4.3 Effects ofHllrtmann l\umbcr

The influence of Hartmann number Ha on the flow pattems at three different value,

of Ri is shown in the figure 4.10 for the case I and case 2, where AR ~ 1.0,Re ~ 100,

K~ 5.0, D = 0.2, J= 1.0,Lx = Ly ~ 0.5 and Pr = 0.71 are kept fixed. In the "bsen~e of

the magnetic field (Ha = 0.0) and the nahlral convection effed (Ri = 0,0), the fluid

flow is chal'acterized by a primary rotating uni-cellular vortex of the .,i7.eof th~

cavity generated by the movement of the left walL Again for Ri = 0.0 and the

different higher values of Ha (10.0, 20.0 and 50-0), it is eVIdent from these figures

that the size of the vortex remain unchanged, but the cOre of the vortex shifted

towards the left lOpcorner of the cavity with increasing Ha up to 20,0 and the core

divided into two parta located at the bottom and top comer ne"r the left w~ll at the

highest value of Ha = 50.0. When natural convection and fOl'cedconvection b~eome

equally dominant, namely Ri = 1.0, the fluid flow is eharaetel'ized by a clockwise

rotating vortex generated by the movement of the left "all and two minor counter

clockwise vortlees generated by the buoyant foree at the highest vallLeof IIa = 50.0.
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Ha-O.O H,,-IO.O ~ H,,-20.0 H,,""50.0

Ha-O.O 1/,,"10.0 b 1/,,-20.0 H,,-50.0

)liJ:lIrc 4.10: Streamlines f"r the (a) case I and (b) cue 2 al different values
of Ilartmann number Ha and Richardson number RI, while All •• 1.0, JI~ ••
100, J"" LO,4" L,- 0.5, Pr - 0.71, K - 5.0 and D" 0.2.
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Ha~O.O Ha~IO.O a lIa=20.0 Ha=50.0

o

";;;;

Ha=O.O Ha=IO.O b Ha = 20.0 Ha~50.0

Figure 4.11: Isothemls for the (a) case 1 and (b) case 2 at different value., of
Hartmann number Ha aud Richardson number Ri, while AR = 1.0, Re = 100,
J= 1.0, Lx= L, = 0.5, Pr= 0.71, K= 5.0 andD = 0.2
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As Ha decreases from 50.0 to 20.0, the minor counter clockwise vortices merge into

a two cellular single one and become comparatively large, as a result the clockwise

rotating vortex become smaller in sizc. Furthermore, the size of the clockwise vortex

dccreases and counter clocbvise vortex increases with decreasing H" at R; ~ 1.0.

This is because application of a transvcrse magnetic field has the tendency to slow

down the movement of the buoyancy-induced flow in thc cavity. Further when Ri =

5.0, the effect of natural convection is far more compared 10the forced convection

effect, consequently the size of the counter clockwise vortices at R; ~ 5,0 are larger

than that at Ri = 1.0, It is also note that slight differences in streamlines are found

between the abovementioned two cases.

The corresponding effects of Hartmann number Ha on the isotherms i, shown in thc

figures 4.11 for the two aforesaid cases. f'rom these figurcs il can be seen easily thaI

tl1eisotherms are almost parallel 10the vcrtical walls for the highe,t ,allle of Ha (Ha

= 50,0) at the three vallles of Ri, indicaling that most of the heat transfer process is

carried out by conduclion. However, some deviations in lhc conduction dominated

isothermal lines are initiated near lhc lett top surface of the cavity for the valuc of IIa

= 20,0 at Ri = 0.0. The distortion of the isotherms near thc left top surface of the

cavity increases quickly with decreasing vailles of Ha at Ri = 0.0, f!'Om these figures,

it is also be seen that the isothcrmallincs are dominated by conductIOn and mixed

convection heat transfer in the cavity for different Ha at Ri = 1.0, Although the

isotherms are almost parallel to the vertical surface for the highest value of lIa at 1/i

~ 5.0, bul lhe isotherms are drastically changed with decreasing thc values of Ha at

Ri ~ 5.0. Moreover, lhe formation of the thermal boundary laycr ncar the lelt cold

wall is to be initiated here for the lower valucs of Ha at lIi = 5.0. This is owing to the

dominating influence of the convective current in the cavity. FmthemlOrc, nOmajor

differences in isotherms are found between the two aforementiol1edcases,

The effects of Hartrrulnn nomber on average Nusselt number (Nul atlhe hot wall,

average temperature (6'm.) of the fluid in the cavity and the temperature (6',) at the

cylinder center for thc case of circular cylinder and thc ease of sqoare cylinder along

with Richardson number is shown in the figllre 4.12, whilc AR ~ 1,0,Re = 100, K =

5.0, D = 0.2, L, = Ly = 0.5, J= 1,0 and Pr = 0.71.
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Table 4.6 (a): Variation of average Nussclt number with Hartmann number
for the case 1

R, M,

Ha =0,0 Ha-l0.0 Ha - 20,0 Ha = 50,0

0.0 1.915505 1.710726 1.453429 1,163656

0.5 1.178991 1.23%07 1.238799 1,129542

LO 0.971513 1.022651 1.090087 1.100485

L5 0.951170 1.028463 1.040413 1.077260

2.0 0.942201 1.064352 1.055125 1.060369

2.5 0.941420 1.HlO379 1.096165 1.049969

30 0,945165 1.132416 1,144865 1.045867

3.5 0,950924 1.159872 1.193686 1.047576

4.0 0.957196 1.l82924 1.239733 1,054409

4.5 0.963109 1.201949 1.281993 1.065591

5.0 0.968160 1.217358 1.320236 1,080339

Table 4.6 (b): Variation of average Nussclt number with Hartmann nUl11ber
for the case 2

, N"R;
H" - 0.0 H" 10.0 II•• 20.0 H" 50,0

00 1.9]6441 1.712326 1.458135 1.175298

05 1.212084 1.260904 1.252004 1.142403

LO 0.984203 1.034922 1.105978 1.114291

L5 0.969411 1,034097 1.052516 1.(191673

2.0 0,961875 1,068257 1.062562 1,075018

2.5 0.959547 1.l03024 1.100104 1 064485

3.0 0.960528 1.133777 1.146354 1,059919

3.5 0.963127 1.159927 1.193424 1,060894

4.0 0.966226 1.181688 1.238171 1.066798

4.5 0,969116 1.199469 1.279425 1.076922

5.0 0.971356 1.213701 1.316859 1,090543
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From these figures, it is observed thalthc average Nusse1t number (N,,) goes down

very rapidly with increasing Rj ill the foreed convcclioll dommalcd rcgion and goe,

Ill' gradually with increasing Ri in the free convection dominated region for the lower

values of Ha (0.6, 10,0 and 20.0). But lhe avcrngc Nusselt number (N,,) decreases

mildly with increasing Ri for the highest valne of Ha (Ha = 50,0), On the other hand,

the values of Nu is the uppermost in the pure forced convection (Ri = 0.0) at Ha =

0,0, in the mixed convection region (Rj = 1,0) at Ha = 50.0 and in the natlLral

convection dominated region at Ha = 20,0. However, the average temperature (00,)

of the fllLid in the cavity and tempcratlLre (0,) at the cylinder center increases sharply

with Ri for the lower values of Ha (0.0, 10.0 and 20.0) and increase very slowly with

JIj at the highest value of !fa, Last of all, thc quantitative differcnces of the values of

Nu. at different values of Ha between the two aforcmentioned casc, arc listed in the

Tables 4.6 (a) and 4.6 (b), From these tables it is found that the values of Nu for the

case I are slightly lower than that for thc casc 2 only at the hlghcst valne QfHa.

4.4.4 Effects of Joule Heating Parameter

The flow fields in tenns of computed streamlines for lhc both ca,e 1 and 2 at the fOllr

represenlative values of the dimensionless Joule heating parametcr J (J = 0.0, 1.0, 5.0

and 7.5) is shown in the figure 4.13. Plots arc shown for AR ~ 1,0, Re = tOO,K = 5,0,

D = 0.2, L, = I.), = 0.5, Ha ~ 10,0, Pr = 0.71 andRj ~ 0.0,1.0 and 5,0 forcach case.

In the abscnce of free convection cffects (iIi = 0.0) the flow exhibils " simple

clockwise recirculation pattern, which becomes concentrated along the cold moving

wall for all vatues of J. As Ri increases from 0.0 to 1,0, two connter rotating cdl,

appcar in the cavity at all values of J, i.c. tbe fluid flow in thc cavity is e,tablished by

a rclativdy balanced interaction oflhc two driving mechanisms, finally, fOl JIj ~ 5.0,

which is a buoyancy dominated regime, the countcr clockwise circulating cell on the

right grQws further and occupies most of the pari of the cavity at J = 0.0, as a reslltt

the clockwise cell becomes wcaker and smaller, A simitar phenomena is also

observcd at Ri = 5.0 and J = 1.0. However, for Ri = 5.0 and J = 5.0, anothcr

dockwisc circulating cell is developcd at the right top comer in the cavity. 11is also

seen tbat lhe third cell increases significantly at the highest value of J (J ~ 7.5).

Moreover, thc strcamlines for both Qf the aforementioned cases are almost identical
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J ••o.o J"1.0 a J-3.0 J~7.5

Agurl' 4.13: Slrcamlines for the (al casc I and (b) case 2 al dilTerent V11lues
of Joule healing pllrameler J.nd Richardson number RI,while AR" 1.0, Rc-
100, lin" 10.0, L, - 1.,- 0.3, K" 5.0, D - 0.2 and l'r" 0.71.
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o
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J~0.0 J= 1.0 J= 5.0

o

J= 0.0 J= 1.0 b J= 5.0 J= 7.5

Figure 4.14: Isotherms for the (a) case 1 and (b) case 2 at dIfferent value, of
Joule heating parameter J and Richardson number Ri, whIle AR ~ 1.0, Re =
100, H" = 10.0, Lx =Ly ~ 0.5, K = 5.0, D =' 0.2 and Pr ~ 0.71.
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Figure 4,14 illustrate the isothenns for the case 1 and Ca~e2 at different values of

Joule healing parameter J and Ri (Ri ~ 0.0, 1,0 and 5.0), while AR ~ 1.0, Re = 100, K

= 5.0, IIa = 10,0, Lx = Ly = 0.5, Pr = 0,71. From these figures, it is seen that

conducti\'~ dislortion of isot!Jemlallines start to appear at the ,;cinity of the hc~tcd

surface and upper part of the cavity at the lower values of J (J = 0,0 and 1.0) and lI.i -

0.0. But the conductive distortion in the isothermal lines become disappears and

convective CUTTentbecomes active with increasing the values of JOllIe hcatmg

parameter J at Ri = 0,0, as a result isothermal lines are concentrated at the cold wall

with a clear indication of the existence of thermal spots. The isothermal hnes at R, =

1,0 and lower values of J (J ~ 0,0 and 1,0) are nearly parallel to the vertical ,"ails of

the cavity, which givcs a clear indication of conduction and mixed ~on,'ectlOn

dominated heat transfer in the cavity. further, the isothermal1ine.' at Ri ~ 1.0 and

higher values of J (J = 5.0 and 7.5) start to turn back (convective dist0l1ion) toward~

the cold wall near the top waH due to the dominating i~fluence of Lhet'onvcctive

current. finally, at 1/i = 5.0, thc convective di,tortion of isothcl'mal lines occur,

throughout the cavity fol' all values of J due to the stl'Onginfluence of the convective

current. Moreover, in this case the extreme convcctivc distortion in i,otherms is

observed at the higher values of J. In addition, the effect of cylinder <hape on

isotherms is trivial fol' all values of J and Ri.

In order to evaluate how the presence of Joule heating in the cavity affecL, the heat

transfer rate along the hot wall, average Nusselt number (11',,) is plotted as a funcllOn

of Richardson number Ri in the figure 4.15 for the above two ca,e, at the four

different values of Joule healing pal'ametcrs J. It is observed that a\"erage NusselL

number dccreases very slowly with thc increase of Ri in the forced convection

d(}minatedregion and i~creases gradually with Ri in the free convection dominated

region for J ~ 0.0. Further, the values of N" decreases with incre"sing R, m tlie

forced convection dominated region and become independent of R, 111tile flee

convection dominated region for J= J.O, But for the higher values of J, the "alllcs ot

11'" decreases with increa~ing Ri, 11is a1:;Qnote that 11'" is always higher"t J ~ 0,0 fol'

the two eases, which is expected. Figure 4.15 also explaiu thc average tempemturc of

the fluid (8",) in the cavity and temperature at the cylinder ceuter (eel as a function of

Richardson number (RI') for the two cases at different values of J.
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Table 4.7 (a): Variation of average Nusselt number with Jouk heating
parameter for !he ease I

l/i
M,

J- 0.0 J- 1.0 J 5.0 J 7.5

0.0 1.896161 1.710726 0.968986 0.505398

0.5 1.323444 1.239607 0.873431 0.584622

1.0 1.224756 1.022651 0.650031 0.71824(,

1.5 1.391699 1,028463 0,387293 0,332607

2.0 1.562487 1.064352 0,165841 0098974

2.5 1715601 1.100379 0.001544 -0.100411

3.0 J .853496 1.132416 -0 116069 -0,248419

3.5 1.979290 I. J59872 -0,196830 -0,367913

4.0 2.095305 1.182924 -0.249595 .0,566521

4.5 2.203237 1.201949 -0.284071 .3,700918

5.0 2.304356 1.217358 -0.310494 7.869844

Table 4.7 (b): Variation of average N"sselt number with Joule healing
parameter for tbe ease 2

R; N"
J- 0.0 J 1.0 J 5,0 J n

0.0 1.899899 1.712326 0.962035 0.493103

0.5 1.344722 1,260904 0.883866 0,587414

1.0 1.2J8293 1.034922 0,683504 0,542879

1.5 1.376441 1.034097 0.435438 0,374161

2.0 1,548035 1.068257 0.209266 0.146429

2.5 J .703224 1.103024 0.028319 -0,068742

3.0 1.843106 1.133777 -0.109801 -0,244820

3.5 1.970588 1.159927 0.210907 -0.394927

4.0 2,087981 1.181688 _0.281762 .0.637893

4.5 2.197012 J.l99469 _0.331545 .3.627633

50 2.298994 l.2J3701 -0.371923 "7.928919
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The values of lIa,'and 0, me increases mihlly with increasing Ri at the lo"er V"llleSof

J (J = 0.0 and 1,0) also increase steeply with increaling I/i at the higher values (IfJ (J

= 5.0 and 7.5). Moreover, the values of II"" and B, are found minimum fol' the lowest

value of J, which are very logical. Although the overall trends of the sll'eamlines,

isotherms, average NUS3eltnumber, average fluid tempemture and temperature at tI,e

cylinder center are the same, some differences in the value, of Nu between the

mentioned two cases aTetabulated in the Tables 4,7 (a) and 4.7 (b).

4.4.5 Effect of Reynolds Number

The fluid flow patterns inside the cavity for the case 1 and case 2 a,e pre,ented in

terms of streamlines in the figure 4,16 at the four values of Reynolds numbel' lie (Re

= 50, 100, 150, and 200) and the three different values of Ri (IIi = 0.0, 1.0 and 5,0).

while All = 1.0, K = 5.0, D = 0.2, L, = Ly = 0.5, Ha = 10.0, J= 1,0, Pi- = °71. As
expected due to the upward motion of the left wall fluid rise up along the side of the

cold vertical "all and flow down along the right vertical wall fOWling a lOll w,th

clockwise rotation imide the eavity for the four valllcs of lie at IIi = 0,0, It is also

observed that the orientation of the core in the recirclLl"!lonecll change., as R~ynolds

number Re changes. Next at Ri = 1.0, two counter rotating cells are developed in the

cavity for all values of Re, which indicates both the buoyant for~e and the Sl,ear

driven force are present in the cavity. In this toldel' at ]011' Re ~ 50 the elockwise cell,

which i. due to shear driven force occltpies most of the part of the cavity and two

small anticlockwise rotating cells dlle to buoyant force arc developed at the bottom

and top comer in the cavity near the right wall. Hm.ever, as Re increa,", the

anticlockwi,e rotating cell. come together into one and becom~ large in size. It i,

also seen from the right column of these figures, that size of the antic1oekw;se

rotating cell incl'eases sharply and thereby squeezes the clockwise cell, indicating a

sign of supremacy of natural convection in the cavity at IIi ~ 5,0 and diffCl'entRe.

However, in both of the aforementioned cases, a little influence on the streamline, by

the cylinder shapes is observed.

Now we draw the attention to see the effect ofil1cre"sing Re,mo]ds numbcr Re on the

temperature distribution in the cavity.
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F1llure 4.16: SlRam1ines for the: (a) ClI~ I and (b) ease 2 at dillerent VIIIUC$
of Reynolds number Rc anti Riehanbon number Ri, while AR '" 1.0, H" ••
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lie ~ 50 Re=lOO a Re=150 Re = 200

Re=50 Re=]OO b Re=150 He ~ 200

f'igure 4.17: Isotherms for the (a) case 1 and (b) caSe 2 at different values of
Reynolds number Re and Richard,on number Ri, while AR = 1.0, fl" = 10.0,
J = 1.0, L, = Ly ~ 0.5, K = 5,0, D = 0,2 and Pr = 0,71,
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From the figures 4.17, it can be seen !hat isothermal 1ines al'e nearly parallel to the

hot waH at Re = 50 and Ri = 0.0 for both of the cases, which is similar to eonduetion-

like distributiou. It is also seen that isothennallines start to tum back from the ~old

wall to the hot wall ncar the top wall at Ri = 0,0 and lie' = 50 due to the dommating

influence of conduction and forced convection in the npper part of the cavity, Morc

significant distortion in isothermal lines near the left top corner of the cavity are

observed at the higher values of Re. Further at Ri = 1,0, both the huoyant fOR'eand

the shear force are same order of magnitude, the iwlherrn pattern, reflects a

conductive pattcrn of energy transfer at the lower values of lie (Re ~ 50, 100) and a

convective pallern of energy transfer at thc higher ~allLesof lie (Re = 150, 200) for

hath of the cases, On the other hand, the convective di"tortion of isothennal lines
start to appear at Re = 50 and Ri = 5,0, Next at Ri = 5.0 and lie = 100, it IS seen that

the isothcnnal1ines tum back towards the left cold wall near the top of the ca~ity and

a thermal boundary layer is developed near the left vertical (cold) wall due to the

dominating influence of the convective current in the upper part of the cavity. Fmally

at Ri = 5.0, the convective distortion in thc isotherms become more and the thermal

boundary layer near the cold wall becomes mOrCconcentrated with further il1crea"ing

the values of Reynolds number due to the ,trong influence of the convective curren\.

Howe'-er, the streamlines and isothemls for the mentioncd two case,; appear to be

almost identical at different values of Reynolds number.

The effect of Reynolds number on average Nusselt number (Nu) at the heat source,

average fluid temperature (8a,.) in the cavity and the temperature (8,) at the cylinder

ccnter are displayed JS a function of Richardson ll\lmher at some parlleulal' Re}nold,

number in figure 4.18 for the aforesaid two shapes of cylinder. It is observed that III

both of the cases the average Nusselt number at thc hot wall decreases very sImply

in the forced convection dominated region and increases gradually III the free

eonvection dominated region with increasing Ri for the higher valnes of Reynolds

number Re (Re = 100, 150 and 200), but is diffcrent for the lowest valne of Reynolds

number Re (Re = 50)_ However, maximum values of Nt< is found for the highest

value of Re (Re = 200) at the pure forced convection region (Ri = a 0), at the pure

mixed convection region (Ri = 1.0) and free convection dominated region,
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Table 4.8 (a): Variation of average Nusselt number with Reynolds number
for the ~a"e 1

R; N"

Re 50 Re-100 Re - 150 Re- 200

0.0 1.259431 1.710726 2.113681 2.440418

0.5 1.167179 1.23%07 1.140568 1.155502

1.0 1.086457 1.022651 1.120741 1252180

, .5 1.027479 1.028463 J.I73439 1.299:110

'0 0.992551 1.064352 1,220219 1.351091

'.5 0,976718 1.100379 1,263960 1.403617

3.0 0,973097 1.132416 1.303509 1.451683

3.5 0.976214 1.159872 1.338008 1492843

4.0 0.982533 1.182924 1.367189 1,526451

4.5 0.989973 1.201949 1,391163 1.552771

5.0 0.997365 1.217358 1.410237 1.572461

Table 4.8 (b): Variation of average Nu"e11 number with Reynolds number
for the ease 2

R; N"

lie-50 Re- 100 Re~150 Re~ 200

00 1.261492 1.712326 2.130720 2.479329

0.5 1.176203 1.260904 1.161391 1 148622

1.0 1.101123 1.034922 1.121194 1.253349

1.5 1.044776 1.034097 1.175372 1.299454

'.0 1.009633 1 068257 1.220769 1.348373

'.5 0.992108 1.103024 1.262476 1.398488

3.0 0.986443 1.133777 1.300050 1.444860

3.5 0.987662 1.159927 1,332835 1.484935

4.0 0,992356 1.181688 1,360598 1.517908

4.5 0,998427 1.199469 1.383430 1.543896

5.0 1.004651 1.213701 1.401602 1.563438
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But it is different in the forced convection dominated region. On the other band, the

average fluid tempemture (0o,) in the cavity and the temperature (0,) at the cylinder

center increases smoothly for higher values of Re (Re = 100, 150, 200) and increa~e,

gradually for thc lowest value of Re (Re ~ 50) with increasing Ri. In adllition, the

values of 0,,, and 0, are fonnd minimum for Re = 200 at the pure foreed conveelion

(Ri = 0.0) and for Re ~ 50 at the pure mixed conveehon (R, = 1.0) and free

convection dominated region, But in the forced convection dominated region the

variation of 0,,,, and Be are found irregular.

However, a visual examination of the figure 4.18 show qualitatively ,imi1ar plots for

hoth of the CaSeSat different values of Re and Ri. Lastly, the quantItative differences

of the value, of Nu at different values of lie are indICated in Table.' 4.8 (a) and 4.8

(b) between the two mentioned caseS.

4.4.6 Effect of Prandtl Number

The effect of Prandt1 number on the flow fields as streamlines in the cavity for the

ca,e 1 and ease 2 at thrce different values of Ri is shown in figure 4.19, whIle AR =

1.0, Re = 100, f) = 0.2, Ha ~ 10.0,J = 1.0, Lx = L, = 0.5 and K = 5,0, The flow field;

for all vallics of Pr {Pr = 0.071, 0.71,1.0 and 3,0) and low Ri (RI ~ 0,0) arc fouod to

be establi"hed due to the shcar induced force by the moving lid only. NeAt at Ri =

1,0, the balance between the shcar and buoyancy effect is manife,ted in the

formation of two vortices inside the cavity. It is also sccn that the shear effect

produces the clockwise vortex, which is comparatively small than that of the two-

cellular counter clockwise vortex produccd by the buoyant foree. As thc Richardson

number increases further to 5.0, thc heat transfer is mostly by convcction in the

cavity, as a result the two-cellular counter clockwise vortex be~oll1euni-ccllular and

large euough and the cloc1Gvisevortex becomes shrink in si7e at each values of Pr

considered. Be,ides, thc flows represented by the ,lreamlines are almost independent

of t1le Prandtl number at each Ri. It is alw notable that cylinder shape has

unimportant effect on ,treamlinc plots for various values of Prandtl number.
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FIgure 4.19: Streamlines for the (D)cue 1 and (b) case 2 at different \'lllucs
of Pnmdll number PI'DndRichardson number Ri, while AR" 1.0, Re. 100,
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I'r=3.0

o

""
ao

"~

Pr=O.071 l'r=O.71 b l'r= 1.0 l'r~3.0

Figure 4.20: Isotherms for the (a) case 1 and (b) case 2 at different vall1es of
PrandH number Pr and Richardson number Ri, while AR = 1.0, Re = 100, Hn
= 10.0, J ~ 1.0, L, =Ly = 0.5, K = 5.0 and D = 0.2.
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'The effect of Prandtl number on thermal characteristics as isotherms in the cavity for

the case 1 and case 2 at three different values of Ri are shown in figure 4.20, w1,ile

All = 1,0, Re = 100, D = 0.2, Ha = 10.0, J = 1.0, Lx = L, = 0,5 and K = 5.0. Thc

isothenns at very low Pr (Pr = 0.071) and lower Ri (R; = 0,0, 1.0) become almost

parallel to the vertical walls, resembling thc conduction like heat transfer in the

cavity. A closer examinations also show the isotherrnallines are symmetric about the

line Y= 0.5. As R; increases to 5.0, the symmetry in isothcrms become disappears in

the cavity. But in this folder the degree of distortion from the conduction heat

transfer is very noticeable and the isotherms become mOrCpacked ne"r the left top

surface in the cavity at each values of Rj and the higher !'randtl numbers (Pr = 0.71,
1.0 and 3.0). The bend in isothermal lines appears du~ to the high come~ti\'e eurrent

inside the cavity.

figures 4.21 depic! the variations of average Nusselt number (Nu) at the heated wall,

average temperature (8a,) of the fluid in the cavIty and ternpemture (Bc) at the

cylinder center at various values of Pr and Ri for the easel and case 2. It is shown

that, for the lowest Pr the average Nusselt number decreases gradu"lly "ith

increasing Ri and for the higher Pr (Pr = 0.71 and 1,0) the "alue, of N" decrease,

with increasing Ri in the for~ed conveetion dominated region and increa,es gradually

with Ri in the free convection dominated region. But for the highest Pr (Pr = 3 0), il

is seen that the values of Nu decreases sharply with increasing Ri in the tQlced

eonvect;on dQminated regIon and increases smoothly up to Ri'; 1.8, after then Nli i,

independent of Ri. In addition, maximum values of N" are found for the hig]lest

value of Pr at all values of Ri. Moreover, the average fluid temperature (0,,) in the

cavity and the temperature (Oc) at the cylinder center increase smoothly for higher

yalues of Pr (Pr= 0.71,1.0 and 3.0) and increases gradually for the lowest yalue of

Pr (Pr = 0,071) with increasing Ri. On the other'hand, minimum value, of 6'm'and 0,

are found at the highest PF (Pr = 3.0) in the forced convection dominated region and

at the lowest value Qf Pr (Pr = 0,071) in the free convection dominated region

Finally Tables 4.9 (a) and 4.9 (b) compares the value, of average Nusselt number

between the two-abovementioned cases considered From these tables it i, also seen

that the variation of the values of Nu are unsystematic with cylinder shapes.
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Table 4.9 (a): Variation of avcrage N\lsselt number with Prandtl number for
the case I

Ri N"

Pr=0,071 Pr- 0.71 Pr- 1.0 Pr - 3.0

0.0 1.039148 1.710726 1.041835 3.136956

0.5 1.034618 1,239607 1.369445 2.135250

'0 1.024186 1.022651 1.07l852 1.4222g3

1.5 1.008087 1.018463 1,098935 1,590875

2.0 0.986682 1.064352 1.136079 1.623106

2.5 0,%0397 1,100379 1.170740 1.621783

3.0 0.929720 1.132416 1.203577 1.616093

3.5 0.895172 1.159872 1.234383 1.616437

4.0 0.857280 1.182924 1,261789 1.619037

4.5 0816544 1201949 1.288545 1.628686

5.0 0.773427 1.217358 1.311545 1.642432

Table 4.9 (b): Variation Qf average Nusse1t number with Prandtl numbcr for
thc casc 2

R, N"
h 0,071 p, 0.71 l'r - 1.0 Pr-3.0

0.0 1.052335 1.712326 2.056506 3,234548

0.5 1 048895 1,260904 1.404421 2.394429

'0 1,039677 1.034922 1.076873 1,383427

'5 1.024919 1.034097 1,100172 1,582687

2.0 1.004946 1.068257 1.138312 1.624153

25 0,980141 1.103024 1.172607 1.613493

3.0 0.950926 1.133777 1.204383 1.616198

3.5 0.917758 1.159927 1,233887 1,612~82

40 0,881106 1.181688 1.260961 1.615782

4.5 0.841431 1.l99469 1.285453 1.624125

5.0 0.799172 1.213701 1,307299 1.637112
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4.4.7 Effect of Inner Cylinder Locations

The dependence of Dow fields on the locations of the inner cylinder can be ob,erved

in the plots of streamlines for the case 1 and the case 2 a[ various vatue" of (he

Richardson number are shown in the figure 4.22, while AR = 1 0, Re ~ 100, /fa ~

10,0,J= 1.0, j) = 0.2, Pr = 0.71 and K= 5.0. From tJw boUom row ofthi~ figure, it i,
seeJl t],a[ in [he pure foreed convection region (Ri = 0.0) the [low patterns inside the

cavity remain unchanged at the different locatIOnsof the cylinder, exeeplthe shape

of the core of the circulatory flow. As Ri increases to 1.0, the effect of buoyant force

and the shear force are of the same order of magnitude, a ,hear cell is i'olmed
adjacent to the moving waH and a vortex cell cau,ed due to buoyant force is s~en

ncar the hot waH at different locations of the cylinder. However, in the mi"ed

convection region it i, also seen that, when the inner cylinder mOve, closer to the left

cold wall along the mid-horizontal plane, the shear driven vortex becomes two

cellular and buoyancy induced vortex becomes uni-ccl1ular fOIboth of the cases, If

the cylinder mO~es further closer to the heat sonree along the mid-horizontal plane an

opposite resnlt is observed as compared to the previous position. Furthermore when

the cylinder moves near the top and bottom insutated wall of the cavity along the mid

veltical ptane, then two counter lotating \'ortices ate formed in the cavity fOl the both

cases. It is also .,een that the size of the vortice, are almost identical. Fmally, wllen

the Richardson nnmber Rj increases to 5.0, the magnitude of the velocity cir~nlahng

in the cavity increase" the size of the bnoyancy induced vortex becomes larger than

the share induced vortex at all vallies of the cylinder locations comidered, because of

the stronger convection effects of the ineteased Richardson number.

The dependence of the thelmal fields on locations of the inner cylinder in the cavity

can be obtained in the plots of the isothenns for the easel and ca,e 2 at \'anO\lS

values of the cylinder locations are shown in figure 4.23, while AR ~ 1.0, Re ~ 100,

Ha = 10.0, J ~ 1.0, D = 0.2, Pr = 0.71 and K = 5.0. At Ri = 0,0 and dil1ctent

locations of the inner cylinder, the isothennallines near the heat source are parallel

to the right vertical wall and become ,kewed near the lefllOp corner of the cavity,

due to the dominating influence of the conduction and mixed convection heat

transfer.
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Figure 4.23: Isothenn:; for the (a) ease 1 and (b) case 2 at different values of
cylinder Iocahons (Lx. Ly) and Richardson number R" while AR ~ 1 ,0. Re ~
100, Na = 10.0, J= 1,0,K = 5.0, D ~ 0.2 and l'r = 0.71,
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'fable 4.10 (a): Variation of average Nusselt number with cylindcr locations
for the ea,e I

m N"

(0,25,0.5) (0.5,0,25) (0.5,0.75) (O.75,0,5)

0.0 1,702954 1.449321 1.389233 1.468700

0.5 1.342464 1.154362 1.134795 1.208068

1.0 1.100091 1,033496 un0037 1,044595

1.5 1.008073 1.028374 1,020831 1,009662

2.0 0.995173 1.059638 1,048289 1.035423

2.5 1,026419 1.099846 1.088562 1.076644

3.0 1,078620 1.139807 1.131534 1.118232

3.5 1.136758 1,176249 1.172479 1 155607

4.0 1.192977 1.208107 1.209340 1,187580

4.5 1.243755 1.235211 1.241419 1.214121

5.0 1.287813 1.257767 1,268685 1.235600

Table 4.10 (b): Variation of average Nussclt number with cylindcr locations
for the case 2

Ri N"

(0,25,0.5) (0.5,0,25) (05,0.75) (O.75,0,5)

00 1.714455 1.419111 1.348573 1.448793

0.5 1.380974 1.159858 1.137167 1,229474

1.0 1.140098 1,049525 1,04&052 1,072343

1.5 1.028226 1,040029 1.035186 1.018390

" 0.988133 1,065955 1.055393 1.031070

2.5 0,993000 1.102441 1.08Y870 1,066217

3.0 1.026872 U40287 1.129556 1.105324

, 3.5 1.075883 1.175815 L169421 1.142(J18

4.0 1.130156 1.207575 1.206751 1.174241

4.5 1.183827 1.235106 1.240259 1.201523

5.0 1.233794 1.258404 1.269486 1.223990
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Further increase of Ri to 1.0, the isothennal lines become almost parallel to the

vertical walls for an the locations of the cylinder owing to the conjugate effect of

conduction and mixed convection. Lastly, at R, ~ 5.0, convective distortion of the

isothennal lines occurred throughout the cavity due to the strong. influence of the

convective current and a thennal boundal)' layer i. developed near the cold wall at

all values of the cylinder locations considered. In this folder it is ul,o seen that no

significant difference i, found due to cylinder shape.

The average Nusse1t number (Nu) at the heated surface, average tluid temperature

(00") in the cavity and the temperature (e,) at the cylil1der center are ptotted against

Richardson numbers in figures 4.24 (a) and 4,24 (b) for the aforementioncd cases at

the four different locations of the cylinder respectively. For cach locations of the

cylinder, the Nu-l/i profile is parabolic shape sh(}wstwo distinct zOnCSdepending on

Richardson number. Up to a certain ~aluc of Ri the distribution of Nu sm(}(}thl}

dccrcases with increa,ing Ri and beyond these values of IIi it i, increases with Ri.

Furthermore, thc values of Nu are found maximum, when the inner cylinder mOveS

clo,er to the len wall along the mid-horizontal plane at the values of Iii < 1.5, "nd

beyond these values of Ri it is the highest when the cytinder moves near the hott(}m

insulated wall of the c",ity along the mid vertical plane. This is abo suppolted from

the numerical values obtained for the aforementioned cases shown in the Tables 4.10

(a) and 4.10 (b). On the other Imnd, average tluid tempemtllre ((,Ie,.) in the cavity

increases monotonically with Ri at each locations of thc eyl;nde, But the

tcmperature (ee) at the cylinder center is n(}t monotonic with Ri at the different

location, of the cylinder, Besides, the ~alues of eo' and De are always lower, when the

cylinder CCllleris at (0.15, 0.5) for both of the abovementioned cases

4.4.8 Effect of Cavity Aspect Ratio

The influence of the cavity aspect ratio on the flow field in the eavity is shown in the

figure 4.25 at three COllvecti,e regime for the abowmentioned two cases, while Re ~

100, j) ~ 0.2, K ~ 5.0, II" ~ 10.0, J ~ 1.0, L, = L" ~ 0,5 and Pr = 0.71. The aspect

l'atio is the ratio of the length L and height H, TIle results presented in the preceding

subsections are for a square cavity in which the aspect ratio AR IS 1.0.
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Figure 4.25: Streamlines for the (a) casc 1 and (b) case 2 at different ~a1uc8
of cavity aspect ratio AR and Richard,on number 1/i, while Re = 100, ria ~
10,0,J= l.0, L, ~ Ly = 0.5, K = 5.0, D = 0.2 and Pr = 0.71,
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Figure 4.26: Isotherms for [he (a) case I and (b) case 2 at different values of
cavity aspect ratio AR and Richardson number Ri, while Re ~ 100, Ha = 10.0,
J = 1.0, Lx = Ly = 0.5, K ~ 5.0, D = 0.2 and Pr = 0,71
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In order to investigate the convective heat transfer behavior at other aspect ratios,

,ompulations are also done for cavities at three additional aspect rotios of 0.5, 1.5

and 2,0. Now at l/i ~ 0.0 and All ~ 0 5, it is seen that a two ,ell"lar vOl1exwhich we

called primary vortex i, generated due to the motion of the left wall, 11is also seen

from these figures that the vortex become uni-cellular and large in size wIth

increasing AR at fixed Ri ~ 0,0. Next at Ri = 1.0 and AR = 0.5 it is obserl'ed that the

primary vortex remain unchanged and two secondary vortices are developed at the

top and bottom comer near the right wall due to the namral convection effect. With

the increase of AR at Ri = J.O, it i, seen that the size of thc seeondmy vortcx

increases rapidly as a result the size of the primary vortex decrea,es rapidly. Further,

at Ri = 5.0 and all values of AR (AR ~ 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0), it is seen that the

secondary vOltex spreads and thereby squeezes thc primary vortex. indicating a sign

of supremacy of natural convection in thc cavity. Howevcr, it is also ,een that the

streamlines are independent of cylinder shape at all values of AR and R"

The effects oftllc cavity aspect ratio on the thermal field in the cavily i, rC\'caled in

the figures 4,26 (a) and 4.26 (b) at thrce convective regime for the ca,el and case 2

respectively, while Re~ 100, D = a 2, K ~ 5,0, lIa = 10.0, J ~ 1.0,L, ~ L, = 0 5 and

Pr = 0,71. For the low R, = 0.0 and the four cavity aspect ratios (AR = 0.5, 1 0, 1.5

and 2.0), the isothermal lines nearly follow the geometry of the right vertical surface

and start to tum back towards the hot wall at the left top comer of the cavity due t(}

the dominating influence of conduction and fOl'ced convection heat Iransfer i'Jow

making a comparison of the isothermal lines for Ri = 1.0 and different AR that offor

Ri = 00 and different AR no significant difference is found at lower AR, but for

higher All the i;othcrmallines start to tum back towards the cold w~ll in the upper

part of the cavity. Further at Ri ~ 5.0 and low AR ~ 0.5 the isothel'mal lines aTe

almost parallel to the left vertical and start to tum back towards the cold w~ll at the

right top comeI' of the cavity due to the dominating influence of convective heat

transfer. On the other hand, at Ri = 5.0 and higher values of AR (1.0, 1,5 ~nd 2.0) a

significant convective di,tortion in the isothel'l1lll1lines occurs due 10 thc strong

influence of the convective ,urrent as a result a concentrated thermal layer ncar the

cold wan is developed,
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Figure 4.27: Effect of cavil} aspect ratio AR on (i) average Nu,"e!!
number, (ii) average fluid temperature and (iii) temperature at the
cylinder center for (a) case I and (b) case 2, while Re = lOa, Ha ~
10,0, J~1.0, Pr = 0,71, Lx ~ Ly ~ 0.5, K = 5.0 and D = 0.2.
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Table 4.11 (a): Variation of average Nusselt number with cavity aspect ratio
for the ease 1

R; N"
AR - 0.5 AR .. 1.0 AR -1.5 AN 2.0

0.0 2,709510 1.710726 1.078983 0,715308

0.5 2.608611 1.239607 0.733203 0.5%536

La 2.500252 1.022651 0,785437 0.677311

1.5 2.391729 1.028463 0.847057 0.745028

2.0 2,292422 1,064352 0.901585 o 800972
2.5 2,210390 1.100379 0.948050 0.84(,~G3

30 2.148919 1.132416 0,9%5G3 0.883972

3.5 2.106212 J .159872 1.017821 0.913439

4.0 2.077815 1.182924 1.042681 0936301

4 5 2,059003 1.201949 1.061977 0,953475

5.0 2,045923 1.217358 1.0764Gl 0.965751

Table 4.11 (b): Variation of average Nusseh number with cavity aspect l'atio
for the case 2

JIj N"
AR -0,5 AR -1.0 AR - 1.5 AR - 2,0

00 2.743597 1.712326 1,072806 O.7J2G98

0.5 2.654432 1.260904 0.734511 0.594594

1 0 2.559823 1.034922 0.7820GO 0,6727(,7

1.5 2.465723 1.034097 0.842509 0.739944

2.0 2,379547 1.068257 0,896581 0,795811

2.5 2.307770 1.103024 0.942911 0,841777

3.0 2.253429 1.133777 0.981407 0,879035

3.5 2,215600 1.159927 1.012687 0.90RG95

4.0 2.190931 1.181688 1.037582 0.931776

4.5 2.175474 1.199469 1.056918 0.949180

50 2.165766 1.213701 1.071448 0,961692
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The average Nusselt number (Nu) at thc heat SO\lrce,average temperatlll'e (8,,) of the

fluid in tlle cavity and the tcmperatme {6U at thc cylinder center arc plotted as a

function of Richardson number in figure, 4.27 (a) and 4,27 (b) for the tlvo cases a(

All ~ 0,5, 1.0 1.5 and 2.0. Por eaeh higher AR, the Nu-J/j profile shows (wo dIstinct

~ones depending on the Richardson number. TIICdi,trihution of the average NLLssclt

number goes down sharply in the forced convection dominated region, and goes ttp

grad\lally in the free convection dominated region with increasing Ri. On the other

hand, for the lowest value of AR (Ail ~ 0.5), the average Nusselt number decreJ5es

monotonically with increasing Ri. However, maximum average NLLSSeltn\lmber is

found for the low AR ~ 0.5 at each Ri owmg to the shortest distance bel;\veel1the hot

and cold walL From the figures 4,27 (aJ and 4.27 (b), it is also seen that ayerage

temperature of the fluid in the cavity and the temperature at the cylinder center goe'

up sharply for the higher value, of AR (1.0, 1,5and 2 0) and grad\lally for lowest AR

with increasing Hi. In addl1ion, the val\les of the average temperature of the fl\lid in

the cavity and the temperature at the cylinder center are lower for the higher valnes

of All in the forceJ convection dominated region, also for the lowest value of All 111

the free convection dominated region.

However, a vis\lal examination of the streamline anJ isotherms plots doe, not reveal

any significant dIfference between the two cases considered. On the other hand,

Tables 4, 11 (al and 4.11 (b) compare the yalues of average Nusselt number bCl;\vcell

the ca,e I and ca," 2 resp~cti vel)'. It i, clearly seen fTUmthe Table, 4. 11 (a) and 4.11

(b) that thc values of average Nussc1t n\lmbel', for the case 1 are considerably lower

than those obtained for the case 2 only at the lowest valllc of All.

4.5 Concluding Remarks
Stcady mixed comeclion flow and heat transfer in a rectangular 1id-dnvcn cavity

wilh the presence of a joule heating, magnetic field and heat-conducting horizontal

cylinder operating under laminaTregime were numerically inve.,tigated. An external

excitation was imposed on the lid mohon. A detailed analysis for the Jistribullon of

streamline" isotherms, average Nussclt number at the hot wall, average tluid

temperature in the cavity and temperature at the cylinder center were carned out to

investigate the effect of the dimensionless parameters, The investigation "'as camcd
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out for a number of rele,ant dimensionless g.roupa,""mely the Reynolds number Re,

Riehard,on number Ri, l'randtl number 1'F, Hartmann number H", Joule heating

pammctcr J, as well as various configurations of the cylinder, them",l proper! y of the

cylinder, various location of the cylinder in the cavity and cavity aspect ratio From

an examination of the heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena revealed by the

numelical experiments, the following major conclusion have heen drawn as follow,:

• Cylinder diameter has significant influence on the flow field in the pure lorced

c011veetion dominated region and on the themlal lle1ds in the fl'ee comcetion

dominated region in the cavity. On the other hand there are noticeahle changes in

the flow and tl1ermal fields as the Richardson number increa,cs 101' particular

values of cylinder diameter. Higher average Nusselt number is always found for

the lal'gesl valuc of D for both of the abovcmentioned cases. 'Jhe average

temperaJure of the fluid and temperaturc at the cylinder center in the cavity "rC

lesser for D ~ 0,0 in the forced convection dominated region, but for D ~ 0.6 in

the free convection dominated region,

• The thermal conductivity ratio of the s"lid to that "f the fluid, K alTccts the

lsothel'ln distribution in the inner body, thus it affects also i",therms in the entire

cavity, whereas the distribution of strcamlines arC independent on the thelmal

conductivity ratio K. The effect of K on the average Nusselt number Nu depends

upon the cylinder si7,e. Relatively large effect on themlal phenolllenon IS

obscrvcd for a big size cylinder. A deticiency in the heat t,,"nsfer rate i,obtained

when the cylinder size is decreased. A similar trend i, also observed on the

average temperature of the fluid and tcmperature at tlle cylinder eenter ill the

cavity.

• It is found that the flow behavior and the heat transfer characteristics in,ide the

cavity arc ,trongly depending upon the strength of the magnetic field. ln the

absence of the magnetic forec, the convection-dominated z"nC is extended in the

forced convection dominated region resulting better conveCllve heat transfer

performance. lncre"~ing Hartma11nnumber retards the fluid circulation causing

the lower temperature gradients throughout the cavity in the forced convection

dominated region. Therefore, major portion of the heat is transferred mainly by

conduction, The inverse phenomena are observed in the free convection
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dominated area. However, lesser average fluid tempera(nre and cylinder center

temperature are observed for lower values of Ha (Ha = 10.0, 20.0) at the forced

convection dominated area and for IIa = 50.0 at the free convection dominated

area.

• The Joule heating parameter has insignificant on streamlines in the pure forced

convection region, but have significant effect in the pure mixed convection and

free convection dominated region. An increase in the value of the Joule heating

parameter leads to increase in the flow rates in the shcar mduecd 'eci,culation

cell. Fur(hcr increase in the value of Jonle heating paramel~r causes for

development of more cells in t11ecavity. On the other hand, the Joule healing

parameter has noteworthy effcc( on isotherm plots The temperarure of the fluid

in (he cavity and the temperature at the cylinder cenler increase due to the

increases (IfJ and henee that negates the heat transfer from the heated surface.

• The effect of Reynolds number Re on streamlines are not significant in the pure

forced convection region, but in the pure mixed convection and flee convection

dominated area (hese effects are significant. On the other hand, Reynold, numb~r

Rc affects strongly on isothcnn structul'es in the cavily at all convective ,egime

However, the values of average Nusse1t number is the maximum for the highest

value of Re at the pure forced convection, pure mixed conveclion amI free

convection dominated area, but some unexpected behavior is seen in the forced

convection dominated region. Moreover, average temperature of the fluid in the

cavill' and tempcrarure at the cylinder center become smaller for lhe higher

values of Re at the forced convection dominated region, but beyond these region

that are smaller for Re = 50.

• The influence of l'randtl number on the streamlines in the cavity is found to

similar for all the cases, whereas the influence of Pr on th~ isotherms "

remarkable for different values of Pro For low values of Pr the heat transfcr is

dominated by conduction and it become redllees with increa,ing j'r, Furthermorc,

clearly different flow behaviors and heat transfer characteristiC'; are ob,erved

among the three different flow regimes. The average NusseH number is alway,

superior for the large value of Pro The average temperature of thc fluid in the

cavity and the temperature at the cylinder center are inferior for Pr ~ 3.0 in the
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forced convection dominated region, also for Pr =(l.O7l in the free eonvect;on

dominated region,

• It is observed that the location of the inner cylinder is one of lhe most important

parameter On fluid flow, temperature fields and heat t,ansfer chal'acteristic"

MOl'eover, noticeably differenl flow behaviors and heat tl'ansfer characteristics

arc observed among the three different flow l'egimes, The value of lhe average

Nus>elt number is greatcr if the solid cylinder is placed nCar the cold ",all along

the mid-horizontal plane at Ri < 1.5 and beyond these values of Ri it is the

highest when the cylinder moves ncal' the bottom insulated ",all of the cavity

along the mid veltical plane. On the other hand, the average fluid temperatul'e

and temperature at the cylinder center are always lesser when lhc solid cylinder is

placcd near the cold wall along lhe mid_horizontal plane.

• Cavity aspect ratio has significant effects On the streamlines and i30therms

distributions. Buoyancy-induced vortex in the slreamlines and convective current

in thc isotherms increases with increasing aspect ralio of the ca, ity. MOl'eo'-er,

markedly diffel'ent flow behaviors and heat tl'ansfer charaetcristic> are observed

among the three differenl flow regime,. On the other hand, average Nm,ell

ll\lmbel' i, al",ays higher for lowest valUeof the cavity aspect ratio AR (A R = 0,5).

The valucs of average temperature of thc fluid in [he cavity and [emperat\lre at

the cylindel' center are lower in the forccd convection dominated region fot' the

highcl' values of AR and in the free conveclion dominated region for the lowest

value of AR.

• Thc difference of thc values of average Nusse1t number between the C"se 1 and

easc 2 al'enot significant from the engineering point of "iew,
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Conclusions
A numerical study on the conjugate effect of conduction and mixed convection in

obstructed cavity has been studied by solving steady state [wo-dimeo,;onal NRvier-

Slokes equations, energy equations and continuity equati<;ln.TIle work reported in

this thesis are basically dependent on two types of cavity conflgur"lions namely (i)

vented cavity and (il) lid-driven cavity. The various ideas and results have been

discussed in individual detail at (he relevant chapler of the thesis In the present

chapter an attempt is made to summaries the concepts presented and results obtained

in the work reported already. A section on the scope of further wOlk on associated

fields of investigation is also included_

5.1 Summary ofthe Major Outcomes
The analysis has been confined to cases of vented as well al lid.driven ob;lruelCd

cavities, In cascs of vcnted cavity the nature of flow and thennal field, as \vell as

characteristics of heat transfer process particularly its augmentation due \0 the

introduction of solid material has becn evaluated in chapter 3. 0" lh~ basis of the

analysis the following conclusion; have been drawn:

(i) The inlCl and outlet locations have significant effect on the flow and thermal
distributions at the thre~ convcctive regimes. The average Nus>elt number ("'/11)
at the hot \vall is the highest for the D1' configuration, wherea< lhe BB
configuration has the lowest heat transfer rate at the three cOllveclive regimes_
Moreover, the average Nus5elt number, when circular cylinder is considered is
slightly lower than tho,e obtained with square cylinder tor the HT configuration
whereas the inverse scenario is found for the HHconfigmation,

(ii) FIO\vand thermal field's modifications are observcd due to the blockage effecl
of the solid cylinder. Moreover by introducing the cylinder, the heal transfer
capacity on the hot wali is always increased. Howcver, the average Nusselt
number (Nu) for the case of square cylindcr (case 2) is slightly higher than lhose
obtained for the case of circular cylinder (case I) only at D = 0,2.
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(iii) Although the thermal conductivity ratio K is not an effective parameter'on the
flow field, it has an important effect on the thennal field. The valiation of
average Nusse1t number (N,,) with tl1evalue, of K is not sIgnificant at all value,
of Ri for the smallest value of D. On the uther hand, the average Nusselt tlumher
(Nul with the values of K is more significant at all values of Iii f(}fthe la'ge,t
value of f). Moreover the average Nusse1tnumber (Nt!) for the ease of 'qllar~
cylinder (case 2) is slightly higher than those obtained for the ease of cir~ubr
cylinder (case 1) at all values of K considered.

(iv) In general the Reynolds number Re has a stronger influence on flow and thelmal
fields. The average Nussclt number (Nu) ISalways upper for the largest value of
Re. Moreover the avcrage NU5seHnumbcr (Nu) for the case of square ~ylindcr
(case 2) is higher than those ohtained for the case of circular cylinder (case 1) at
the higher ~al"es of Reynold., numbcr Re (Re = 100, 150 and 200).

(v) Fluids with a smaller l'randll number l'r are mOre sensitive to changcs in the
buoyancy force than fluids with a higher l'randtl number, lncrea,ing the Pmndtl
number increases the average Nusselt number (Nu), In addition, the heat tlansfer
rate at the hot wall for the case of square cylinder (case 2) is higher than tho;c
oblained for the case of circular cylinder (case 1) at all values of f'r considered,

(vi) l"ocations of the inner cylinder are one of the most important pa' ameler On110w
and tcmperature fields as wcll as heat transfer at the hoi surfa~e. Maxill1\ll1'
value of Nu is found when the cylinder center is at (0.25, 0.5) and (0,5, 11.75)
Moreoyer, the average Nusselt number (Nil) for the case of square cylinder (case
2) is higher than those obtained for the case of circular eyhnder (ca,e 1) when
the cylinder center is at (0.25, 0.5). On the other hand, the inverse ,esults are
found when the cylinder center is at (0.25, 0,5) and (0.75, 0,5).

(vii)The influence of cavity aspect ratio on fluid flow and tcmperatul'e field is found
to be pronounced. The heat transfer rate for lower cavity aspect ratio is higher
than for higher aspect ratio. Moreowr thc average Nusselt number (NlI) for lhe
case of square cylinder (ease 2) is higher than those obtained for th~ case of
circular cylinder (case 1) at all values of AR considered.

The effect of joule heating in the coupling of conduction with I\1HD mixed

convection flow in a rceta~gular lid-driven cavity along with a heal condllcting

horizontal cylinder has been investigat~d nume,ieally in ehapte, 4. From t1le

investigation the following conclusions have been drawn:
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(i) Cylinder diameter has significant influence on the flow in the forced convection
dominated region and on the thennal field, in the free convection dominated
region in both of the cases. Higher average Nusselt number is always fOllnd for
the largest value of D for hoth of the abovementioned ,ases. The average
temperature of the fluid and temperature at the cylinder center in the cavity are
not linear, Moreover, the average Nusselt number (!'fu) for the case of square
~ylinder (case 2) is slightly higher than thO.,eobtained for the case of circular
cylinder (case I) at the higher values of D (D ~ 0.4 and 0,6)

(Ii) Thermal conductivity ratio K has a negligible effect on the velocity field and
has significant clreet on the thennal field at the three convective t'egime,. The
eITed of K on the average Nussclt number Nu depends upon the cylinder size. In
addition, the heat tt'ansfer coeffieicnt is iofiuen,ed significantly by the them1al
conductivity ratio for a big size cylinder. MoreO\'cr the heat transfer coefficient
is not monotonic with the values of Kfor thc abo\'ementioneel two cases.

(iii) Magnetic fie1elaffects the flow and tempcrature fields and it retards the heat
transfer from the heated surface, However, the average Nusselt number (Nu) for
the case of squat'e cylinder (case 2) is slightly higher than those ohtained for the
case of circular cylinder (case I) at Ha ~ 0.0 and 50.0.

(iv) Joule heating parameter J has insignifi,ant on flo\\" field at the pure forced
wnve<:tion regioll, but have significant effect at the pure mixed con\"ection and
free convection dominated regioll. On the other hand, Jouie heating parameter
has significant effect on thermal field at the three convective regimes. The
temperature of the fluid in the c"vity and the temperature at the eyliuder center
increase due to the increases of J and hence that negate" the heat tl'ansfer f!'Om
the heated surface. Moreover, the average Nu"elt numbet' (NIJ) for the ~aSCof
square cylinder (,age 2) is highet' than tho,e obtained for the case of CIrcular
cylinder (ease 1) only at the value of J= ] .0.

(v) Reynolds number Re has significant eITeets on the flo" field at the pure mixed
convection and free convection dominated region, On the other h"nd, Re has
,ignifi,"nt effect on temperature fie1elat the three convective regimes. However,
the values of average Nussclt numbet' with Ri are not linear for the higher values
of Re. Moreover, the average Nugsclt number (Nu) fot' the ,ase of sq"are
cylinder (casc 2) is higher than those obtained for the case of circular cylinder
(,ase 1) only at the value of Re = 50.
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(vi) Prandtl n\lmberh does not have significant contribution on flow field, '" herc~8
there are noticeable changes in the thermal field as Pr change, for a parllcular
m. The variation of the average Nusse1t n\lmber Nu is nonlinear with higher I'r
and linear with the lowest values of Pro In ~ddition the val\les of N" is always
superior for the large value of Pro Moreover the heat transfer coefficient i, nut
monotonic with the values of Pr for the abovementioned two cases

(viI) Location of the inner cylinder is an effective parameter on fl\lid flow;
temperature fields and heat tr~nsfer charactelistics. Moreover, the v~riation the
average N\lssclt number is nonlinear with the location of the inncr cylinder. ln
addition the heat transfer coefficient is not monotonic with the val\les of cylinder
location for the abovementioned two cases,

(viii) The infl\lence of cavity aspect ratio on fluid flaw and temperature distrib\ltion is
fO\lnd to be pronounced. The average Nusselt number is always highel for
lowest value of the cavity aspect ratia AR (AR ~ 0.5). Moreover, the average
Nusselt number (Nu) for the case of square cylinder (case 2) is highel' than those
obtained for the case of circ\llar cylinder (case 1) only al the val\le of AR = 0,5,

(ix) The difference of the val\les of average N\l5Seltnumber between the c~se I and
ca,e 2 are not significant from the engineering point of view,

(x) Moreover, markedly different flow and heat transfer behavior are observed
among the three different fl"w regimes,

5.2 Further Works
The following can be put forward for !he funher works as fol1Qw-upsof th~ prc\cnt

research as.

•:. In the future, the study can be extended by incorporating different physics like

radiation effects, internal heat generation I absorption, capillalY effects .

•:. Double diffusive mixed convection can be analyzed through induding the

governing equation of concentration conservation .

•:. Investigation can be pcrfonned by \Ising magnetic fl\lid instead of electrically

conducting fluid within the porous medium and changing the boundalY

conditions of the cavity's walls,

•
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.:. The study Can be extended fOTturbulent flow using dit1erent fluids, different
thermal boundary conditions such as constant heat flux or mdiation and unsteady

flow,

.:. Only lwo"dimensional fluid flow and heat t'an,fer ha, been analyzed in this

thesis. So tllis delibera(ion may be extended to thrce"dimensiorull analyses to

investigate the effects of parameters On flow fields and heat transfer in c", illes.
In addition, the problem of fluid flow and hMt transfer along with heot

generating cylinder may be studied in three-dimensional caSeS,
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